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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

THE BOEING COMPANY, 
 

Plaintiff, 
 

v. 
 
LEONARD ROBINSON in his official 
capacity as the Acting Director of the 
California Department of Toxic 
Substances Control, 
 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. CV 10-04839-JFW (MANx) 
Civil Action 
DECLARATION OF ANNIE L. 
OWENS IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Hearing Date:  April 11, 2011 
Time:  1:30 p.m. 
Courtroom:  16 
Judge:  Hon. John F. Walter  
Pretrial Conference:  May 20, 2011 
Trial Date:  June 7, 2011 

WILMER CUTLER PICKERING                                         
    HALE AND DORR LLP 
Brian R. Michael (SBN: 240560) 
    brian.michael@wilmerhale.com 
350 South Grand Avenue  
Los Angeles, California  90071 
Telephone:  (213) 443-5374 
Facsimile:  (213) 443-5400 

WILMER CUTLER PICKERING 
    HALE AND DORR LLP 
Seth P. Waxman (Pro Hac Vice) 
    seth.waxman@wilmerhale.com 
Randolph D. Moss (Pro Hac Vice) 
    randolph.moss@wilmerhale.com 
Carl J. Nichols (Pro Hac Vice) 
    carl.nichols@wilmerhale.com 
Annie L. Owens (Pro Hac Vice) 
    annie.owens@wilmerhale.com 
1875 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20006 
Telephone:  (202) 663-6000 
Facsimile:  (202) 663-6363 

THE BOEING COMPANY 
Steven W. Horton (Pro Hac Vice) 
    steven.w.horton@boeing.com 
J. Steven Rogers (Pro Hac Vice) 
    steven.rogers@boeing.com 
Steven E. Rusak (Pro Hac Vice) 
    steven.e.rusak@boeing.com 
P.O. Box 3707 MC 7A-XP 
Seattle, Washington  98124 
Telephone:  (425) 865-1074 
Facsimile:  (425) 865-7998 

Attorneys for Plaintiff The Boeing Company 
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 I, Annie L. Owens, declare as follows: 

1. I am a senior associate at Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP 

and one of the counsel for Plaintiff The Boeing Company in this action.  I am 

admitted to appear pro hac vice in the Central District of California.  This 

declaration is submitted in support of Plaintiff’s Motion for Summary Judgment.  I 

have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein and, if called to testify, I 

could and would testify competently thereto. 

2. Attached as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of California Senate 

Bill 990 (Oct. 14, 2007), codified at Cal. Health & Safety Code § 25359.20.  Senate 

Bill 990 is a public law passed by the State of California legislature and signed by 

the Governor. 

3. Attached as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of excerpts of 

Defendant’s Responses to Plaintiff The Boeing Company’s First Set of 

Interrogatories served on October 15, 2010. 

4. Attached as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the Order 

Regarding Motion to Compel and Motion for Summary Judgment (Dkt. No. 108) 

issued in this case by Judge Nagle on February 11, 2011.  

5. Attached as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of a California 

Assembly Floor Analysis for SB 990 dated September 1, 2007.  This document is 

publicly available at the State of California’s legislative history website at 

http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/07-08/bill/sen/sb_0951-1000/sb_990_cfa_ 

20070901_160817_asm_floor.html. 

6. Attached as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of a California 

Assembly Committee on Environmental Safety and Toxic Materials Hearing Report 

dated June 26, 2007.  This document is publicly available at the State of 

California’s legislative history website at http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/07-

08/bill/sen/sb_0951-1000/sb_990_cfa_20070625_133017_asm_comm.html. 
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Senate Bill No. 990

CHAPTER 729

An act to add Article 5.5 (commencing with Section 25359.20) to Chapter
6.8 of Division 20, of the Health and Safety Code, relating to hazardous
waste.

[Approved by Governor October 14, 2007. Filed with
Secretary of State October 14, 2007.]

legislative counsel’s digest

SB 990, Kuehl. Hazardous waste: Santa Susana Field Laboratory.
(1)  Existing law charges the Director of Toxic Substances Control with

oversight over hazardous waste control in the state. A violation of the
hazardous waste control laws is a crime.

This bill would authorize the Department of Toxic Substances Control
to compel a responsible party or parties to take or pay for appropriate
removal or remediation action, as prescribed, necessary to protect public
health and safety and the environment at the Santa Susana Field Laboratory
site in Ventura County. The sale, lease, sublease, or other transfer of any
land presently or formerly occupied by the Santa Susana Field Laboratory
would be prohibited unless the Director of Toxic Substances Control certifies
that the land has undergone complete remediation pursuant to specified
protective standards.

Because a violation of this bill’s requirements would be a crime, the bill
would impose a state-mandated local program.

(2)  The California Constitution requires the state to reimburse local
agencies and school districts for certain costs mandated by the state. Statutory
provisions establish procedures for making that reimbursement.

This bill would provide that no reimbursement is required by this act for
a specified reason.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Article 5.5 (commencing with Section 25359.20) is added
to Chapter 6.8 of Division 20 of the Health and Safety Code, to read:

Article 5.5.  Cleanup of Santa Susana Field Laboratory

25359.20. (a)  Notwithstanding paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of
Section 25187 of the Health and Safety Code, the department may use any
legal remedies available pursuant to Chapter 6.8 (commencing with Section
25300) or Chapter 6.5 (commencing with Section 25100) to compel a
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responsible party or parties to take or pay for appropriate removal or remedial
action necessary to protect the public health and safety and the environment
at the Santa Susana Field Laboratory site in Ventura County.

(b)  A response action taken or approved at the Santa Susana Field
Laboratory site shall be conducted in accordance with the provisions of this
chapter.

(c)  A response action taken or approved pursuant to this chapter for the
Santa Susana Field Laboratory site shall be based upon, and be no less
stringent than, the provisions of Section 25356.1.5. In calculating the risk,
the cumulative risk from radiological and chemical contaminants at the site
shall be summed, and the land use assumption shall be either suburban
residential or rural residential (agricultural), whichever produces the lower
permissible residual concentration for each contaminant. In the case of
radioactive contamination, the department shall use as its risk range point
of departure the concentrations in the Preliminary Remediation Goals issued
by the Superfund Office of the United States Environmental Protection
Agency in effect as of January 1, 2007.

(d)  Notwithstanding any other provision of law regarding transfers of
land, no person or entity shall sell, lease, sublease, or otherwise transfer
land presently, or formerly occupied by the Santa Susana Field Laboratory,
except as provided in subdivision (e).

(e)  As a condition for a sale, lease, sublease, or transfer of land presently
or formerly occupied by the Santa Susana Field Laboratory, the Director of
the Department of Toxic Substances Control or his or her designee shall
certify that the land has undergone complete remediation pursuant to the
most protective standards in subdivisions (a) to (c), inclusive.

SEC. 2. The Legislature finds and declares that due to the following
unique circumstances regarding the former Santa Susana Field Laboratory,
a general statute cannot be made applicable within the meaning of Section
16 of Article IV of the California Constitution.

(a)  Founded in late 1940s, the Santa Susana Field Laboratory (SSFL)
was a facility dedicated to the development and testing of nuclear reactors,
rockets, missiles, and munitions. The location of SSFL was chosen for its
remoteness in order to conduct work that was considered too dangerous to
be performed in more densely populated areas. In subsequent years, however,
southern California’s population has mushroomed. Today, more than 150,000
people live within five miles of the facility, and at least half a million people
live within 10 miles.

(b)  Throughout the years, approximately 10 nuclear reactors were
operated at SSFL, in addition to several “critical facilities” (low power
reactors); a sodium burn pit in which sodium-coated radioactively
contaminated objects were burned in an open pit; a plutonium fuel fabrication
facility; a uranium carbide fuel fabrication facility; and a Hot Lab used for
remotely cutting up irradiated nuclear fuel.

(c)  The Hot Lab suffered a number of fires involving radioactive materials
and at least four of the 10 nuclear reactors suffered accidents, including a
partial meltdown.
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(d)  The reactors located on the grounds of SSFL were considered
experimental, and, therefore, had no containment structures. Reactors and
highly radioactive components were housed without the large concrete
domes surrounding modern power reactors.

(e)   The most famous accident occurred in July of 1959, when the Sodium
Reactor Experiment (SRE) experienced a partial core meltdown releasing
radioactive gasses and particles into the atmosphere over a period of weeks.
Recent studies have concluded that this accident may have caused hundreds
of cancer cases in the Los Angeles area.

(f)  One of the disposal procedures at the site in the 1950s and 1960s
would consist of workers disposing of barrels filled with highly toxic
substances by shooting the barrels at a distance with shotguns, so that they
would explode and burn, releasing some of their contents in the form of
gasses and particulates into the air. In the mid-1990s a similar practice
involving the illegal disposal by open air burning led to the death of two
workers at the facility.

(g)  Additionally, large amounts of toxic chemicals were released into
the soil, air, and groundwater and surface water. For example, the rocket
test stands were routinely washed off with TCE, approximately half a million
gallons of which were allowed to percolate into the soil and groundwater.
Significant contamination exists by perchlorate, heavy metals, PCBs, dioxins,
volatile organic, and semivolatile organic compounds, in addition to
radioactivity.

(h)   In 1989, the United States Department of Energy (DOE) found
widespread chemical and radioactive contamination at the site, and a cleanup
program commenced. In 1995 the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and DOE announced that they had entered into a Joint Policy
Agreement to assure that all DOE sites would be cleaned up to standards
consistent with EPA’s Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) standards, also known as
Superfund. Those standards would have required a full characterization of
the site and cleanup of the remaining contamination to standards deemed
protective by EPA. In 2003, DOE declined to follow the 1995 Joint Policy
and chose to instead rely on less protective cleanup standards. EPA declared
that under the circumstances the site would not be safe for unrestricted
release but only for day hikes with restrictions on picnicking; however,
DOE continues to insist upon unrestricted release despite the use of sitewide
cleanup standards not in keeping with the 1995 Joint Policy and EPA
CERCLA guidance.

SEC. 3. No reimbursement is required by this act pursuant to Section 6
of Article XIII B of the California Constitution because the only costs that
may be incurred by a local agency or school district will be incurred because
this act creates a new crime or infraction, eliminates a crime or infraction,
or changes the penalty for a crime or infraction, within the meaning of
Section 17556 of the Government Code, or changes the definition of a crime
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within the meaning of Section 6 of Article XIII B of the California
Constitution.
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WILMER CUTLER PICKERING                                         
    HALE AND DORR LLP 
Brian R. Michael (SBN: 240560) 
350 South Grand Avenue  
Los Angeles, California  90071 
Telephone:  (213) 443-5374 
Facsimile:  (213) 443-5400 
 
WILMER CUTLER PICKERING 
    HALE AND DORR LLP 
Seth P. Waxman (Pro Hac Vice) 
Randolph D. Moss (Pro Hac Vice) 
Carl J. Nichols (Pro Hac Vice) 
Annie L. Owens (Pro Hac Vice) 
1875 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20006 
Telephone:  (202) 663-6000 
Facsimile:  (202) 663-6363 
 
Attorneys for Plaintiff The Boeing Company 
 

 
KAMALA D. HARRIS 
Attorney General of California 
SALLY MAGNANI 
Acting Senior Assistant Attorney General 
DONALD ROBINSON (SBN: 72402) 
Deputy Attorney General 
300 South Spring Street, Suite 1702 
Los Angeles, CA 90013 
Telephone: (213) 897-2611 
Facsimile: (213) 897-2802 
 
Attorneys for Defendant Leonard Robinson 
 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

 
THE BOEING COMPANY,
 

Plaintiff, 
 

v. 
 
LEONARD ROBINSON, in his official 
capacity as the Acting Director of the 
California Department of Toxic 
Substances Control, 
 

Defendant. 

)
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
)

Case No. CV 10-04839-JFW (MANx) 
 
Civil Action 
 
[PROPOSED] ORDER 
REGARDING MOTION TO 
COMPEL AND MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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 WHEREAS, to address the parties’ dispute regarding the pending motion of 

Plaintiff The Boeing Company (“Boeing”) to compel discovery from Defendant 

Leonard Robinson, in his official capacity as the Acting Director of the California 

Department of Toxic Substances Control (“DTSC”), Boeing and DTSC, through 

and by their respective counsel of record, have stipulated and agreed as follows: 

 DTSC agrees that, for purposes of opposing Boeing’s forthcoming motion 

for summary judgment, DTSC will not assert or contend that there exists any issue 

of material fact in dispute, except as follows: 

1.  With respect to Boeing’s preemption and intergovernmental immunity 

claims, DTSC may contend that Boeing or its predecessors engaged in certain 

commercial activity at the Santa Susana Field Laboratory (“SSFL”) site, although 

DTSC agrees that it is not possible at this time to identify any particular 

radiological or chemical contamination at the SSFL site that resulted from non-

federal activity (i.e., from any activity undertaken by a private company for 

commercial purposes). 

2.  With respect to Boeing’s equal protection and due process claims, DTSC 

may rely on the expert testimony of Laura Rainey disclosed in her expert report 

(dated January 21, 2011), but will not otherwise raise any asserted disputed issue 

of material fact. 

 The parties further agree that, if Boeing’s motion for summary judgment is 

not granted in full, they will return to Magistrate Judge Nagle for further guidance 

regarding Boeing’s motion to compel, which shall be held in abeyance until such 

time.  With leave of the Court, the parties agree to expedite further consideration of 

that motion, if necessary, and any discovery the Court may order in light of the 

pending motion. 

/ / / 

/ / / 
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 Upon consideration of the parties’ Stipulation Regarding Motion to Compel 

and Motion for Summary Judgment,   

 
 IT IS SO ORDERED. 

 

 

DATED: February 11, 2011  ___________________________ 
      HON. MARGARET A. NAGLE 
      UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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                           BILL ANALYSIS                                                                                                    
 
 
 
                                                                  SB 990 
                                                                  Page  1 
 
 
          SENATE THIRD READING 
          SB 990 (Kuehl) 
          As Amended April 9, 2007 
          Majority vote  
 
           SENATE VOTE  :21-16   
            
           ENVIRONMENTAL SAFTEY       5-1  APPROPRIATIONS      9-6           
            
           -----------------------------------------------------------------  
          |Ayes:|Huffman, Eng, Evans,      |Ayes:|Leno, Caballero, Davis,   | 
          |     |Feuer, Nava               |     |DeSaulnier, Huffman,      | 
          |     |                          |     |Krekorian, Ma, Nava,      | 
          |     |                          |     |De Leon                   | 
          |     |                          |     |                          | 
          |-----+--------------------------+-----+--------------------------| 
          |Nays:|Jefferies                 |Nays:|Walters, Emmerson, La     | 
          |     |                          |     |Malfa, Lieu, Nakanishi,   | 
          |     |                          |     |Sharon Runner             | 
          |-----+--------------------------+-----+--------------------------| 
          |     |                          |     |                          | 
           -----------------------------------------------------------------  
           SUMMARY  :  Authorizes the Department of Toxic Substances Control   
          (DTSC) to compel a responsible party or parties to take or pay for   
          appropriate removal or remediation action, as prescribed,   
          necessary to protect public health and safety and the environment   
          at the Santa Susana Field Laboratory site in Ventura County.    
          Specifically,  this bill  :    
 
          1)Consolidates the oversight of the chemical and radioactive   
            contamination remediation of the Santa Susana Field Laboratory   
            (SSFL) site under the lead agency authority of DTSC. 
 
          2)Requires that calculating the risk from radiological and   
            chemical contaminants at the site shall be summed and the land   
            use assumption shall be either suburban residential or rural   
            residential. 
 
          3)Requires the Director of DTSC to certify that the land has   
            undergone complete remediation pursuant to this measure. 
 
          4)The sale, lease, sublease, or other transfer of any land   
            presently or formerly occupied by the SSFL shall be prohibited   
            unless the Director of DTSC certifies that the land has   
            undergone complete remediation. 
 
 
 
� 
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           EXISTING FEDERAL LAW  : 
 
          1)Under the federal Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and the Low-level   
            Radioactive Waste Policy Act, generally vests the Nuclear   
            Regulatory Commission (NRC) with the authority to regulate   
            radioactive materials and wastes, and provides that the NRC may   
            delegate authority over low-level radioactive materials and   
            wastes (essentially all radioactive wastes other than spent   
            nuclear fuel rods and the like) to "agreement states" including   
            California. 
 
          2)Under the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and   
            Liability Act (CERCLA), commonly known as the federal Superfund   
            law, provides the United States Environmental Protection Agency   
            (US EPA) with authority over the remediation of uncontrolled or   
            abandoned hazardous-waste sites as well as accidents, spills,   
            and other emergency releases of pollutants and contaminants into   
            the environment.  
 
 
           EXISTING STATE LAW  : 
 
          1)Requires, under Chapter 6.5 of the Health and Safety Code   
            (commencing with Section 25100), requires DTSC to establish   
            standards and regulations for the management of hazardous wastes   
            to protect against the hazards to public health and safety and   
            the environment. 
 
          2)Authorizes, under Chapter 6.8 of the Health and Safety Code   
            (commencing with Section 25300), the Carpenter-Presley-Tanner   
            Hazardous Substance Account Act (commonly referred to as the   
            State Superfund program) DTSC and the State Water Resources   
            Control Board to require, oversee and recover costs for the   
            remediation of sites where contamination of soil and water   
            presents a hazard to human health or the environment. 

Page 1 of 3SB 990 Senate Bill - Bill Analysis
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          3)Under Chapter 8 (commencing with Section 114960) of the Health   
            and Safety Code, requires the Department of Health Services   
            (DHS) to regulate the handling and use of ionizing radiation   
            (most radioactive wastes other than high-level wastes which are   
            regulated by the NRC) for the protection of public health and   
            safety.  
 
           FISCAL EFFECT  :   
 
 
 
� 
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          1)Minor costs, if any, to the DTSC to compel the responsible   
            parties at the SSFL site to remediate the site to specified   
            levels and to certify the site meets these requirements as a   
            condition for land sale or transfer.  Since the DTSC arguably   
            already has this authority, the only potential resulting costs   
            occur as a result of the statutory focus on the SSFL.  
 
          2)Moderate costs to the DTSC to bring the remediation of the SSFL   
            site under the requirements of the State Superfund program, a   
            remediation process generally more stringent and inclusive than   
            the federal process.  These costs should be largely reimbursed   
            by the appropriate responsible parties.  
            
          COMMENTS  :    
 
          Need for the bill:  The author's office states that over the   
          years, various piecemeal cleanups around the SSFL site were   
          undertaken with varying degrees of protective quality but the site   
          was not fully evaluated and "characterized" as to its degree of   
          contamination.  According to the author's office, US EPA has   
          criticized this piecemeal approach and the inadequate   
          characterization and cleanup, declaring that the site is not safe   
          for unrestricted residential use and, (e.g. might be able to be   
          used for day-hikes with stringent limits on picnicking.)  Despite   
          these concerns, the federal Department of Energy (DOE) continues   
          to move forward with plans to release the site for unrestricted   
          residential use. If this is allowed, families could purchase homes   
          built on soil contaminated with strontium-90, cesium-137 and other   
          radionuclides from the past meltdown and other past accidents. 
 
          The author cites recent scientific studies showing that the closer   
          a person lived to the SSFL site, the greater his or her exposure   
          to certain toxic materials and an elevated risk for certain types   
          of cancers.  Earlier studies had already concluded that the   
          workers at the site having the highest exposures to radiation and   
          chemicals had elevated risks of dying from various cancers.  In   
          order to protect the surrounding community, this bill will require   
          the SSFL site to be thoroughly remediated for both chemical and   
          radioactive contamination, as determined by DTSC, prior to any   
          sale, lease or transfer of all or any part of the property. 
 
          Santa Susana Field Laboratory:  The SSFL consists of 2850 acres of   
          land in eastern Ventura County, bordering Los Angeles County,   
          about 30 miles northwest of downtown Los Angeles between Simi and   
 
 
 
� 
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          San Fernando Valleys.  It was intended as a remote field   
          laboratory to conduct work too dangerous for populated areas. 
 
          The SSFL was established after World War II by the United States   
          government to develop and test nuclear reactors and engines for   
          missiles, spacecraft and rockets.  The first commercial   
          nuclear-power producing reactor inside the United States was built   
          at SSFL.  The reactor powered over 1,100 homes in the Moorpark   
          area of California for a short period of time.  SSFL, however,   
          also became home to the first meltdown of a power-producing   
          reactor in the United   
          States on July 26, 1959.  Today, all nuclear research and most   
          rocket testing has stopped.  The site is now owned by The Boeing   
          Company and is used as a research facility. 
 
          Over the decades of operation the SSFL experienced numerous   
          accidents, spills and releases that have resulted in widespread   
          radioactive and chemical contamination of the groundwater, surface   
          water and soil on the site and the surrounding area. 
 
          Exposure Studies:  There have been numerous exposure studies   
          conducted since 1990.  In 2005, the U.S. Agency for Toxic   
          Substance Disease Registry released two multi-year studies on the   
          potential health impacts on residents living near SSFL.  The first   
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          found that very high levels of toxic chemicals were released into   
          the areas surrounding SSFL, at concentrations far in excess of   
          USEPA acceptable levels, with the highest risk being within two   
          miles of the site.  The second study found cancer rates in the   
          surrounding community increased the closer one got to SSFL, again   
          with the highest risk being within two miles of the site and found   
          significant  increases in those cancers presumed to be   
          radiosensitive and those associated with chemical exposures. 
 
          Santa Susana Field Laboratory Radiation Remediation:  In 1995, the   
          US EPA and DOE announced a Joint Policy Agreement under which all   
          DOE sites, including SSFL, were to be cleaned up to meet the EPA's   
          CERCLA standards.  However, in 2003, the DOE issued an   
          Environmental Assessment indicating that it intended to release   
          SSFL for residential use without meeting the CERCLA standards for   
          remediation of the site.  In December, 2003, EPA issued a letter   
          saying that the DOE cleanup was not adequately protective of   
          public health; the site had not been adequately characterized; and   
          that the only safe public use for the site, given the DOE   
          standards, would be limited day hikes with restrictions on   
          picnicking.  Earlier this year, DOE agreed to use the EPA CERCLA   
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          standard for their remediation of the last two buildings.    
          However, DOE is not going to revisit the rest of the site to   
          ensure the entire site cleanup meets the CERCLA standards. 
 
          Court Action:  On May 2, 2007, in the matter of  National Resources   
          Defense Council, et. al. v the Department of Energy, et.al.  , the   
          US District Court of Northern California granted the plaintiff's   
          motion for summary judgment regarding the DOE's remediation of a   
          portion of the SSFL know as Area IV.  Area IV is the northwest   
          corner of the SSFL site and consists of approximately 290 acres   
          where DOE is responsible for the remediation.  The conclusion   
          stated that DOE has violated, and continues to violate the   
          National Environmental Policy Act( NEPA) and that the Court   
          permanently enjoins the DOE from transferring ownership or   
          possession of any portion of Area IV until the DOE has completed   
          and Environmental Impact Statement and issued a Record of Decision   
          pursuant to NEPA.  The Court also retained jurisdiction over the   
          matter until it is satisfied that DOE has met its legal   
          obligations.   
 
 
           Analysis prepared by  :    Caroll Mortensen / E.S. & T. M. / (916)   
          319-3965 
 
                                                                  FN: 0002676 
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          Date of Hearing:   June 26, 2007 
 
           ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY AND TOXIC MATERIALS 
                                Jared Huffman, Chair 
                     SB 990 (Kuehl) - As Amended:  April 9, 2007 
 
           SENATE VOTE  :   21-16 
            
          SUBJECT  :   Santa Susana Field Laboratory 
 
           SUMMARY  :   Authorizes the Department of Toxic Substances Control   
          (DTSC) to compel a responsible party or parties to take or pay   
          for appropriate removal or remediation action, as prescribed,   
          necessary to protect public health and safety and the   
          environment at the Santa Susana Field Laboratory site in Ventura   
          County.  Specifically,  this bill  : 
 
          1)Consolidates the oversight of the chemical and radioactive   
            contamination remediation of the Santa Susana Field Laboratory   
            (SSFL) site under the lead agency authority of DTSC. 
 
          2)Requires that calculating the risk from radiological and   
            chemical contaminants at the site shall be summed and the land   
            use assumption shall be either suburban residential or rural   
            residential. 
 
          3)Requires the Director of DTSC to certify that the land has   
            undergone complete remediation pursuant to this measure. 
 
          4)The sale, lease, sublease, or other transfer of any land   
            presently or formerly occupied by the SSFL shall be prohibited   
            unless the Director of DTSC certifies that the land has   
            undergone complete remediation. 
 
           EXISTING LAW   
 
          1)Under the federal Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and the Low-level   
            Radioactive Waste Policy Act, generally vests the Nuclear   
            Regulatory Commission (NRC) with the authority to regulate   
            radioactive materials and wastes, and provides that the NRC   
            may delegate authority over low-level radioactive materials   
            and wastes (essentially all radioactive wastes other than   
            spent nuclear fuel rods and the like) to "agreement states"   
            including California. 
 
 
 
 
 
� 
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          2)Under the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation   
            and Liability Act (CERCLA), commonly known as the federal   
            Superfund law, provides the United States Environmental   
            Protection Agency (US EPA) with authority over the remediation   
            of uncontrolled or abandoned hazardous-waste sites as well as   
            accidents, spills, and other emergency releases of pollutants   
            and contaminants into the environment.  
 
          3)Under Chapter 6.5 of the Health and Safety Code (commencing   
            with Section 25100), requires the Department of Toxic   
            Substance Control (DTSC) to establish standards and   
            regulations for the management of hazardous wastes to protect   
            against the hazards to public health and safety and the   
            environment. 
 
          4)Under Chapter 6.8 of the Health and Safety Code (commencing   
            with Section 25300), the Carpenter-Presley-Tanner Hazardous   
            Substance Account Act (commonly referred to as the State   
            Superfund program) authorizes DTSC and the State Water   
            Resources Control Board to require, oversee and recover costs   
            for the remediation of sites where contamination of soil and   
            water presents a hazard to human health or the environment. 
 
          5)Under Chapter 8 (commencing with Section 114960) of the Health   
            and Safety Code, requires the Department of Health Services   
            (DHS) to regulate the handling and use of ionizing radiation   
            (most radioactive wastes other than high-level wastes which   
            are regulated by the NRC) for the protection of public health   
            and safety.  
 
           FISCAL EFFECT  :  According to the Senate Appropriations   
          Committee, pursuant to Senate Rule 28.8, negligible costs. 
 
           COMMENTS  : 
 
           Need for the bill:   The author's office states that over the   
          years, various piecemeal cleanups around the SSFL site were   
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          undertaken with varying degrees of protective quality but the   
          site was not fully evaluated and "characterized" as to its   
          degree of contamination.  According to the author's office, US   
          EPA has criticized this piecemeal approach and the inadequate   
          characterization and cleanup, declaring that the site is not   
          safe for unrestricted residential use and, (e.g. might be able   
          to be used for day-hikes with stringent limits on picnicking.)    
          Despite these concerns, the federal Department of Energy (DOE)   
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          continues to move forward with plans to release the site for   
          unrestricted residential use.  If this is allowed, families   
          could purchase homes built on soil contaminated with   
          strontium-90, cesium-137 and other radionuclides from the past   
          meltdown and other past accidents. 
 
          The author cites recent scientific studies showing that the   
          closer a person lived to the SSFL site, the greater his or her   
          exposure to certain toxic materials and an elevated risk for   
          certain types of cancers.  Earlier studies had already concluded   
          that the workers at the site having the highest exposures to   
          radiation and chemicals had elevated risks of dying from various   
          cancers.  In order to protect the surrounding community, this   
          bill will require the SSFL site to be thoroughly remediated for   
          both chemical and radioactive contamination, as determined by   
          DTSC, prior to any sale, lease or transfer of all or any part of   
          the property. 
 
           Santa Susana Field Laboratory  .  The SSFL consists of 2850 acres   
          of land in eastern Ventura County, bordering Los Angeles County,   
          about 30 miles northwest of downtown Los Angeles between Simi   
          and San Fernando Valleys.  It was intended as a remote field   
          laboratory to conduct work too dangerous for populated areas. 
 
          The SSFL was established after World War II by the United States   
          government to develop and test nuclear reactors and engines for   
          missiles, spacecraft and rockets.  The first commercial   
          nuclear-power producing reactor inside the United States was   
          built at SSFL.  The reactor powered over 1,100 homes in the   
          Moorpark area of California for a short period of time.  SSFL,   
          however, also became home to the first meltdown of a   
          power-producing reactor in the United States on July 26, 1959.    
          Today, all nuclear research and most rocket testing have   
          stopped.  The site is now owned by The Boeing Company and is   
          used as a research facility. 
 
          Over the decades of operation the SSFL experienced numerous   
          accidents, spills and releases that have resulted in widespread   
          radioactive and chemical contamination of the groundwater,   
          surface water and soil on the site and the surrounding area. 
 
           Exposure Studies:   There has been numerous exposure studies   
          conducted since 1990.  In 2005, the U.S. Agency for Toxic   
          Substance Disease Registry released two multi-year studies on   
          the potential health impacts on residents living near SSFL.  The   
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          first found that very high levels of toxic chemicals were   
          released into the areas surrounding SSFL, at concentrations far   
          in excess of USEPA acceptable levels, with the highest risk   
          being within two miles of the site.  The second study found   
          cancer rates in the surrounding community increased the closer   
          one got to SSFL, again with the highest risk being within two   
          miles of the site and found significant  increases in those   
          cancers presumed to be radiosensitive and those associated with   
          chemical exposures. 
 
           Santa Susana Field Laboratory Radiation Remediation:   In 1995,   
          the US EPA and DOE announced a Joint Policy Agreement under   
          which all DOE sites, including SSFL, were to be cleaned up to   
          meet the EPA's CERCLA standards.  However, in 2003, the DOE   
          issued an Environmental Assessment indicating that it intended   
          to release SSFL for residential use without meeting the CERCLA   
          standards for remediation of the site.  In December, 2003, EPA   
          issued a letter saying that the DOE cleanup was not adequately   
          protective of public health; the site had not been adequately   
          characterized; and that the only safe public use for the site,   
          given the DOE standards, would be limited day hikes with   
          restrictions on picnicking.  Earlier this year, DOE agreed to   
          use the EPA CERCLA standard for their remediation of the last   
          two buildings.  However, DOE is not going to revisit the rest of   
          the site to ensure the entire site cleanup meets the CERCLA   
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          standards. 
 
           Court Action  :  On May 2, 2007, in the matter of National   
          Resources Defense Council, et. al. versus the Department of   
          Energy, et.al., the US District Court of Northern California   
          granted the plaintiff's motion for summary judgment regarding   
          the DOE's remediation of a portion of the SSFL know as Area IV.    
          Area IV is the northwest corner of the SSFL site and consists of   
          approximately 290 acres where DOE is responsible for the   
          remediation.  The conclusion stated that DOE has violated, and   
          continues to violate the National Environmental Policy Act(   
          NEPA) and that the Court permanently enjoins the DOE from   
          transferring ownership or possession of any portion of Area IV   
          until the DOE has completed and Environmental Impact Statement   
          and issued a Record of Decision pursuant to NEPA.  The Court   
          also retained jurisdiction over the matter until it is satisfied   
          that DOE has met its legal obligations. 
 
 
           Arguments in Support  :  According to the proponents, the cleanup   
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          at the SSFL site has been marred by inconsistent standards and   
          contradictory regulatory responsibilities.  The chemical cleanup   
          is being regulated by DTSC.  The radioactive cleanup is overseen   
          by DOE.  The proponents state that in 1995, DOE and EPA entered   
          into a joint policy to cleanup all DOE nuclear sites consistent   
          with EPA standards.  In 2003, however, DOE broke that commitment   
          and chose to do the cleanup pursuant to far less protective   
          standards.  In the last months, DOE has said it will finally   
          follow EPA standards for the last two buildings in the radiation   
          area, but will not clean up the rest of the site to the same   
          standard.  The proponents argue that the cleanup of the entire   
          site should be consistent and brought under the authority and   
          accountability of one regulatory agency.  It doesn't make sense   
          to artificially segment the cleanup.  By consolidating the   
          cleanup under DTSC's authority, this bill will simply ensure   
          that the SSFL cleanup is done thoroughly and completely to an   
          appropriately protective standard for the community and   
          environment  
 
 
           Arguments in Opposition:   According to the Boeing Company, SB   
          990 would unfairly single -out the 2,800 acres owned and   
          occupied by the Boeing Company and NASA at a site where the   
          company is in the final stages of a longstanding environmental   
          remediation effort for NASA and DOE.  Boeing states that for the   
          last fifteen years, they have complied with all federal and   
          state laws and regulations to ensure the area is remediated   
          using safe and protective cleanup standards. Boeing states that   
          the bill imposes a theoretical one-in-a-million risk level using   
          an unlikely agricultural land use scenario.  According to Boeing   
          the US/EPA radioisotope cleanup levels for this combination of   
          risk and land use are technically unachievable because these   
          levels are less than laboratory and instrument detectability and   
          less than the availability of background radionuclides in clean   
          soil.  Boeing states that it is doing everything it should do to   
          protect the best interests of the community and has actually   
          exceeded radiological cleanup standards.  Other opponents state   
          that setting standards in statute for a particular site sets a   
          bad precedent and is poor public policy. 
 
 
           Related Legislation 
 
          1)SB 1456 (Kuehl), 2003-04 Session  .  Would have prohibited an   
            owner or operator of the SSFL site in Ventura County from   
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            using, selling, transferring, or leasing any part of that site   
            for residential use unless the EPA finds that radioactive   
            contamination at the site has been surveyed and remediated in   
            accordance with CERCLA.  The bill failed passage on the   
            Assembly Floor. 
 
           2)SB 208 (Kuehl), 2003-04 Session.   Would have required the SSFL   
            to be cleaned up to EPA's Superfund standards and monitored   
            pursuant to EPA's proposed survey, as previously promised.    
            The bill was held on the Senate Appropriations Committee   
            suspense file. 
            
          3)SB 1444 (Kuehl), 2001-02 Session.   Would have established a   
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            process at the Department of Health Services for restricting   
            the sale, transfer, or leasing of radioactive contaminated   
            property.  The bill failed passage on the Assembly Floor. 
            
          4)SB 243 (Kuehl), 2001-02 Session.   Would have required all   
            former reactor sites in the state to be cleaned up to EPA   
            CERCLA standards and all radioactive waste to be disposed of   
            in licensed radioactive waste disposal facilities.  The bill   
            failed in the Assembly. 
 
           REGISTERED SUPPORT / OPPOSITION  : 
 
           Support 
            
          United States Senator Dianne Feinstein 
          United States Congressman Brad Sherman  
          Cleanuprocketdyne.org 
          Committee to Bridge the Gap 
          County of Los Angeles  
          County of Ventura  
          Natural Resources Defense Council 
          Physicians for Social Responsibility-Los Angeles 
          Planning and Conservation League 
          Rocketdyne Cleanup Coalition 
          Rocketdyne Watch 
          Save Open Space 
          Sierra Club California 
          Southern California Federation of Scientists 
          Susana Knolls Homeowners Association 
            West Valley Mothers for Childhood Cancer Awareness 
          Individuals (2) 
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           Opposition  
            
          Anaheim Chamber of Commerce 
          Antelope Valley Chamber of Commerce 
          Boeing Company 
          California Aerospace Technology Association 
          California Chamber of Commerce 
          California Council for Environmental and Economic Balance 
          California Manufacturers & Technology Association 
          California Radioactive Materials Management Forum 
          California Space Authority 
          Central City Association of Los Angeles 
          Huntington Beach Chamber of Commerce 
          Lakewood Chamber of Commerce 
          Orange County Business Council 
          Palmdale Chamber of Commerce 
          Regional Hispanic Chamber of Commerce 
          South Bay Association of Chambers of Commerce 
          Torrance Area Chamber of Commerce 
 
 
           Analysis Prepared by :    Caroll LD Mortensen / E.S. & T.M. /   
          (916) 319-3965  
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             UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

            CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

THE BOEING COMPANY,        )
                           )
               Plaintiff,  )
                           )
    vs.                    )  Case No.
                           )  CV10-04839-JFW(MANX)
MAZIAR MOVASSAGHI, in his  )
official capacity as the   )
Acting Director of the     )
California Department of   )
Toxic Substances Control,  )
                           )
               Defendant.  )
___________________________)

           DEPOSITION OF RICHARD E. BRAUSCH

                Los Angeles, California

             Wednesday, December 15, 2010

Reported by:  Judith Schlussel
              CSR No. 4307
NDS Job No.:  140643
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1              UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
2             CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA
3

4

5 THE BOEING COMPANY,        )
                           )

6                Plaintiff,  )
                           )

7     vs.                    )  Case No.
                           )  CV10-04839-JFW(MANX)

8 MAZIAR MOVASSAGHI, in his  )
official capacity as the   )

9 Acting Director of the     )
California Department of   )

10 Toxic Substances Control,  )
                           )

11                Defendant.  )
___________________________)

12

13

14

15            DEPOSITION OF RICHARD E. BRAUSCH,
16      taken at 350 South Grand Avenue, Suite 2100,
17      Los Angeles, California 90071, commencing at
18      9:38 a.m., on Wednesday, December 15, 2010,
19      before Judith Schlussel, CSR No. 4307.
20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL:
2

3 FOR THE PLAINTIFF:
4

5      WILMER CUTLER PICKERING HALE & DORR, LLP
6      BY:  RANDOLPH D. MOSS, ESQ.
7           ANNIE L. OWENS, ESQ.
8      1875 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
9      Washington, DC 20006

10      (202) 663-6000
11

12 FOR THE DEFENDANT MAZIAR MOVASSAGHI:
13

14      STATE OF CALIFORNIA
15      OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
16      BY:  DONALD A. ROBINSON, ESQ.
17           BRIAN HEMBACHER, ESQ.
18      300 South Spring Street
19      Suite 1700
20      Los Angeles, California 90013
21      (213) 897-2611
22

23

24

25
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1 APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL (CONTINUED):
2

3 FOR THE DEFENDANT DEPARTMENT OF TOXIC
4 SUBSTANCES CONTROL:
5

6      DEPARTMENT OF TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL
7      BY:  NANCY J. LONG, ESQ.
8      1001 I Street
9      Sacramento, California 95812

10      (916) 323-5542
11

12 ALSO PRESENT:
13      ART LENOX
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 know what is unique about the draft agreement and

2 SB 990.  Fair?

3     A.   Fair.  The unique nature of this agreement is

4 that because SB 990 placed an explicit cleanup standard

5 into statute for the site, the normal process which uses

6 a number of considerations to yield a cleanup standard

7 wasn't, is not available.  So I guess in some sense,

8 they are questions that do exist in normal agreements.

9 It's just that they're flavored by and in fact made more

10 specific and the outcome of the process and whether it

11 would field, an outcome consistent with SB 990 became

12 more, more of concern.

13     Q.   Do you have a basis to conclude one way or the

14 other as you sit here today as to whether the tentative

15 agreement that was being negotiated in 2009 would have

16 achieved the SB 990 standard?

17     A.   The best way I can answer that is that in

18 November of 2009 we offered revisions to that agreement

19 which we believed would better assure an outcome

20 consistent with SB 990.

21     Q.   So is it your view that the draft agreement at

22 least as of November 2009 would have reasonably assured

23 an outcome consistent with SB 990?

24     A.   By the November document, you're referring to

25 the DTSC draft?
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1 material?

2     A.   Correct.

3     Q.   Do you recall how this issue came to your

4 attention?  How did it end up on your plate?

5     A.   Well, again, it didn't end up on my plate.  The

6 person I worked for, Kathy Fletcher, was dealing with

7 it.  I only knew because in conversations in passing and

8 also in overhearing, I could see the evolution of the

9 issue and the discussion.

10     Q.   Have we now touched on all of your involvement

11 relating to SSFL prior to the enactment of SB 990?

12     A.   I think so.  Yeah, I believe so.  I mean I --

13 yeah, I can't recall anything specific.

14     Q.   Do you know how the cleanup at SSFL was

15 proceeding or being conducted before the enactment of

16 SB 990?

17     A.   Can you be more specific?

18     Q.   Yeah.  Do you know, for example, which

19 agencies, Federal or State, were in charge of which

20 aspects of the cleanup?

21     A.   Generally, yes.

22     Q.   How was that broken down?

23     A.   Because DTSC is the authorized State -- is the

24 authorized agency under the federal RCRA program.  DTSC

25 was the lead agency with respect to the hazardous waste
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1 management activities at the site.  And the hazardous

2 waste management activities included not only the

3 permitted activities, i.e., the treatment storage or

4 disposal of hazardous waste, but also the corrective

5 action, the cleanup of releases of hazardous waste and

6 hazardous waste constituents, so DTSC was the primary

7 agency.  The Regional Water Quality Control Board had

8 purview over surface runoff, so storm water.

9          MR. ROBINSON:  Could I have one minute with the

10 witness.

11          MR. MOSS:  Can we -- let him finish answering

12 this question and then you can take a break.

13          THE WITNESS:  Beyond that, at that time, I

14 don't -- I'm not aware of any other direct involvement.

15 I believe Department of Public Health may have had some

16 involvement but I was not directly aware of their

17 activities or involvement at the site.

18          MR. MOSS:  Could I just ask two follow-ups.

19          MR. ROBINSON:  Yeah.

20     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Did the federal government have a

21 role in the cleanup?

22     A.   To my knowledge, EPA was not directly involved

23 in the oversight or cleanup at that time.

24     Q.   Do you know if DOE had the lead for the

25 radiological cleanup?
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1     Q.   Are you familiar with the cleanup standard that

2 DTSC typically applies to hazardous waste sites?

3          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; vague and ambiguous.

4          THE WITNESS:  Generally, yes.

5     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  What is that approach?

6     A.   Typically, and it works similarly, although not

7 identically, under the corrective action process or the

8 State Superfund or the Superfund process in general, is

9 it is generally set based upon reasonably anticipated

10 land use and assumes exposure to contaminants of concern

11 that are estimated based on models that are designed

12 around exposures that are anticipated to occur under

13 that land use assumption.

14     Q.   Is that the same both for RCRA purposes as well

15 as State CERCLA purposes?

16     A.   Generally speaking.  It doesn't -- the RCRA

17 approach does not use the national contingency plan set

18 of regulations to get there, but generally speaking as a

19 matter of policy and practice the same general concepts

20 apply.

21     Q.   What is the risk range that typically applies?

22     A.   The risk range that typically applies is one in

23 a million to one in 10,000.

24     Q.   And does the DTSC typically rely on the EPA's

25 PRGs?
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1     A.   PRGs are used as a tool in preliminarily

2 assessing risk and guiding investigative and other

3 follow-up site work.

4     Q.   But to make sure I just understand, for the

5 usual case in DTSC it works.  You start with a risk

6 range of between one in a million and one in 10,000, you

7 then determine based on a range of factors what the

8 reasonably anticipated land use is; is that right?

9     A.   Not exactly.

10     Q.   Clarify for me.

11     A.   Reasonably anticipated land use is used to

12 determine what set of factors is used to estimate risk.

13 The calculation is then anticipate certain exposures

14 which yield numeric values for carcinogens that are ten

15 to the minus -- ten to the minus six is the cleanup

16 standard that is the goal.  It can be modified based on

17 the number of criteria, balancing criteria that may

18 allow you to back off.  One in 10,000 is not an absolute

19 because there are cases where we have gone, you know,

20 not orders of magnitude, but it's gone to roughly three,

21 three in 10,000 has been in practice because somewhat of

22 the upper limit.

23     Q.   In your view, is this approach that the DTSC

24 typically takes for the cleanup of hazardous waste one

25 that protects public health?
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1     A.   Generally speaking, yes.

2     Q.   Is it your understanding that that was the

3 approach that was being applied at SSFL before the

4 enactment of SB 990?

5     A.   The process that was being pursued was leading

6 to that, yes.  Again, we were clearly only in the

7 investigative stage and not in the decision making or

8 cleanup standard setting phase.  But the corrective

9 action process allowed to run its course would yield

10 that outcome for chemical contaminants.

11     Q.   And for SSFL, that approach was embodied in a

12 consent order in 2007; is that right?

13     A.   Correct.

14     Q.   And looking just at the chemical side, do you

15 have any reason to believe that that approach as

16 reflected in the 2007 consent order would have led to a

17 cleanup that was not safe to the public at Santa Susana?

18     A.   No.

19     Q.   So let's turn now to your involvement with

20 SB 990.

21     A.   Sure.

22     Q.   Can you tell me when, taking the legislative

23 process in its most general meaning, you first became

24 involved in the legislative process that led up to the

25 enactment of SB 990?  If you want me to rephrase that
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1 that you had with Ms. Richards and Mr. Hirsch about the

2 legislation and making a recommendation to the

3 Governor's office with respect to whether to sign the

4 legislation?

5     A.   Correct, yes.

6     Q.   Anything else you can think of?

7     A.   With respect to the bill?

8     Q.   Yes.

9     A.   No.

10     Q.   Did anybody weigh in and try and lobby the DTSC

11 with respect to the position it took in recommending to

12 the Governor whether to sign the bill or not?

13          MR. ROBINSON:  Lack of foundation.  Go ahead.

14          THE WITNESS:  Again, since no one would have

15 been privy to our position, there would have been no

16 specific lobbying, however, we were visited by lobbyists

17 for Boeing regarding the legislation.

18     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Anyone else?

19     A.   I received infrequent contacts from the

20 Senator's office and Dan Hirsch basically reporting

21 status of its going through the process.

22     Q.   Did either take a position with respect to

23 whether DTSC should recommend that the Governor sign the

24 bill or not?

25     A.   I think both Senator's office and Dan Hirsch
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1 desired greatly for the administration to take a formal

2 support position, yes.

3     Q.   Did they say anything to you about that?

4     A.   Yes.

5     Q.   What did they say?

6     A.   They asked if we could and expressed their

7 interest in and that it would be desirable for us to

8 take an official position to which I responded, I can

9 take no position unless I'm approved to take a position.

10     Q.   Did they tell you why they thought it was

11 important that the Governor sign the bill or did DTSC

12 take a position that the Governor should sign the bill?

13     A.   I can't recall any specific reasoning shared

14 other than clearly an author of a bill would have a

15 tremendous interest in seeing it pass through the

16 process and signed by the Governor.

17     Q.   Up until the time that the Governor signed the

18 legislation, can you think of anything else that you did

19 with respect to the legislation, any other

20 communications you had, anything you did?

21     A.   No.

22     Q.   Can you think of any reason to apply a

23 different cleanup standard or different cleanup rules at

24 SSFL than at any other site in the State?

25          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; lack of foundation.
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1          THE WITNESS:  The only thing that I could offer

2 is that because the community, the author, Dan Hirsch

3 did not trust the process to yield the outcome, that

4 placing some of those features which are typically left

5 to the process in the statute were more sure.

6     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Anything other than that?

7     A.   No.

8     Q.   Is that based on the same perception issues

9 that you identified earlier --

10     A.   Yeah.

11     Q.   With respect --

12     A.   I'm sorry.  Finish the question and I'll

13 respond.

14     Q.   Is that based on the same perception issues

15 that you identified earlier that arose out of the August

16 and September 2009 meetings, community meetings?

17     A.   Yes.

18     Q.   But other than that community perception, I

19 take it there is no other reason that you can identify

20 to treat the SSFL site differently than any other site

21 in the State; is that right?

22          MR. ROBINSON:  Lack of foundation.

23          THE WITNESS:  No.  I believe the cleanup

24 process as it's designed will yield an adequate and

25 protective cleanup.
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1     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  By that you mean the process that

2 was in place before SB 990 was enacted; is that right?

3     A.   Corrective action and Superfund processes that

4 exist that are applied at other sites.

5     Q.   I just want to make sure that the record is

6 clear on this.  Other than the community perception

7 issue which you identified, am I correct that you cannot

8 identify any other reason for treating the SSFL site

9 differently than any other site in the State?

10          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; lack of foundation.

11          THE WITNESS:  No.

12     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  No, you can't identify any; is

13 that right?

14     A.   Correct.

15     Q.   That's what I was trying to clear up.

16     A.   Okay.

17     Q.   Can you identify any reason to conclude that

18 the SSFL site should be cleaned up to a stricter

19 standard than would be required under generally

20 applicable State law?

21          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; lack of foundation.

22          THE WITNESS:  No.

23     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  So then after the Governor signed

24 SB 990, what was your next involvement with respect to

25 the legislation?
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1     A.   Correct.

2     Q.   What was that legislative action?

3     A.   The legislative action was a requirement to

4 amend SB 990 to allow for the Letter of Intent to

5 operate.

6     Q.   Why would it have been necessary to amend

7 SB 990 to allow the Letter of Intent to operate?

8     A.   Because the Letter of Intent calls for cleaning

9 up the site to suburban residential standards in

10 Paragraph 2 as opposed to SB 990 which required it to be

11 cleaned up to rural agricultural standards using the

12 U.S. EPA radiologic PRGs as the point of departure.

13     Q.   Am I right that SB 990 requires using the rural

14 agricultural standard regardless of how the land is

15 actually going to be used?

16     A.   It requires rural agricultural or suburban

17 residential, whichever is more stringent regardless of

18 how the land is ultimately used, correct.

19     Q.   So what happened next after you were contacted

20 by Ms. Zwarts, was it?

21     A.   Ms. Zwarts, correct.

22     Q.   -- Ms. Zwarts with respect to the Letter of

23 Intent?

24     A.   At that time there was correspondence that was

25 being drafted to send to Senator Kuehl related to the
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1     Q.   Were you involved with discussions about

2 whether the State should withdraw from the LOI?

3     A.   Yes.

4     Q.   What was the nature of those discussions?

5     A.   The discussions related and pertained to the

6 basis upon which the belief that SB 990 was technically

7 infeasible were accurate, whether or not the commitments

8 made to withdraw from the LOI, or the commitments made

9 to enter the LOI and whether the tradeoff was

10 appropriate and advisable.

11     Q.   Did the discussions include considerations as

12 well of the community reaction?

13     A.   Yes.

14     Q.   Is it fair to say that that was the principal

15 moving force behind the reconsideration of the LOI?

16     A.   I think it's a fair representation that the

17 measure of upset was a significant factor in that

18 consideration.

19     Q.   Are you aware of the history of the SSFL site?

20 How the site was used historically?

21     A.   Generally, but not to any great depth, no.

22     Q.   In general, how was the site historically used?

23     A.   In general, there was obviously areas of rocket

24 testing, NASA area with rocket test stands, there were

25 other areas of other propulsion system testing and there
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1 was the DOE operated area which had nuclear power or

2 energy testing and other sorts of nuclear test

3 activities.  So reactors that were tested.

4     Q.   Other than the NASA rocket testing, the DOE

5 operations and the other propulsion testing, are you

6 aware of any other activity at the SSFL site?

7     A.   Not in -- no, not that comes to mind.

8     Q.   Can you identify any activity at the SSFL site

9 that was not conducted on behalf of the federal

10 government?

11     A.   I don't have any -- I can't name anything

12 offhand.

13     Q.   Is it fair to say that, to your knowledge at

14 least, the overwhelming majority of the activity at the

15 site was on behalf of the federal government?

16     A.   I don't know.

17     Q.   Are you aware of any contamination at the site

18 resulting from activity that was not on behalf of the

19 federal government?

20     A.   I have no idea.

21     Q.   Are you aware of contamination at the site that

22 resulted from activities of the federal government?

23     A.   Am I aware of contamination from the federal

24 government activities?

25     Q.   Yes.
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1     A.   Yes.

2     Q.   What is the nature of that contamination?

3     A.   At a minimum, you have Trichloroethylene that

4 was disposed in the cleaning of the rocket test stands

5 in NASA's area at a minimum.

6     Q.   Anything else?

7     A.   Like I said, to the extent that I -- to the

8 extent that the nuclear testing activities were

9 conducted by DOE or its predecessor NRC, that would

10 probably also have been relevant there.  My expertise

11 does not rest in the site details of that nature.

12     Q.   In your experience though as the current site

13 manager -- that's not the right phrase.  What is the

14 right phrase?

15     A.   Project director.

16     Q.   Project director.  Have you heard anybody from

17 DTSC refer to any contamination at the site resulting

18 from non-governmental activity?

19     A.   There is no -- that nomenclature and that

20 distinction is not made at least as we are currently in

21 the investigative phase.

22     Q.   So to your knowledge, nothing?

23     A.   No chemicals declare allegiance when we test

24 them.  We're looking solely at chemical presence or

25 non-presence at this point.  Sorry.
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1 multiple responsible parties who aren't quite as

2 cooperative where there is distinction that is important

3 to be made.  And in fact, in most instances in those

4 remedial action plans we're also required to at least

5 estimate a proportion or an apportionment of liability

6 and responsibility as part of that process.

7     Q.   I take it where you have private -- strike

8 that.  I take it that where you have two potential

9 responsible parties, that are both engaged in activity

10 at a site that generates the same type of chemical waste

11 and it's in the soil, you do not have a basis for

12 determining which contamination should be tied to which

13 responsible party; is that right?

14     A.   Under that scenario, it's exceedingly difficult

15 to make a distinction between, although it's not unheard

16 of that circumstances could exist where the release

17 mechanism, the release location, those sorts of things

18 could be used and could be a factor to consider in

19 determining apportionment.

20          Typically speaking when you have the same

21 contaminant emanating from different responsible parties

22 and they are commingled, it is nearly impossible to

23 tease it apart.

24     Q.   Do you have any idea as to whether that could

25 be done at the SSFL site?
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1 and myself.

2     Q.   So is it safe to assume that one of the three

3 of you was the one who said that?

4     A.   Again, making no representations about the

5 accuracy of this document, it's attributed to one of the

6 three of us I would assume.

7     Q.   Do you recall saying that?

8     A.   No.

9     Q.   Do you agree with the statement that, looking

10 at a farm land scenario is significantly more stringent

11 than an open space scenario would be?

12     A.   It is more stringent than open space, yes.

13     Q.   Significantly?

14     A.   Yes.

15     Q.   Look a little further down, I think it's the

16 last few lines, it says Rick brought up the issue of

17 habitat.

18     A.   Sorry.  I'm not following.

19     Q.   Very near the end of the document.

20     A.   Yes.

21     Q.   Rick brought up the issue of habitat, what

22 about the ecological impact, will the site possibly have

23 to be stripped down to rock, this is something else to

24 consider.  Do you see that?

25     A.   I see it.
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1          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; calls for

2 speculation.  Lack of foundation.

3          THE WITNESS:  There are some contaminants for

4 which, for instance, volatile organic compounds where

5 indoor air considerations may result in a more stringent

6 cleanup requirement than rural agricultural because

7 rural agricultural does not result in the amount of

8 indoor air impacts that suburban residential might.

9     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Are you aware of any contaminants

10 present at SSFL where the suburban residential land use

11 assumption would result in lower permissible

12 concentrations of contaminants than the agricultural

13 assumption?

14     A.   I don't know specifically, but I believe that

15 Trichloroethylene may be one of those particular

16 contaminants.  But I would defer to our toxicological

17 experts.

18     Q.   Is the residential agricultural standard

19 typically the strict test standard in California?

20     A.   Under the Superfund system, it is -- it assumes

21 the most exposure based on the number of pathways and

22 the number of exposure routes, so it is typically the

23 most stringent.

24     Q.   Does it assume consumption of 100 percent of

25 one's food from food that is actually raised or grown on
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1     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Mr. Brausch, do you recall

2 attending a meeting on or around October 7th, 2008 with

3 approximately 22 people present, but folks from CalEPA,

4 DTSC, Boeing and Mr. Hirsch as well as an attorney from

5 the NRDC?

6     A.   It sounds reasonable.  I mean although I'm

7 attributed to CalEPA, I don't believe I was transferred

8 at any time period there, so apart from that error, it

9 looks about right.

10     Q.   And do you recall at that meeting someone from

11 the DTSC stating that DTSC understands how normal

12 cleanup works, our site specific --

13          THE REPORTER:  I'm sorry.

14     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  DTSC understands how normal

15 cleanup works, however, site specific consideration is

16 foreclosed by SB 990?

17     A.   Yes.

18     Q.   You recall someone saying that?

19     A.   Yes.

20     Q.   Do you recall who it was?

21     A.   Mr. Riley.

22     Q.   Do you recall Mr. Riley also saying that

23 essentially an agricultural scenario must be used?

24     A.   Yes.

25     Q.   Is that correct?
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1     A.   It is correct.

2     Q.   And he also said that SB 990 does not give the

3 ability to consider other scenarios?

4     A.   Yes.

5     Q.   And is that statement correct as well?

6     A.   Yes.

7     Q.   And then did Mr. Riley also State that the law

8 is not so specific in respect to chemical cleanup but it

9 does not make sense to view radiation in chemical

10 cleanup differently for the same site?

11     A.   I believe -- it sounds consistent with the

12 opening remarks that I'm recalling.

13     Q.   Do you recall him taking the position more

14 generally that SB 990 was not so specific with respect

15 to chemical cleanup?

16     A.   Yes.

17     Q.   Is that accurate as well?

18     A.   It's an accurate statement as well as, I'm

19 assuming accurate for purposes of what he said.

20     Q.   SB 990 requires calculating the risk, the

21 cumulative risk from radiological and chemical

22 contaminants at the site -- I'm sorry.  Let me start

23 over again.

24          SB 990 requires that the cumulative risk for

25 radiological and chemical contaminants at the site shall
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1 be summed; is that correct?

2     A.   Correct.

3     Q.   What does that mean?

4     A.   In essence, what that means is that the risks

5 due to chemical contaminants must be added to the risks

6 due to radiologic contaminants in order to understand

7 the total risk posed by the site conditions.

8     Q.   Am I correct that is not something that DTSC

9 usually does because DTSC usually doesn't get involved

10 with radiological contaminants?

11     A.   No.  That's not correct.  Under the Superfund

12 program we do get involved in and there are a number of

13 cleanups that deal with both chemical and radiation;

14 however, under the corrective action program, it is not

15 consistent because we only deal with chemical

16 contamination under the corrective -- the corrective

17 action program.

18     Q.   Does the DTSC ever work with the U.S. Nuclear

19 Regulatory Commission?

20     A.   Not often.  But there have been occasions where

21 we have consulted with them.

22     Q.   Has DTSC consulted with the NRC with respect to

23 the SSFL site?

24     A.   Not the SSFL site in general, no.

25     Q.   In specific?
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1     A.   In specific, one that I am specifically

2 familiar with is a conversation we had with the NRC

3 related to cesium-contaminated soils that were proposed

4 for excavation in an area of the site as part of the

5 Regional Water Quality Control Board's interim source

6 removal program.

7     Q.   At SSFL?

8     A.   At SSFL.

9     Q.   When did that conversation occur?

10     A.   It was earlier this year.  I don't recall the

11 specific month, although it must have been in the

12 May/June time frame or thereabouts.

13     Q.   Did it involve implementation of SB 990 or was

14 it something that fell within the original Water Quality

15 Control Board's authorities?

16     A.   It did not pertain specifically to

17 implementation of SB 990.  It pertained to the proper

18 classification and disposal requirements for soils that

19 were proposed to be removed.

20     Q.   Are you familiar with the Agreement State

21 provision relating to State regulation of radiological

22 material?

23     A.   Only vaguely.

24     Q.   I've placed in front of the witness Exhibit

25 1002.
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1     A.   Is that where we're headed today, 1002?

2     Q.   I hope not.

3     A.   We're only at 16.

4     Q.   It's just a convention for numbering the

5 documents where the defendants start at 1000 and we

6 start at 1.  I'll just ask you to review Exhibit 1002.

7          Have you seen Exhibit 1002 before?

8     A.   I have not read it.  I have not seen it.

9     Q.   Do you have any familiarity with the rules

10 relating to agreement states under the Atomic Energy

11 Act?

12     A.   No, I do not.

13     Q.   Do you know which California State agency is

14 designated as a State agency pursuant to the Agreement

15 State provision?

16     A.   I understand that the Department of Public

17 Health is the agreement entity.

18     Q.   And is the Department of Toxic Substance

19 Control an agreement entity in California?

20          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; calls for a legal

21 conclusion.  Lack of foundation.

22          THE WITNESS:  I don't know.

23     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Have you ever seen any document

24 indicating that the DTSC has been delegated authority

25 under the Agreement State provision?
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1     A.   I have not.

2     Q.   Do you understand that the NRC provides certain

3 oversight to agreement State programs?

4     A.   No, I don't.

5     Q.   Do you know -- I take it you wouldn't know then

6 what that oversight entails?

7     A.   That's a good, yeah, that's a good guess.  I

8 have no clue.

9     Q.   I take it that you at least have not been

10 involved in any oversight by the NRC of the DTSC; is

11 that right?

12     A.   I have not.

13     Q.   If there were oversight by the NRC with respect

14 to application of SB 990 at SSFL, I take it you would be

15 involved; is that right?

16     A.   I would know of it and would be involved,

17 correct.

18     Q.   But you're not aware of any such involvement?

19     A.   I'm not aware of any such thing.

20     Q.   Have you ever heard of the DTSC being subject

21 to review under the integrated materials performance

22 evaluation program?

23     A.   No.

24     Q.   Do you have any understanding as to why the

25 DTSC was designated under SB 990 to handle the
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1 radiological cleanup at SSFL as opposed to the

2 Department of Public Health?

3          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; lack of foundation.

4 Calls for speculation.

5          THE WITNESS:  Although I have no direct

6 knowledge, I can only assume that as with other

7 Superfund sites, cleanup type sites where there is a

8 mixed or combined contamination of both radiologic and

9 chemical, that the idea of combining and coordinating

10 the cleanup of both sets of contaminants is advisable.

11 Again, it occurs at a number of other DTSC lead State

12 Superfund sites.

13     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Does Superfund then require that

14 the cleanup of radiological and chemical contamination

15 at a single site proceed together?

16          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; vague and ambiguous.

17 Incomplete hypothetical.

18          THE WITNESS:  Superfund doesn't have explicit

19 requirements of that nature; however, as you would

20 approach a cleanup and a combined set of contaminants,

21 guidance would suggest and technical approach would be

22 advisable to do both in tandem.  Otherwise, it leads to

23 nonsensical outcomes of doing one set, finishing and

24 then starting over and doing another set which could

25 yield twice as many impacts and unnecessary efforts and
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1 activity.

2     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Is it your understanding that at

3 least one of the reasons why the DTSC was assigned

4 authority under SB 990 with respect to the cleanup of

5 radiological waste at SSFL was to avoid that type of

6 nonsensical outcome?

7          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; vague and ambiguous.

8 Calls for speculation.  Lack of foundation.

9          THE WITNESS:  If by assigned, you mean why it

10 was placed under the Superfund program and called in

11 SSFL the SSFL cleanup being required to be conducted

12 under Superfund as opposed to the RCRA provisions, I

13 would -- that would have to be one consideration that

14 would make sense.

15     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Does the Department of Public

16 Health apply a different approach to risk assessment and

17 cleanup than the Department of Toxic Substances Control

18 does?

19          MR. ROBINSON:  Lack of foundation.

20          THE WITNESS:  That is not my area of expertise.

21 I believe so but I don't know enough details to --

22          MR. MOSS:  Fair enough.  We can ask someone

23 else about that.

24     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Do you know though whether the

25 approach that the DTSC takes to cleanup of radiological
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1 contamination under SB 990 is consistent with the

2 approach that the NRC takes?

3     A.   I don't know.  It's consistent with the

4 approach U.S. EPA takes, but I don't know about the

5 other entities.

6          MR. MOSS:  I'd like to mark as Exhibit 17 the

7 declaration of Rick Brausch.

8          (Deposition Exhibit No. 17 was marked for

9 identification.)

10     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Mr. Brausch, did you prepare

11 Exhibit 17?

12     A.   Yes.  I mean with counsel, yes.

13     Q.   What did you do in the preparation of Exhibit

14 17?

15     A.   I -- we coordinated on the statements made and

16 ultimately ended up signing it.  So yeah, I mean we

17 collaborated on the content.

18     Q.   Did you do any research in preparing Exhibit 17

19 yourself?

20     A.   Did I do research?

21     Q.   Did you look at any statutes, zoning

22 ordinances, did you look at anything?

23     A.   Not to prepare this.  I mean I have done other

24 research pertaining to looking at statute and looking at

25 other documents and other information.
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1     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Referring to Exhibit 18, have you

2 seen Exhibit 18 before?

3     A.   Yes, I believe so.

4     Q.   And is the OSWER directive something that the

5 DTSC has looked to in the past in making determinations

6 with respect to anticipated future land use?

7     A.   Yes.

8     Q.   And if you turn to Page 5, you see that there

9 is a whole list of different considerations that come

10 into play with respect to the land use determination?

11     A.   Yes.

12     Q.   And am I correct that the DTSC would typically

13 consider all of the items listed on Page 5 of Exhibit 18

14 before making a determination with respect to future

15 land use?

16     A.   Generally speaking.  Again, the list does not

17 lay out a particular order priority and/or whether or

18 not all of them would come into play at any given site.

19 They are, each of them are useful in ascertaining what

20 the anticipated future land use might be, and so any one

21 of them may be sufficient as opposed to all of them

22 collectively.

23     Q.   Am I correct that the actual current land use

24 is an important factor in considering the reasonably

25 anticipated future land use?
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1     A.   Sure.  It's a factor, absolutely.

2     Q.   An important one?

3          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; vague and ambiguous.

4 Uncertain.

5          THE WITNESS:  Actually, much more important

6 than the current land use is the local government's

7 decision on land use.

8     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  That would be based on whatever

9 the prevailing law was with respect to the local

10 government's determinations with respect to land use; is

11 that right?

12     A.   Zoning law and general plans are a good

13 indicator because that is an express statement of local

14 government decision making.  In the absence of those, it

15 becomes much more difficult.  We also look at

16 surrounding land use to make it have some determiner of

17 appropriate land use designation.

18     Q.   Can you show me -- strike that.

19          Are you aware of any agricultural activity that

20 has taken place at Santa Susana in the past 60 years?

21     A.   At the site?

22     Q.   Yes.

23     A.   I have heard of but am not directly aware of.

24 I've heard of cattle grazing in certain areas of the

25 site.
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1     Q.   Do you know when that occurred?

2     A.   I don't know offhand.

3     Q.   Could have been decades ago?

4     A.   Possibly so.  Came along with the story about

5 the barrel shooting.

6     Q.   And was the story just that cattle had wandered

7 onto the land?

8     A.   No.  It was more along the lines of it was

9 grazing, used as grazing property.

10     Q.   That Boeing or one of its predecessors or the

11 federal government was using the land for grazing

12 purposes?

13     A.   It's my general recollection of the

14 representation.

15     Q.   Who made that representation?

16     A.   Someone in the community.  I can't remember who

17 in the community.  It's not Dan Hirsch.

18     Q.   Do you have any basis for determining whether

19 in fact that representation is accurate?

20     A.   I have no way to know or basis for determining

21 its accuracy.  It ultimately is not a critical factor in

22 looking at and determining reasonably anticipated land

23 use unless there currently are cattle grazing there.

24     Q.   If you -- are you aware of any plan to use the

25 land at SSFL for agricultural purposes?
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1     A.   No.  I'm not.

2     Q.   Have you ever reviewed any special land use

3 permits for the Santa Susana site?

4     A.   I have not.

5     Q.   Any zoning exemptions?

6     A.   I believe I've seen a conditional use permit

7 but I'm not -- it's a vague recollection.  I don't know

8 offhand if that was the exact title.

9     Q.   Do you recall what that specified?

10     A.   It allowed for the current industrial uses that

11 are present at the site.

12          MR. MOSS:  Exhibit 19.

13          (Deposition Exhibit No. 19 was marked for

14 identification.)

15     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Mr. Brausch, when you indicated

16 before that it was your understanding that under the

17 general plan that the land at SSFL was designated as

18 open space, is Exhibit 19 the document that reflects

19 that?

20     A.   Yes.

21     Q.   Can you tell us where on Exhibit 19 the

22 Santa Susana Field Laboratory is located?

23     A.   I'm trying to read it myself here.  I believe

24 it's on the far right-hand end of the map below

25 Simi Valley.
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1     Q.   Can I ask you maybe to just make an X on the

2 map where SSFL is located.

3     A.   The landmarks, so forgive me.  I believe it's

4 here.

5     Q.   Thank you.  That's in an area that is

6 designated as open space under the general plan; is that

7 correct?

8     A.   Correct.

9     Q.   As far as you know, that is the local

10 governmental designation for the land at Santa Susana?

11     A.   Under the general plan designation, yes.

12     Q.   To your knowledge, have Native American cave

13 paintings been discovered at SSFL?

14     A.   To my knowledge, yes.

15     Q.   Is that a factor that weighs in determining

16 future land use?

17     A.   It would be a factor in a number of arenas, but

18 sure, I believe that as a cultural resource it would

19 have implications on land use.

20     Q.   And are you aware of any endangered or

21 threatened species present at SSFL?

22     A.   Yes.

23     Q.   Is that also a factor that would weigh in

24 making the future land use determination?

25     A.   It would be one of the factors, sure.
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1          MR. ROBINSON:  If this would cut this short,

2 we're willing to stipulate that SB 990 is not generally

3 applicable to all sites in the State if that's what

4 you're getting at.  It's not.  You can read it.  It's

5 not.  So --

6          MR. MOSS:  Okay.  We'll take the stipulation.

7     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Do you recall that a number of

8 groups including the Committee to Bridge the Gap,

9 Cleanup Rocketdyne, Physicians for Social

10 Responsibility-L.A., Southern California Federation of

11 Scientists, Susana Knolls Homeowners Association,

12 Rocketdyne Cleanup Coalition and others, wrote a letter

13 to Secretary Adams in January of 2009 in which they

14 wrote, "U.S. EPA has stated that it would not treat

15 SB 990 as an ARAR-an applicable and relevant or

16 appropriate requirement-because it applies only to SSFL,

17 not to other sites."

18     A.   I'm generally familiar with the letter.

19     Q.   Are you --

20     A.   I wasn't -- that statement didn't, you know,

21 strike me as being something I remembered or recalled

22 specifically in the letter, but I remember the letter

23 generally.

24     Q.   Is that statement consistent with your

25 understanding of discussions at the time?
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1     A.   Correct.

2     Q.   And this document indicates that if land in

3 fact were committed to use as a park or a recreational

4 or other open space and if EPA followed protocol, then

5 the land use standard would be open space; is that

6 right?  Is that how you read it?

7     A.   Again, it opens to the possibility that that

8 could be an outcome if that path were followed.

9     Q.   Has the State of California made a final

10 determination with respect to whether SSFL should be

11 listed on the National Priorities List?

12     A.   I would have to go back and look at our

13 correspondence.  I can't recall if it was left open or

14 if we closed the door completely.  It's been a while

15 since that issue has been before us so I can't recall

16 specifically.  I'd have to look at the last letter we

17 provided to EPA to figure out whether we had said we'll

18 let them know or if we had closed the door completely.

19     Q.   Do you recall that there has been discussion

20 with respect to whether Boeing, either in its own

21 capacity or acting as a contractor for the Department of

22 Energy or NASA can use backfill from the SSFL site in

23 the remediation process?

24          MR. ROBINSON:  I'm going to object, instruct

25 the witness not to answer with respect to conversations
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1 that may have been held in the context of settlement

2 discussions between DTSC and DOE.

3          MR. MOSS:  Okay.

4     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Let me ask you just the question

5 about Boeing since Boeing was not a party to those

6 discussions.  Have there been any communication to your

7 knowledge to Boeing with respect to the question of the

8 use of backfill at the site?

9     A.   Not to my knowledge.

10          MR. MOSS:  Exhibit 21.

11          (Deposition Exhibit No. 21 was marked for

12 identification.)

13     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Mr. Brausch, my first question

14 is, is there a difference between being the project

15 manager and the project director?

16     A.   Yes.

17     Q.   Which addresses part of my confusion here.

18 Mr. Pappas is the project manager and you're the project

19 director; is that right?

20     A.   Mr. Pappas was the project manager at the time

21 of the writing of this letter.  He has since retired.

22     Q.   Who is the project manager now?

23     A.   Mark Malinowski.

24     Q.   Do you recall reviewing Exhibit 21 before

25 Mr. Pappas sent it to Mr. Lenox?
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1     A.   It doesn't strike bells, but I may have.  But

2 then again, in that era, this was preceding my project

3 directorship, so it's entirely possible I did not.

4     Q.   Remind me when you became the project director.

5     A.   August of 2009.  This would have been during

6 Mr. Riley's tenure.

7     Q.   Are you aware in general that there was a

8 period of time in which the DTSC had approved the use of

9 soil, borrowed-area soils, as clean fill at the site but

10 that following the enactment of SB 990 the DTSC

11 concluded that doing so was no longer appropriate?

12     A.   I am reading that.  I have no direct

13 recollection of, or involvement in this particular

14 decision or correspondence.

15     Q.   Do you have a view about whether the use of

16 soil from the site for backfill purposes is consistent

17 with SB 990?

18     A.   Absent characterization and evaluation of the

19 nature and extent of contamination at the site and the

20 backfill, proposed backfill soils, it would be

21 impossible to know.

22     Q.   Is it correct that enactment of SB 990 would

23 have changed that characterization in a way in which

24 before SB 990 it may have been appropriate to do so but

25 not after the enactment of SB 990?
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1     A.   As I understand the circumstances around this,

2 because of the change in the stringency of the cleanup

3 standards, absent data which would have given us

4 information upon which to make that decision, that

5 decision was suspended.  I do not read this as a

6 prohibition on on-site soils being used as backfill;

7 only that the nature of the on-site soils was not known

8 in light of SB 990 standards.

9     Q.   And that SB 990 imposed a more stringent

10 standard than had previously applied in a way that may

11 require revisiting decisions that had been made before

12 the enactment of SB 990?

13     A.   Correct.

14     Q.   Do you have an understanding about whether in

15 light of the enactment of SB 990 it's been necessary to

16 go back and redo characterizations of the site that had

17 been conducted prior to the enactment of SB 990?

18     A.   I am aware of and understand that there is a

19 need to redo much of the characterization work that

20 preceded SB 990.

21     Q.   Why is that?

22     A.   The stringency of the cleanup standards require

23 measurements to a sensitivity that are lower than what

24 had previously been measured, so detection limits for

25 analytical testing would need to be lowered in order to
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1 accommodate the more sensitive and more stringent

2 cleanup standards that SB 990 requires.

3     Q.   So that was based on the fact that SB 990

4 imposed more stringent standards?

5     A.   Correct.

6     Q.   I should clarify, more stringent standards with

7 respect to the SSFL site than those that applied before

8 enactment of SB 990?  I'm just completing my sentence.

9 That's all.

10     A.   Okay.

11     Q.   Is that correct?

12     A.   More stringent than those that were being

13 assumed and applied in this letter in this decision that

14 preceded.  So the decision made in 2000, September 29th,

15 2000, was based on assumptions and data and

16 characterization and understandings that changed with

17 SB 990.

18          MR. MOSS:  Exhibit 22.

19          (Deposition Exhibit No. 22 was marked for

20 identification.)

21     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Can I just go for one moment back

22 to Exhibit 21.

23     A.   Sure.

24     Q.   You see the sentence that says, "passage of

25 SB 990 requires soils at Santa Susana Field Laboratory
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             UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

            CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

THE BOEING COMPANY,        )
                           )
               Plaintiff,  )
                           )
    vs.                    )  Case No.
                           )  CV10-04839-JFW(MANX)
MAZIAR MOVASSAGHI, in his  )
official capacity as the   )  Volume II
Acting Director of the     )
California Department of   )
Toxic Substances Control,  )
                           )
               Defendant.  )
___________________________)

           DEPOSITION OF RICHARD E. BRAUSCH

                Los Angeles, California

              Thursday, December 16, 2010

Reported by:  Judith Schlussel
              CSR No. 4307
NDS Job No.:  140644
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1              UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
2             CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA
3

4

5 THE BOEING COMPANY,        )
                           )

6                Plaintiff,  )
                           )

7     vs.                    )  Case No.
                           )  CV10-04839-JFW(MANX)

8 MAZIAR MOVASSAGHI, in his  )
official capacity as the   )  Volume II

9 Acting Director of the     )
California Department of   )

10 Toxic Substances Control,  )
                           )

11                Defendant.  )
___________________________)

12

13

14

15            DEPOSITION OF RICHARD E. BRAUSCH,
16      taken at 350 South Grand Avenue, Suite 2100,
17      Los Angeles, California 90071, commencing at
18      9:37 a.m., on Thursday, December 16, 2010,
19      before Judith Schlussel, CSR No. 4307.
20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL:
2

3 FOR THE PLAINTIFF:
4

5      WILMER CUTLER PICKERING HALE & DORR, LLP
6      BY:  RANDOLPH D. MOSS, ESQ.
7           ANNIE L. OWENS, ESQ.
8      1875 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
9      Washington, DC 20006

10      (202) 663-6000
11

12 FOR THE DEFENDANT MAZIAR MOVASSAGHI:
13

14      STATE OF CALIFORNIA
15      OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
16      BY:  BRIAN HEMBACHER, ESQ.
17      300 South Spring Street
18      Suite 1700
19      Los Angeles, California  90013
20      (213) 897-2611
21

22

23

24

25
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1 APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL (CONTINUED):
2

3 FOR THE DEFENDANT DEPARTMENT OF TOXIC
4 SUBSTANCES CONTROL:
5

6      DEPARTMENT OF TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL
7      BY:  NANCY J. LONG, ESQ.
8           (NOT PRESENT)
9      1001 I Street

10      Sacramento, California  95812
11      (916) 323-5542
12

13 ALSO PRESENT:
14      ART LENOX
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1     Q.   Do you recall any discussion of Mr. Waxman?

2     A.   Not specifically.  No.  I don't.  Like I said,

3 I think the issue had to do with whether or not DOE and

4 NASA, in conversations with or engaging with DOJ and

5 what the response, what the reaction and what that

6 relationship might be.

7     Q.   Does the reference to Mr. Waxman refresh your

8 recollection as to whether this litigation was discussed

9 at the January 20th meeting?

10     A.   Like I said, I assume it was as part of the

11 overall discussion.

12     Q.   Do you recall what was discussed about the

13 litigation?

14     A.   Again, other than in the context of the notes

15 here, the discussion related to NASA and DOE's position

16 with respect to compliance with SB 990 and the

17 litigation.

18          MR. MOSS:  I'd like to mark as Exhibit 27 an

19 e-mail from Director Movassaghi to Mr. Koyasako dated

20 May 15th, 2009.

21          (Deposition Exhibit No. 27 was marked for

22 identification.)

23     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Mr. Brausch, do you recognize

24 Exhibit 27?

25     A.   I recognize the portion that's mine.  I don't
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1 recognize the forwarding note.

2     Q.   But you recognize I take it everything from

3 where it says Rick Brausch 5/14/2009, 3:59 P.M. down?

4     A.   I do.

5     Q.   Do you recognize the attachment entitled

6 disposition of federal land, Santa Susana Field

7 Laboratory?

8     A.   Yes, I do.

9     Q.   When do you recall first seeing the document

10 which begins on the second page of Exhibit 27?

11     A.   In about that same time frame.  I can't tell

12 you exactly when it came into my possession, but it was

13 about that time frame.

14          MR. HEMBACHER:  Just for the record, I believe

15 it's actually Page 3 of exhibit -- the version we have.

16          MR. MOSS:  I appreciate that clarification,

17 thank you.

18     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Is the memorandum which begins at

19 Page 3 of Exhibit 27 the GSA memo we were discussing

20 earlier where the GSA takes the position that SB 990

21 cannot be applied to DOE, NASA or GSA?

22     A.   I don't believe so.  Solely because of the

23 timing when it was -- the mention in the meeting in, on

24 January 20th of 2010, this document did not yet --

25 actually, maybe it did.  I'm sorry.  I'm confusing
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1 myself with the timeline.  This may in fact be it or

2 something subsequent to it.

3          Again, I have to read it more closely to

4 determine whether or not this particular memo referenced

5 sovereign immunity or not.

6     Q.   Take a look at what I believe is Page 4 of

7 Exhibit 27.  There is a section that is captioned

8 California Senate Bill 990.

9     A.   I'm looking at Page 4.  Is there a

10 particular --

11     Q.   Yes.  The paragraph that is captioned

12 California Senate Bill 990.

13     A.   Okay.

14     Q.   And I guess my question for you is -- let's

15 start with this.  Do you see where it says SB 990

16 mandates several unique risk assessment procedures at

17 SSFL and prohibits lease or transfer of the land at SSFL

18 prior to DTSC certification that the site has been

19 cleaned up in accordance with the requirements of the

20 act?

21     A.   I see that.

22     Q.   And is that statement accurate?

23          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; vague and ambiguous.

24 Also calls for a legal conclusion.

25          THE WITNESS:  It's not my writing.  This is a
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1 General Services Administration's representation.

2          Not wanting to tease out the specifics within

3 the statement, it's not entirely accurate.

4     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  In what respects is it not

5 accurate?

6     A.   Again, it's referring to procedures as opposed

7 to the unique elements of SB 990 which are not

8 necessarily procedural, but rest in assumptions and

9 mandates that are not procedures per se.

10     Q.   What are the unique elements of SB 990?

11     A.   We've gone over those already.  But they are --

12 it specifies a land use assumption.  It requires the use

13 of the radiologic preliminary remediation goals from

14 U.S. EPA as the point of departure, and again, although

15 it's not unique to SB 990, because cumulative risk is

16 always associated with risk assessment, calls for the

17 adding the risk from both radiologic and chemical

18 contamination.

19     Q.   Is the prohibition on transfer of the land

20 until the cleanup is complete also unique?

21     A.   That, too, is a unique element of SB 990.

22     Q.   Can you think of any reason to preclude the

23 transfer of land until the cleanup is complete given the

24 fact that as a matter of law the responsible parties

25 remain responsible after transfer?
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1     A.   To the extent that we've secured the commitment

2 of and the legal obligation of the responsible party to

3 continue with and fulfill its cleanup obligations and

4 assuming that any subsequent use that would be

5 contemplated by the new property owner can be done

6 consistently with the remedy that's been selected with

7 any cleanup activities that are ongoing and does not

8 pose an unnecessary risk to any future site occupants,

9 no.

10     Q.   Any other reason?  I just want to make sure

11 I've exhausted your views on this issue.

12     A.   Not that I can think of.

13     Q.   Do you have an understanding as to whether the

14 GSA took the position that sovereign immunity should

15 prevail over SB 990?

16          MR. HEMBACHER:  Calls for speculation.

17          THE WITNESS:  I'm not recalling anything in

18 particular that I can think of where GSA said that

19 specifically, although it's possible they did.  I'm not

20 recalling anything in particular.

21     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  In Exhibit 27, a little bit

22 further down in that same paragraph, do you see it says,

23 "in meetings with DTSC, lawyers for DOE, NASA and GSA

24 have expressed concerns about the applicability of

25 SB 990 to site cleanup and the transfer of federal
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1 land"?

2     A.   I do see that.

3     Q.   Do you recall being present during any of those

4 meetings?

5     A.   I was not.

6     Q.   Do you know who would have been from --

7     A.   I'm assuming Mr. Riley would have been although

8 I don't know for a fact.  This was the time frame

9 during, of his project directorship, so I believe he may

10 have been.  I also don't know if our counsel was

11 present.

12     Q.   Who had the lead responsibility for the DTSC

13 for negotiating both the NASA and the DOE AOCs?

14          MR. HEMBACHER:  You can answer.

15          THE WITNESS:  The answer would be me.

16     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Do you know who at DOE made the

17 decision to sign on to the DOE AOC?

18          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; calls for

19 speculation, it's also getting into the area of

20 discussing our settlement discussions.  You're asking

21 about who made the decision to sign on to it?

22          MR. MOSS:  Yes.

23          MR. HEMBACHER:  I'm going to instruct the

24 witness not to answer.

25          MR. MOSS:  And same instruction with respect to
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1 NASA?

2          MR. HEMBACHER:  Yes.

3          MR. MOSS:  And we obviously reserve on this

4 issue as we do on the others.

5          MR. HEMBACHER:  I understand.

6          MR. MOSS:  I'd like to mark as Exhibits 28 and

7 29 respectively the DOE AOC and the NASA AOC.

8          (Deposition Exhibit Nos. 28 and 29 were marked

9 for identification.)

10     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  I'd like to see if we can maybe

11 save a little bit of time by not going through both

12 separately.  Am I correct that in general the terms of

13 the NASA AOC and the DOE AOC are the same?

14     A.   In general, yes.

15     Q.   Let me go through and ask you questions about

16 the DOE AOC.  But if there is anything different with

17 respect to the NASA AOC, can you flag that for me?

18     A.   Sure.

19     Q.   That way we can avoid doing it twice.

20     A.   Okay.

21     Q.   Referring to Exhibit 28, let me first ask you

22 to look at Paragraph 2.1.  In Paragraph 2.1, it provides

23 for a cleanup to background; is that correct?

24     A.   Correct.

25     Q.   What does that mean, a cleanup to background?
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1 possibility, a possible outcome.

2     Q.   But there is not a commitment at this point one

3 way or the other on that?

4          MR. HEMBACHER:  Just to interject here, if you

5 can answer that question without delving into the area

6 of the settlement discussions between DTSC, DOE and

7 NASA, you can answer that.  But I am instructing you not

8 to answer if it involves revealing the discussions

9 between DOE, DTSC and NASA.

10          THE WITNESS:  Because the carrying out the

11 cleanup activities is as yet still prospective and by

12 necessity requires conjecture, to the extent that AOC

13 activities that are carried out do not result in or

14 would not -- there would not be remaining any concern

15 related to the subsequent reuse of the property, we

16 believe that we could issue a certification that in

17 essence could satisfy the SB 990 provisions.

18     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Do you have an understanding of

19 how long it would take to remediate the groundwater at

20 SSFL to SB 990-compliant standards?

21     A.   Timing that I have heard based on at least some

22 of the pumping activities that have been occurring with

23 groundwater at the yield of the bedrock put the time

24 frame somewhere in the area of 50,000 years roughly,

25 give or take a few months.
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1     Q.   In your view, would a strict application of

2 SB 990 preclude the transfer of the land for 50,000

3 years?

4          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; calls for legal

5 conclusion.

6          THE WITNESS:  If DTSC certification required

7 and specified that all remediation must be completed,

8 then it could be concluded that 50,000 years would be

9 the limit.

10     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Do you have a view on whether in

11 fact the DTSC certification would require that all

12 remediation be completed?

13     A.   Again, considering that all cleanup activities

14 at this point are hypothetical and conjectured, there

15 is -- there are circumstances where we can envision

16 where we could decouple the two, where we could issue a

17 certification for the soils and the AOC remedies that

18 does not require the completion of the groundwater

19 cleanup.

20     Q.   What about cleanup of bedrock?

21     A.   Similarly, we believe that there are

22 circumstances where we could come to that conclusion.

23     Q.   Do you have a view as to how long it would take

24 to clean up the bedrock at SSFL to SB 990-compliant

25 levels?
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1          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; calls for a legal

2 conclusion.

3          THE WITNESS:  I don't know that there's any

4 estimates or any information out there that would

5 specify or that is available to us yet that would tell

6 us or distinguish it from groundwater and the

7 groundwater issues.

8     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  But you may well be talking about

9 tens of thousands of years as well?

10     A.   Again, depending upon the circumstances, the

11 type of contaminant, the depth of contamination, and the

12 potential remedies and the types of concerns that might

13 emanate from that contamination, it's hypothetically

14 possible that it could take that long.  It's also

15 possible that there is no circumstance that exists at

16 the site in which case, that is separate from

17 groundwater, in which case then the soils and

18 groundwater remedies that are contemplated would be

19 sufficient.

20     Q.   Is there any existing technology that you're

21 aware of for the remediating bedrock with VOCs?

22          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; vague and ambiguous.

23          THE WITNESS:  Bedrock is a very generic term

24 which ultimately is not specific enough that the

25 technical discussions would need to take place.  We'd
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1 have to understand the type of bedrock, its porosity.

2 But it would be similar to soil vapor extraction

3 technologies that do exist.  It depends, however, on how

4 the contaminant, whether or not it is within the rock

5 matrix or if it's in fractures within the rock.  So

6 again, a lot of site specific, a lot of circumstance

7 specific details would need to be known.  But I guess

8 the short answer is yes, there are technologies that

9 exist which could be employed.  Their effectiveness, the

10 yield of, the time frames that are required all vary,

11 dependent on the circumstances.

12     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Am I right that the AOC excludes

13 bedrock whether the bedrock is associated with

14 groundwater or not?

15     A.   I believe you are.  But I can just confirm,

16 double check here in definitions.

17          Whether bedrock is included in the definition

18 of soils, bedrock is not explicitly in the AOC excluded

19 from the definition of soils.

20     Q.   So does that mean it's included?

21     A.   It means it could be included and it would be

22 ultimately subject to potentially the exercise of one of

23 the exceptions.  You'd have to also read definition of

24 cleanup of soils to get, to inform you more about the

25 type of contaminant that we are discussing in terms of
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1 whether it's a volatile or organic compound that's found

2 in the soil or bedrock below and whether the cleanup of

3 soils contemplates the cleanup of the bedrock or the

4 cleanup of the groundwater that is where the contaminant

5 is found.

6     Q.   Let me direct your attention to Paragraph 1.8.4

7 of the DOE AOC.

8     A.   Uh-huh.

9     Q.   Was that where you were looking for the

10 definition of soils?

11     A.   Yes.

12     Q.   And in that definition, it indicates that soils

13 does include weathered bedrock.

14     A.   Weathered bedrock which is different from your

15 unweathered bedrock.  Weathered bedrock is much more

16 friable and more soils like than bedrock which is more

17 like the rock you're thinking of.  I don't know what

18 you're thinking.  The rock that I'm --

19     Q.   How is weathered bedrock removed from a site?

20     A.   Again, it's similar to soils because it is

21 fractured, friable.  It is possible to manage it in a

22 soil-like way.  It's amenable to excavation sorts of

23 activities as opposed to more aggressive --

24     Q.   Do you have to take jackhammers to it?

25     A.   It depends.  It depends on how the weathering
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1 mechanisms and how deep weathering goes and whether or

2 not the weathering exists in fissures as opposed to

3 across the face of bedrock.

4     Q.   Is it your understanding that DOE and NASA have

5 undertaken to remove any contaminated weathered bedrock

6 in Area IV, northern buffer zone, Area II or the

7 government owned portion of Area I?

8          MR. HEMBACHER:  Calls for speculation.

9          THE WITNESS:  They have undertaken no such

10 activities at this point simply because they are still

11 in the investigative stages and characterization of the

12 site to determine the necessary cleanup under the AOCs.

13     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  My question wasn't whether they

14 actually are doing so at this point but just whether

15 they've agreed in the AOC and the AIP to do so if in

16 fact the characterizations show that the weathered

17 bedrock contains contamination above background levels?

18     A.   They have agreed to do so in the context of the

19 preparation of their remedial action implementation plan

20 in which they would also propose exceptions to the

21 extent that they felt exceptions were warranted.

22     Q.   And on what basis would the DTSC determine

23 whether to grant an exception?

24     A.   It would be very case specific, site specific,

25 circumstance specific.  In our -- I won't go there.  The
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1     Q.   Did it predate SB 990?

2     A.   I don't recall.  I don't know.  I don't have it

3 in my possession.  I've only heard the number used.  I

4 don't have details.

5     Q.   Did you participate at a meeting with folks

6 from Boeing about the estimate of amount of soil that

7 would be needed to be removed from SSFL to comply with

8 the AOCs about three weeks ago?

9     A.   Yes, I did.  I was trying to key it in time

10 frame because there were a number of meetings with

11 Boeing where Boeing has offered estimates throughout the

12 course of our discussions about SB 990 as early as

13 January of 2008, where estimation, estimates were

14 provided.  But yes, as recently as, actually more recent

15 than three weeks ago.  I think it was two weeks ago,

16 although I would have to look at my calendar to give you

17 a specific date.

18     Q.   Do you recall what the estimate was that was

19 discussed at that meeting?

20     A.   There were a number of numbers that were shared

21 related to different areas and different features.  I'm

22 trying to recall.  I don't have my notes with me.  I

23 believe it was 1.6 to 1.7 million cubic yards or

24 thereabouts.

25     Q.   Do you have any reason to question the accuracy
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1 itself, exceed what could be calculated as a risk factor

2 that would be associated with a suburban residential.

3 It's not an uncommon phenomena here in California.

4     Q.   So under the residential scenario, would the

5 responsible party then be required to clean up the

6 arsenic, for example, to a level that complies with the

7 residential land use assumption and actually may be

8 below what the background level would otherwise be?

9     A.   Typically in our cleanups as we exercise our

10 decision making, we do not require cleanup below

11 background.  It would stand to reason that anything that

12 is below background cannot be attributed to a release of

13 a hazardous substance that can be traced or assigned to

14 a responsible party.  It exists by nature.

15     Q.   Has the DTSC engaged in any effort to assess

16 whether a cleanup of the SSFL site to a residential land

17 use level would present any greater estimated risk to

18 the public than a cleanup to background?

19     A.   We conducted no such estimates or calculations.

20     Q.   And am I correct that there is some risk to the

21 public associated with additional trucking of soil from

22 a site away from the site?

23     A.   Yes.

24          MR. HEMBACHER:  Let me just object.  Calls for

25 speculation.
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1     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  What is the nature of that risk?

2     A.   As I understand it, any time you have vehicular

3 activity on a road, you have some measure of risk

4 associated with accident rates and those sorts of risks

5 that come to bear.

6     Q.   Also, diesel particulates?

7     A.   Sure.  You have emissions from vehicles that

8 travel on the roads.

9     Q.   And has the DTSC made any effort to assess

10 whether the additional risk to the public associated

11 with trucking additional amounts of soil away from the

12 SSFL site would exceed the risk to the public of simply

13 leaving that soil in place?

14     A.   We've conducted no calculations at this time.

15     Q.   Do you have a view on that issue one way or the

16 other?

17     A.   Not at this time.

18     Q.   What is your best estimate of when the DOE and

19 NASA cleanups will be completed?

20          MR. HEMBACHER:  Calls for speculation.

21          THE WITNESS:  Under the AOCs or in total?

22     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Well, why don't we take them

23 separately.  First under the AOCs?

24     A.   Under the AOCs, we have required both DOE and

25 NASA to provide estimates and plans which could still
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1 should or shouldn't be dictated in SB 990.

2     Q.   Are there some members of the community who

3 object to the rural agricultural assumption that will be

4 required at least in most circumstances by SB 990?

5     A.   I think if you review the comments to the AIPs

6 and the AOCs, that you would see a number of people who

7 expressed their concern about the implementation of that

8 standard.

9     Q.   What is their concern with respect to the

10 implementation of that standard?

11     A.   It varies, ranging from a concern that

12 implementation of that standard would require more

13 cleanup than is necessary to more technical concerns

14 about its appropriateness and everything in between.

15     Q.   I take it the concern about more cleanup than

16 is necessary is that the cleanup itself could have an

17 adverse impact on the community; is that right?

18     A.   Again, I'd have to speculate.  There were some

19 who have that particular interest in mind.  There are

20 others who, I don't know, I couldn't attribute their

21 particular concern or interest in making the statements.

22 Some just like to be precise.

23     Q.   I think I asked you this question yesterday

24 with respect to chemical contamination and now I want to

25 ask the same question with respect to radiological
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1 contamination.  On the radiological side, do you have

2 any reason to believe that the approach that was taken

3 at SSFL before enactment of SB 990 would have led to a

4 cleanup that was not safe to the public?

5          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection, vague and ambiguous.

6 Calls for speculation.  No foundation.

7          THE WITNESS:  I have no basis and, in addition,

8 DTSC was not directly involved in or overseeing or

9 assessing the adequacy of the cleanup in that time frame

10 for radiation and radiologic contaminants.

11     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Was the community concern that

12 followed the August 2006 meeting that we discussed

13 yesterday directed in any way at the radiological

14 cleanup at the site or was it just about the chemical

15 cleanup?

16     A.   It had aspects of radiation or radiologic

17 concern about it.  The issue that was being discussed

18 was the cleanup or the interim measure of the Area I

19 burn pit and the concern expressed by the community had

20 to do with what types of wastes had been managed in the

21 burn pit, and specifically raised was a concern as to

22 whether or not radiologic contaminants and radiologic

23 wastes had been disposed in that unit and therefore the

24 concern about whether or not the interim measure had

25 adequately assessed the contaminants and the features so
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1     A.   Correct.

2     Q.   Do you have any personal experience with

3 respect to radiological remediation?

4     A.   Apart from my experience here at SSFL since

5 taking on the project, no.

6     Q.   Correct.

7     A.   Peripherally, yes, but directly, no.

8     Q.   Peripherally in what respect?

9     A.   Again, as I described yesterday in discussing

10 and being part of or in passing part of conversations

11 related to radiologic wastes as in my tenure at CalEPA,

12 those sorts of things.  But direct line responsibility

13 or managerial responsibility, no.

14     Q.   Do you have a view as to how the level of

15 contamination at SSFL compares to other sites in the

16 state?

17          MR. HEMBACHER:  Calls for speculation.

18          THE WITNESS:  At this point, considering the

19 site's mid characterization, I don't have an opinion or

20 perspective one way or the other.  I don't have a

21 foundation to make any comparison.

22     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  And based on your answer that the

23 characterization is not complete, is it correct that no

24 one would have a basis for making that determination?

25     A.   Again, there is characterization work that has
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1 been conducted to date from which those who have more

2 working knowledge of the measure of that

3 characterization work would be able to offer opinion.  I

4 believe you're speaking with Laura Rainey on Friday.

5 You will probably be able to pick her brain on that very

6 topic.  I myself do not have a basis to make that sort

7 of comparison.

8     Q.   I take it though that there are other sites in

9 the state that are close to population centers where

10 there is TCE contamination; is that right?

11     A.   Yes.

12     Q.   The same for perchlorate?

13     A.   Perchlorate, yes.

14     Q.   Same for heavy metals?

15     A.   Same for heavy metals.

16     Q.   Same for PCB?

17     A.   Correct.

18     Q.   Same for dioxins?

19     A.   Yes.

20     Q.   Same for volatile organic and semi volatile

21 organic compounds?

22     A.   Again, as general classes of compounds, those

23 which are large in multi contaminant descriptions, yes.

24     Q.   As to all of those, there are sites in the

25 state that contain contamination in large quantities
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1 near population centers; is that correct?

2     A.   I can't speak to the quantities.  But

3 contaminated to the point of requiring action that are

4 either near or in population centers.

5          MR. MOSS:  Let's take a break just for a few

6 minutes here.  I'm very close to finishing.

7                     (Recess taken.)

8          MR. MOSS:  I'd like to mark a document that

9 begins with the Bates No. BOE-HC-0011924 as Exhibit 30.

10          (Deposition Exhibit No. 30 was marked for

11 identification.)

12     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Just before turning to Exhibit

13 30, let me ask you one last question in the line that we

14 were on before.  Am I correct that there is -- strike

15 that.  Am I correct that there are sites containing

16 significant radiological contamination near population

17 centers in California?

18     A.   I believe that to be the case, yes.

19     Q.   Sites other than SSFL?

20     A.   Yes.

21     Q.   Now, turning to Exhibit 30, I'm going to ask

22 you to take a look at that.

23     A.   Okay.

24     Q.   What is Exhibit 30?

25     A.   It appears to be somewhat of an issue memo.
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             UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

            CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

THE BOEING COMPANY,        )
                           )
               Plaintiff,  )
                           )
    vs.                    )  Case No.
                           )  CV10-04839-JFW(MANX)
MAZIAR MOVASSAGHI, in his  )
official capacity as the   )
Acting Director of the     )
California Department of   )
Toxic Substances Control,  )
                           )
               Defendant.  )
___________________________)

            DEPOSITION OF L. ROBERT GREGER

                Los Angeles, California

              Tuesday, December 14, 2010

Reported by:  Judith Schlussel
              CSR No. 4307
NDS Job No.:  140641
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1              UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
2             CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA
3

4

5 THE BOEING COMPANY,        )
                           )

6                Plaintiff,  )
                           )

7     vs.                    )  Case No.
                           )  CV10-04839-JFW(MANX)

8 MAZIAR MOVASSAGHI, in his  )
official capacity as the   )

9 Acting Director of the     )
California Department of   )

10 Toxic Substances Control,  )
                           )

11                Defendant.  )
___________________________)

12

13

14

15             DEPOSITION OF L. ROBERT GREGER,
16     taken at 350 South Grand Avenue, Los Angeles,
17     California 90071, commencing at 9:32 a.m., on
18     Tuesday, December 14, 2010, before Judith
19     Schlussel, a Certified Shorthand Reporter No.
20     4307.
21

22

23

24

25
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1 APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL:

2

3 FOR THE PLAINTIFF:

4

5      WILMER CUTLER PICKERING HALE & DORR, LLP

6      BY:  RANDOLPH D. MOSS, ESQ.

7           ANNIE L. OWENS, ESQ.

8      1875 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.

9      Washington, D.C. 20006

10      (202) 663-6000

11

12 FOR THE DEFENDANT MAZIAR MOVASSAGHI:

13

14      STATE OF CALIFORNIA OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

15      BY:  BRIAN HEMBACHER, ESQ.

16      300 South Spring Street

17      Suite 1700

18      Los Angeles, California  90013

19      (213) 897-2611

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 provision, to your knowledge?

2          MR. HEMBACHER:  Same objection.

3          THE WITNESS:  There are a number of things

4 which Agreement States, including California, do not

5 take over the regulatory authority for, one of which

6 would be special nuclear material over certain

7 quantities; another would be at-sea nuclear radioactive

8 material usage beyond a certain distance from the

9 shoreline.

10          These are essentially spelled out in part 150

11 of the Federal Code of Regulations.

12     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  What about the operation of

13 nuclear reactors?

14          MR. HEMBACHER:  Same objection.

15          THE WITNESS:  We do -- Agreement States do not

16 take regulatory authority over nuclear reactors either.

17     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Would that include critical test

18 facilities?

19          MR. HEMBACHER:  Same objection.

20          THE WITNESS:  I don't know the answer to that.

21     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  If I could direct your attention,

22 Mr. Greger, to the third page of Exhibit 1002, and in

23 particular to Article V.

24          Is it your understanding that as a condition of

25 being an Agreement State, that California is required to
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1 maintain compatibility with NRC programs?

2          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; calls for a legal

3 conclusion.

4          THE WITNESS:  In general, the answer is yes;

5 however, there are various classifications assigned to

6 regulations by the NRC that dictate whether that

7 specific regulation has to be totally compatible or

8 whether certain variations are allowed.

9     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Are you familiar, Mr. Greger,

10 with the NRC criteria for guidance of states and NRC in

11 discontinuance of NRC regulatory authority and

12 assumption thereof?

13     A.   I'm not 100 percent sure what you're referring

14 to.

15          MR. MOSS:  Let me show you the document.  I'd

16 like to mark as Exhibit 2 the criteria that I just

17 mentioned.

18          (Deposition Exhibit No. 2 was marked for

19 identification.)

20     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Mr. Greger, have you seen Exhibit

21 2 before?

22     A.   I don't believe so.

23     Q.   Let me direct your attention to Page 6 of

24 Exhibit 2.  In particular, the section with the heading

25 Administration.  Let me first direct your attention to
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1 Paragraph 24.  Do you see that it says "the State should

2 indicate which agency or agencies will have authority

3 for carrying on the program and should provide the NRC

4 with a summary of that legal authority"?

5     A.   Yes, I do.

6     Q.   Which California State agency has the State

7 identified as the agency with authority for carrying out

8 the Agreement State provision?

9          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; lack of foundation.

10          THE WITNESS:  I'm not sure I know the answer to

11 that.

12     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Do you know if the Department of

13 Public Health is designated as a State agency with

14 authority to regulate radiological material pursuant to

15 the Agreement State provision?

16          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; calls for a legal

17 conclusion.

18          THE WITNESS:  Yes.  The Department of Public

19 Health is and the NRC interacts routinely with the

20 Department of Public Health in that role.  The reason

21 I'm not sure is, I think the official contact is the

22 California Energy Commission, and I have not -- I mean

23 this is a high level of assignment of responsibilities

24 that we don't normally get into in implementation of the

25 program.  So I'm not real familiar with how that
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1 designation flows within the State.

2          MR. MOSS:  Has the DTSC been designated as an

3 agency for purposes of implementing the Agreement State

4 provision?

5          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; lack of foundation.

6 Calls for a legal conclusion.

7          THE WITNESS:  I don't believe so.

8     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  You mentioned that the Department

9 of Public Health interacts routinely with the NRC; is

10 that right?

11     A.   Correct.

12     Q.   Can you describe for us in what ways it does

13 so?

14     A.   There are a number of ways in which those

15 interactions occur.  They occur on a routine basis with

16 the NRC making inquiries of, through the radiologic

17 health branch and the Department of Public Health with

18 respect to issues that they may have either generic

19 issues or specific issues and questions with our

20 licensees.  The NRC, in almost all cases, will not

21 contact Agreement State licensees directly and they'll

22 go through the Agreement State programs to do that.

23          It occurs in required reports that we have to

24 make to the NRC, reports of events that occur primarily.

25 It occurs from the oversight that's provided by the NRC
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1 of the Agreement States through their evaluation program

2 of the agreement state's performance.

3     Q.   That's the integrated materials performance

4 evaluation program?

5     A.   That's correct.

6     Q.   Is that a condition of the State operating

7 under the Agreement State provision?

8          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; calls for a legal

9 conclusion.

10          THE WITNESS:  I believe it is.

11     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Any other ways in which the

12 Department of Public Health routinely interacts with the

13 NRC?

14     A.   We interact with them by using them as a

15 resource, so if we have questions for which we don't

16 believe we have the expertise, we will go to the NRC.

17 We'll also go to the NRC if we want them to explain in

18 more detail the meaning of their regulations or the

19 background information pertaining to how they derive

20 their regulations in particular cases.

21     Q.   Any other ways in which DPH interacts with NRC?

22     A.   Those are the main ones.

23     Q.   To your knowledge, does the DTSC file reports

24 with the NRC?

25     A.   Not to my knowledge.  No.
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1 for any Department of Energy activities at SSFL; is that

2 correct?

3     A.   That should be correct.  I don't know what's

4 happened in the distant past.  But DOE is exempt from

5 our regulations.  We do not regulate them.

6          MR. HEMBACHER:  I'm going to move to strike the

7 last part of the answer to the extent that it was a

8 legal conclusion.

9     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Has DPH ever issued a license for

10 any DOE facilities at SSFL?

11     A.   Not to my knowledge.

12     Q.   Has DPH ever issued a license for any DOE

13 activities or operations at SSFL?

14     A.   Not to my knowledge.

15     Q.   Has DPH ever required a license of any DOE

16 contractor operating at SSFL?

17     A.   Not to my knowledge.

18     Q.   Has DPH ever issued a license for the operation

19 of any nuclear reactors or critical test facilities at

20 SSFL?

21     A.   Not to my knowledge.

22     Q.   Has DPH ever issued a license for the

23 manufacture of nuclear fuel at SSFL?

24     A.   Not to my knowledge.

25     Q.   And has DPH ever issued a license for the
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1 regulation of special nuclear materials in quantities

2 sufficient to form critical mass at SSFL?

3     A.   Not to my knowledge.

4     Q.   They wouldn't do so; is that right?

5     A.   We shouldn't have.

6     Q.   Is that true for all of the list that I just

7 ran through?

8          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; calls for a legal

9 conclusion.

10          THE WITNESS:  I believe the answer is yes to

11 that.

12          MR. MOSS:  Why don't we take a break here.  I

13 think we've been going for about an hour.

14          MR. HEMBACHER:  Okay.  Sounds good.

15                     (Recess taken.)

16          (Deposition Exhibit No. 3 was marked for

17 identification.)

18     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Let's go back on the record.

19          Mr. Greger, one follow-up question from our

20 earlier conversation.  You mentioned that, I believe,

21 that DPH has currently been striving to move to a one

22 millirem per year upper limit; is that right?

23     A.   I'm glad you asked that, because I would like

24 to clarify that a bit.  We do not have a dose limit of

25 any kind at this point in time, and we do case by case
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1 than the rules that apply in your group?

2     A.   I'm not familiar with what criteria they're

3 using for releasing facilities.

4     Q.   Are you familiar at all with the McClellan Air

5 Force Base?

6     A.   I'm sorry.  Is that the one you just mentioned?

7     Q.   Yeah.  Are you familiar at all with the cleanup

8 effort at the McClellan Air Force Base?

9     A.   No.  Other than the fact that it is being

10 cleaned up.

11     Q.   Are you aware that DPH is applying a six

12 picocurie per gram standard with respect to cesium-137

13 at the McClellan Air Force Base?

14     A.   No, I was not.

15     Q.   Any reason to doubt that that's true?

16     A.   No.

17     Q.   Do you know what standard DPH was applying with

18 respect to volume contamination at SSFL prior to the

19 enactment of SB 990?

20     A.   To my knowledge, all of the volume

21 contamination at SSFL was DOE materials for which we do

22 not have regulatory authority.

23          MR. HEMBACHER:  I'm going to move to strike the

24 last part of that answer to the extent it had a legal

25 conclusion.
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1     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Without getting into what may or

2 may not be legally required, Mr. Greger, is it correct

3 that the Department of Public Health as a matter of fact

4 prior to the enactment of SB 990 did not assert

5 regulatory authority over any of the volume

6 contamination at SSFL?

7     A.   Would you repeat that, please.

8     Q.   Sure.  Is it correct that the Department of

9 Public Health as a matter of fact prior to the enactment

10 of SB 990 did not assert regulatory authority over any

11 of the volume contamination at SSFL?

12     A.   I believe that's correct, because that material

13 was DOE material and if it's DOE material, we do not

14 have regulatory jurisdiction.

15          MR. HEMBACHER:  Let me just again move to

16 strike the last part of that answer to the extent it is

17 a legal conclusion.

18     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  But just to be clear on the

19 record here, with respect to the factual portion of my

20 question, DPH did not assert regulatory authority over

21 any volume contamination at SSFL; is that correct?

22     A.   I can't definitively say what was done in each

23 and every instance in particular as you go back in time.

24 My tenure with the State started in 1998.  My active

25 involvement with the SSFL site started in 2000.  I can't
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1 definitively say what occurred before then.

2     Q.   Well, in your capacity as the witness from the

3 State who is most knowledgeable on the regulation and

4 cleanup of radiological material at SSFL, I'm correct,

5 aren't I, that you're not aware of any assertion of

6 authority to clean up volume contamination at the site?

7     A.   That's correct.

8     Q.   Are you aware of any contamination at all at

9 the site resulting from private commercial activity?

10          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; lack of foundation

11 as to chemical contamination at the site.

12          MR. MOSS:  I appreciate the clarification.  Let

13 me limit this to radiological.

14     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Are you aware of any radiological

15 contamination at the site resulting from private

16 commercial activity?

17     A.   No, I'm not.

18     Q.   I'd like to mark -- I apologize.  It's in front

19 of the witness already.  Mr. Greger, can you take a look

20 at Exhibit 3 and tell me if you recognize what Exhibit 3

21 is.

22     A.   It's the current license for, to Boeing, for

23 their operations now restricted to SSFL.

24     Q.   Can you tell whether this is the license that

25 was in effect at the time that SB 990 was enacted?
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1 hospital?

2          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; vague and ambiguous.

3          THE WITNESS:  No.  There should not be any

4 difference.  Sources leak occasionally, not frequently.

5 Periodic leak tests are required to detect any leaking

6 sources.

7     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  If a source were to leak, were to

8 have leaked at Santa Susana that was subject to State

9 license, would the Department of Public Health have been

10 notified of that leak?

11     A.   Our regulations --

12          MR. HEMBACHER:  Calls for speculation.

13          THE WITNESS:  Our -- good.  Our regulations

14 would require that that report be made.

15     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Are you aware of any circumstance

16 in which there was a leak of a sealed source at

17 Santa Susana Field Laboratory?

18     A.   No, I'm not aware of any.

19     Q.   How many -- again, just order of magnitude, how

20 many licensees are there for radioactive materials in

21 the State of California?

22     A.   Approximately 2,000.

23     Q.   Then if you look at item E on Exhibit 3, it

24 indicates this is to be used to address possible

25 contamination of remaining State licensed facility
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1 Department of Health sought?

2     A.   No, it is not.  To my knowledge, it is not.

3     Q.   Are you aware of anything about the Santa

4 Susana Field Laboratory that would have required the

5 enactment of SB 990?

6          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; calls for a legal

7 conclusion.

8          THE WITNESS:  No, I'm not.

9     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Are you aware of any reason that

10 the Santa Susana Field Laboratory should be cleaned up

11 to a different standard than other radiological sites in

12 the State?

13          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; calls for a legal

14 conclusion.

15          THE WITNESS:  No, I'm not.

16     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  How does the approach taken under

17 SB 990 differ from the approach taken by DPH at SSFL

18 before enactment of SB 990?

19          MR. HEMBACHER:  Assumes facts not in evidence.

20     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  I'm happy to rephrase that if

21 it's not clear.

22     A.   Would you, please.

23     Q.   Sure.  How did SB 990 change things from the

24 state's perspective at SSFL?

25     A.   From the --
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1 Public Health because the materials that are

2 contaminating that site, to our knowledge, to my

3 knowledge, are DOE materials over which we do not have

4 jurisdiction.  So from that standpoint, it made no

5 changes for the Department of Public Health.

6          MR. HEMBACHER:  I'm going to move to strike the

7 portion of his answer that referred to DOE jurisdiction

8 on the grounds that it calls for a legal conclusion.

9          THE WITNESS:  Now there is another avenue that,

10 for which I don't believe we've had legal resolution,

11 and that is even if one assumes everything is DOE

12 material and DOE walks away from the site saying they've

13 cleaned it up, and that land now becomes Boeing land

14 again, not as a contractor for DOE, but as Boeing, and

15 would therefore be subject to licensure, if there was

16 sufficient radioactive materials on the site to warrant

17 licensure, then it may be under Department of Health

18 jurisdiction; it may not, because DOE has released it

19 using their criteria.  That issue has not been legally

20 adjudicated to my knowledge.

21     Q.   That issue doesn't arise, I take it, until DOE

22 at least releases the land?

23          MR. HEMBACHER:  I'm going to object it calls

24 for a legal conclusion.

25          THE WITNESS:  In my --
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1     A.   One in a million risk.  Whereas had it been

2 cleaned up under the criteria that DOE had proposed, it

3 would have been cleaned up to 15 millirem and then

4 application of ALARA to the 15 millirem upper limit

5 which would have reduced the consequent dosage to some

6 unknown amount at this point in time, probably to 10, 20

7 percent of that number, just based on experience.

8     Q.   SB 990 also mandates an agricultural use

9 scenario; is that right?

10     A.   That is correct.  It dictates -- to my

11 knowledge, it dictates to use the most, the more

12 conservative of residential or agricultural scenarios

13 for determining that dose.

14     Q.   That wasn't the rule before SB 990, right?

15          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; calls for a legal

16 conclusion.  Also calls for speculation.

17          THE WITNESS:  To my knowledge, that is not what

18 DOE had proposed doing prior to that time.  To my

19 knowledge, they had proposed 15 millirem based on a

20 residential use scenario.

21     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Are you aware of any fact which

22 would suggest that the residential use scenario was

23 incorrect?

24          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; calls for a legal

25 conclusion.
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1          THE WITNESS:  Probably not.  I say probably

2 because I had indicated earlier in my testimony here

3 that we would look at -- if the State were going to be

4 doing that release, we would look at the likelihood of

5 that land ever being put to agricultural use.  So one

6 would have to look at the quality of the soil, for

7 instance, any binding legal agreements to land usage, a

8 number of things that would be looked at before we would

9 make our determination, if we were the ones that were

10 making a determination as to what land use scenario to

11 use.

12          Residential on the surface seems to be a

13 restrictive, a reasonable land use scenario.  But it's

14 possible that if we looked at it in further detail, we

15 may disagree with that.  I can't really speculate on

16 what would have happened had we actually gone down that

17 road.

18     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  But you would have applied

19 multiple factors in reaching that conclusion; is that

20 right?

21     A.   That is correct.

22     Q.   Did DPH in fact approve a 15 millirem per year

23 residential standard at SSFL?

24          MR. HEMBACHER:  Vague and ambiguous.

25          THE WITNESS:  It's my understanding, and this
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1 was before I was involved with the Department of Public

2 Health and Santa Susana field lab, that there was a

3 license reference under license condition 13 that

4 indicated that the department, that Boeing or the

5 Department of Energy, I guess it would have to be Boeing

6 if it's under our license, was going to use 15 millirem

7 as a release criteria.

8     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  That was a license issued by the

9 DPH; is that right?

10     A.   Yes.

11     Q.   Does DTSC have experience in the remediation of

12 radiological sites?

13          MR. HEMBACHER:  Did you say DTSC?

14          MR. MOSS:  Correct.

15          THE WITNESS:  Not to my knowledge.

16     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  To your knowledge, do they employ

17 any scientists with background in radiology and public

18 health?

19          MR. HEMBACHER:  Calls for speculation.

20          THE WITNESS:  They hired two of our people.

21     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  When was that?

22     A.   Maybe three years ago now.  Three, four years

23 ago.  Steven Pay and Franklin, Franklin Mark.  I'm not

24 sure of the last name.

25     Q.   Do you know what they hired those folks to do?
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1     A.   They hired them to do non-radiological work.

2     Q.   Is the DTSC consulting with DPH relating to the

3 cleanup of the Santa Susana site?

4     A.   Could you be just more specific?  One on the

5 time frame and two, what you mean by consulting.

6     Q.   After the enactment of SB 990, has the DTSC

7 turned to DPH for DPH's expertise relating to

8 radiological licensing and decommissioning?

9     A.   We have one individual, James Thomas, who is a,

10 in a coordination role with DTSC, and he is

11 participating on a relatively frequent basis, weekly to

12 monthly, on issues surrounding SSFL.

13     Q.   Do you know if any State agency sought the

14 enactment of SB 990?  I think I asked you before about

15 DPH.  And I'm asking you whether to your knowledge there

16 was any State agency that actually sought the enactment

17 of SB 990?

18     A.   I don't know the answer to that.

19     Q.   Are you aware of any reason to single out SSFL

20 for different cleanup rules that otherwise apply?

21          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; assumes facts not in

22 evidence.

23          THE WITNESS:  No.

24          MR. MOSS:  I'd like to mark --

25          THE WITNESS:  Let me qualify that answer.  On
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1 a -- from a technical basis, no.

2     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Is the other basis political?

3     A.   Yes.

4          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; calls for

5 speculation.

6     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Can you --

7     A.   In my opinion, yes.

8     Q.   Can you explain to us what you mean by that?

9          MR. HEMBACHER:  Same objection.

10          THE WITNESS:  It's a site that has had very

11 high political visibility for 10 to 20 years.

12     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Is that in part because of the

13 activity of the Committee to Bridge the Gap?

14          MR. HEMBACHER:  Calls for speculation.  No

15 foundation.

16          THE WITNESS:  It's -- in part the answer is

17 yes.  It's due to the activists' involvement there,

18 Committee to Bridge the Gap is one of the lead activist

19 organizations involved.

20          MR. MOSS:  Let me mark some notes dated

21 12-21-09 as Exhibit 4.

22          (Deposition Exhibit No. 4 was marked for

23 identification.)

24     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  My first question about Exhibit

25 4, Mr. Greger, is whether you recognize the handwriting?
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1 this is not too complicated, I'd like to try and work

2 through an example of how the different cleanup rules

3 affect the ultimate level of the cleanup.

4          What I'd like to do is take cesium-137 as an

5 example and walk through under the various assumptions

6 and rules how the ultimate concentration in the soil may

7 vary.  I realize that in doing this you may need to

8 reference the PRGs.  Do I have that right?  I have those

9 with me if you need those.

10     A.   Okay.  PRGs are EPA's document.

11     Q.   I put in front of you, sir, what was previously

12 marked as Defendant's Exhibit 1001.  This is a copy of

13 Mr. Rutherford's declaration from earlier in the case,

14 and I'd like to direct your attention if I may to

15 paragraphs 39 and 40 and ask you to take a look at

16 those.

17     A.   Okay.

18     Q.   Before I actually ask you about the cesium-137

19 example, it probably would be helpful to back up for a

20 minute and sort of understand how some of the risk

21 analysis works and what we're really talking about.

22          We spoke a minute ago about the 15 millirem per

23 year dose standard at SSFL, right?

24     A.   Yes.

25     Q.   And in your view, is a 15 millirem per year
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1 standard protective of public health and safety?

2          MR. HEMBACHER:  Vague and ambiguous.  At this

3 site?

4          MR. MOSS:  Anywhere.  I'm talking about dose

5 here.

6          MR. HEMBACHER:  Vague and ambiguous.

7          THE WITNESS:  Are you asking my personal

8 opinion?

9     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Let me back up for a second here.

10 How many millirem per year, on average, are members of

11 the public exposed to from naturally occurring sources?

12     A.   350.

13     Q.   And --

14     A.   Actually, that includes some non-natural

15 radioactivity; about 60 non-natural, about 60 of that is

16 medical or 50.  Let's round it off.

17          We have about a hundred from natural

18 background.  The additional 200 from radon and 50 or 60

19 from medical use on an average basis to a standard

20 person in the United States.

21     Q.   How many millirem, for example, is the average

22 person exposed to from x-rays every year?

23     A.   The 50 millirem is essentially the medical

24 dosage to an average person.  Some people obviously get

25 much more and some people get less.
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1     Q.   Do you know if you get in a plane, as I sadly

2 have done too many times recently and fly across the

3 country and back at 30,000 feet, how many millirem

4 additional one is exposed to due to that flight?

5     A.   Approximately 4 millirem.

6     Q.   So if I take that flight four times across the

7 country and back, then I've exceeded the 15 millirem

8 level; is that right?

9     A.   That's -- that would be correct.

10     Q.   So against that backdrop, my question is, in

11 your view, based on your experience from having worked

12 at the NRC and worked at DPH, is an exposure limit of a

13 dose of 15 millirem per year protective of public

14 safety?

15          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; incomplete

16 hypothetical, a non-expert witness, lack of foundation.

17          THE WITNESS:  You're asking my personal

18 opinion?

19     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Yes.

20     A.   My personal opinion is yes, that it is

21 protective.

22     Q.   And am I correct in understanding that the

23 Nuclear Regulatory Commission applies a dose-based

24 approach to regulation of radiological material?

25     A.   That is correct.
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1     Q.   Do you know what that level is that is

2 specified by the NRC?

3     A.   Are you talking license terminations?

4     Q.   Yes.

5     A.   25 millirem per year.

6     Q.   And in your view, is that standard protective

7 of public health?

8     A.   Yes.  In my -- I'm sorry.

9          MR. HEMBACHER:  Same objections as before, lack

10 of foundation, incomplete hypothetical.

11          THE WITNESS:  In my personal opinion, it is.

12     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  And EPA in contrast applies a

13 risk based approach; is that right?

14     A.   That is correct.

15     Q.   But the risk based approach ultimately results

16 in some concentration in the soil -- strike that.

17          For purposes of remediating a site where there

18 is radiological contamination in the soil, the EPA

19 approach would ultimately lead to an acceptable

20 concentration level; is that right?

21     A.   Correct.

22     Q.   And that's done by taking the particular

23 isotope, the foreseeable land use and plugging that into

24 an EPA formula which then gives you the concentration;

25 is that correct?
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1     A.   Basically, yes.

2     Q.   Where am I off on that?

3     A.   I'm not sure you are.  There are a number of

4 factors that are involved.  I'm not sure if you got all

5 of them.  But I mean basically, yes, they're looking at

6 how much activity exists on a picocurie per gram basis

7 and then postulating that, getting either ingested,

8 inhaled or direct radiation to individuals to come up

9 with a risk.

10     Q.   Is the EPA risk level that it applies one in a

11 million?

12     A.   Would you say that again, please.

13     Q.   Is the risk level that the EPA applies a one in

14 a million or one times ten to the negative 6?

15     A.   It's my understanding that that is the point of

16 departure for EPA as opposed to the risk level that is

17 most commonly found in EPA overseeing decommissionings.

18     Q.   The EPA works down from that risk level based

19 on particular case specific factors; is that right?

20     A.   Well, they actually work -- in our

21 terminology -- up from it, going from a lower value to a

22 higher value; depending on many things, one of which is

23 the feasibility of being able to clean up to those

24 levels.  It may depend upon whether there are some

25 arbitrary levels that are defined by other jurisdictions
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1 that they would use.

2     Q.   The risk level for the EPA then is somewhere in

3 a range between one in a million and one in 10,000; is

4 that right?

5     A.   They go above one in 10,000.  They have gone

6 above one in 10,000 in decommissionings or under their

7 CERCLA program.

8     Q.   Do you recall that for purposes of the

9 Santa Susana site, that an agreement was reached with

10 DPH years ago that the concentration level for

11 cesium-137 would be nine picocuries per gram?

12     A.   I don't recall the exact number.  I know it's

13 in that ballpark between 6 and 11.  And I -- this

14 preceded my time with the department, and once again,

15 I'm not sure if this was a submittal that was made by,

16 or it was a submittal that was made by Boeing, I'm sure,

17 as opposed to something that the Department of Health

18 Services at that time would have set up as a criteria

19 with Boeing.  I'm speculating a bit on that, but one of

20 the reasons for that speculation is, again, that we

21 weren't regulating that material and so we would have

22 not had the regulatory jurisdiction to dictate that

23 number.  I believe that number was put out and we did

24 not object to it.

25     Q.   It was somewhere between 6 and 11 picocuries
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1 per gram?

2     A.   That's my recollection, yes.

3     Q.   And are you aware that the DPH has set a

4 concentration level for the cleanup at McClellan Air

5 Force Base of 6 picocuries per gram?

6     A.   I'm not aware of that, no.

7     Q.   Do you know where the McClellan Air Force Base

8 is located?

9     A.   Yes, I do.

10     Q.   Is it close to Sacramento; is that right?

11     A.   Yes, it is.

12     Q.   It's close to population centers; is that

13 right?

14     A.   It's reasonably close to population centers.

15 It will probably be much, much closer as development

16 occurs there.

17          MR. MOSS:  Exhibit 5, I believe.

18          (Deposition Exhibit No. 5 was marked for

19 identification.)

20     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Mr. Greger, let me direct your

21 attention to Page 6 of Exhibit 5; in particular, to

22 Table 2.5-1.

23          Does that table indicate that for the McClellan

24 Air Force Base a concentration of cesium-137 was

25 required of, approximately 6 picocuries per gram?
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1     A.   Well, I'm not sure what it implies with respect

2 to a requirement.  I see this is a final status survey

3 report which says they used a DCGL of 6.07.  I don't see

4 the units there as their DCGL.  Now, one might

5 reasonably assume that that DCGL had been approved by

6 someone.  I do not know that that DCGL had been approved

7 by the Department of Public Health.

8     Q.   Can I just direct your attention to the caption

9 of the table.  You see the units?

10     A.   Aah, yes, it is picocuries per gram.  Thank

11 you.

12     Q.   That would indicate that they were at least

13 operating on the understanding that the concentration

14 level would be approximately 6 picocuries per gram for

15 cesium-137 at the McClellan Air Force Base; is that

16 correct?

17          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; vague and ambiguous

18 as to they.

19          THE WITNESS:  That appears to be correct.

20     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  And that that was based on a

21 residential PRG; is that right?

22     A.   That would fit into the residential range, yes.

23 I see that it states it's the residential PRG, modified

24 by removing fruits and vegetables.  So that would make

25 it suburban residential, yes.
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1     Q.   What is a DCGL?

2     A.   Derived concentration guidance level, I

3 believe.

4     Q.   Am I correct that a final status survey report

5 is in fact only performed after the regulatory agency

6 has approved the DCGL?

7          MR. HEMBACHER:  Vague and ambiguous as to

8 regulatory agency.

9          THE WITNESS:  Under normal circumstances, that

10 is correct.

11     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Do you have any reason to doubt

12 that DPH had approved the DCGL for cesium-137 at

13 McClellan of approximately 6 picocuries per gram?

14          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; lack of foundation.

15          THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I don't have any

16 information that, to my personal knowledge, that says

17 they did.  Now, it would be reasonable -- I would agree

18 that it would be reasonable to assume they did, but I

19 can't make a personal statement as to whether or not

20 they did.

21     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  But in your experience I take it

22 you've seen final status survey reports?

23     A.   Yes.

24     Q.   You deal with them fairly commonly?

25     A.   No.  Not fairly commonly.  But I do deal with
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1 them.

2     Q.   And in your experience, is it correct that the

3 final status survey report is not prepared until after

4 the DCGLs have been approved?

5     A.   That's the way it's supposed to work.  Yes.

6     Q.   Now, going back to Mr. Rutherford's

7 declaration, in particular, paragraph 40.  Is it correct

8 that under a suburban residential land use assumption,

9 and applying the EPA standard risk ranges, that the

10 corresponding concentration range for cesium-137 would

11 be between .06 and 6 picocuries per gram?  If you need

12 to look at the LPGs [sic], I have them.  I'm sorry.  The

13 PRGs.

14          I'll go ahead and mark -- I'm sorry.  I'll mark

15 the resident soil PRGs as Exhibit 6.

16          (Deposition Exhibit No. 6 was marked for

17 identification.)

18          THE WITNESS:  Well, according to Exhibit 6, the

19 cesium-137 PRG which is the 1E to the minus 6 morbidity

20 risk is 6.15 E to the minus 2 or .0615 and 1E to the

21 minus 4 value would be 6.15, 100 times that.

22          MR. HEMBACHER:  Before we go any further on

23 this document, can we have some foundation as to what

24 this document is that we're looking at?

25          MR. MOSS:  Sure.  I'd be happy to do that.
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1     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Mr. Greger, are you familiar with

2 what Exhibit 6 is?

3     A.   Yes, I am.

4     Q.   What is it?

5     A.   Yes.

6     Q.   Can you describe for us what it is?

7     A.   Well, it's an EPA document that, for various

8 nuclides, tricky way of doing this, for -- describes for

9 various radionuclides what the EPA has calculated the

10 risk to be for people in this particular case that meet

11 the resident scenario, they're living on the land and

12 they grow some crops.  One would have to look and see

13 exactly what they grow.  They grow some fruit and things

14 on their land.

15          They ingest the fruit which has some

16 radioactivity in it.  They ingest some soil by secondary

17 contamination of hands, etcetera.  They inhale some

18 radioactive material.  They get some external dose.

19          And that dose, when converted to risk yields

20 a -- well, okay, yields a contamination level of the

21 soil which is shown here for the one in a million risk

22 of contracting cancer as opposed to of dying from

23 cancer.

24     Q.   Okay.  So then going back to Exhibit 1001,

25 Mr. Rutherford's declaration, with some rounding, it's
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1 correct then, isn't it, that the cesium-137

2 concentration for suburban residential is between .06

3 and 6 picocuries per gram?

4     A.   Yes.

5          MR. MOSS:  Now, let me ask you to take a look

6 at the, the PRG for the farm soil which I'll mark as

7 Exhibit 7.

8          (Deposition Exhibit No. 7 was marked for

9 identification.)

10     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Let me just ask if you can

11 identify for us for cesium-137, what the concentration

12 level would be under the agricultural assumption.

13     A.   Cesium-137 in equilibrium with its daughter has

14 a soil contamination of 1.19 E to the minus 3.  That's

15 equivalent to 1E to the minus 6 risk or .119 that's

16 equivalent to 1E to the minus 4 morbidity risk.

17     Q.   So again, is it with some modest rounding

18 correct as stated in Mr. Rutherford's declaration that

19 the concentration level under the agricultural land use

20 scenario for cesium-137 would be between .0012 to .12

21 picocuries per gram?

22     A.   Okay.  Looks -- correct, with rounding, that

23 appears to be correct based upon Exhibit 7.

24     Q.   So just to I think conclude this line of

25 questioning, at least with respect to the example of the
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1 cesium-137, the difference between applying an

2 agricultural land use assumption and a suburban

3 residential land use assumption would yield

4 concentration levels that are 40 times higher for

5 agricultural than for suburban; is that right?

6     A.   Appears to be 50 times higher.

7     Q.   You're right.

8     A.   50 times .12 gives you six.

9     Q.   You're right.  Thank you for correcting me.  So

10 applying an agricultural land use assumption as opposed

11 to a residential land use assumption, you end up with a

12 concentration level which is 50 times lower; is that

13 right?

14     A.   Correct.

15     Q.   I take it that that would result in the

16 requirement to remove considerably more soil from the

17 site; is that right?

18          MR. HEMBACHER:  Calls for speculation.

19          THE WITNESS:  Actually, it does call for

20 speculation.  It depends on the extent, how the

21 contamination is distributed.  If all the contamination

22 is in the top centimeter of soil, you may, you may end

23 up removing the same amount.  Now that's not likely.

24 It's much more likely that it's going to cause you to

25 have to remove significantly more soil using the
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1     A.   Right.

2     Q.   Are there some of those in the State of

3 California?

4     A.   Yeah.  There are five.  Although they aren't --

5 the biggest one I believe is about 17 million curies.

6 The smaller ones are probably down in the order of

7 6 million curies.

8     Q.   But the ones in California would be roughly how

9 many curies?

10     A.   That's -- that was the range of the five we

11 have in California, running from about 6 million to

12 about 17 million.  That's the far end of the scheme.

13     Q.   Are any of those facilities located near

14 population centers?

15     A.   Yes, they are.

16     Q.   Where are they located?

17     A.   One is located in Tustin just off the 55 south

18 of the 405.  I'm sorry.  South of the 5 and east of the

19 55.  One is located in Ontario, in an industrial area,

20 not -- I don't think any of them are in residential

21 areas.  One is located in Gilroy.  One is located in --

22 it's not coming to me -- one of the east bay areas right

23 where the bridge goes across, the lower bridge goes

24 across, the lower part of the bay, Hayward.  One is in

25 Hayward.  We got four of them.  One is in Corona.  All
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1 the ones I know are located in industrial areas.  I'm

2 guessing they're all in industrial areas, the ones that

3 I haven't seen.

4     Q.   Which isotopes do they use?

5     A.   Cobalt-60.  All sealed sources in water pools

6 that are maintained in pools and raised when you want to

7 irradiate whatever it is you're irradiating and then

8 lowered back into the pool.  So you can do good testing

9 of the pool water for any contamination to see if

10 they're leaking.

11     Q.   What quantities of radionuclides are used in

12 cancer treatment?

13     A.   Well, it depends on the type of cancer

14 treatment you're talking about.  You can have very, very

15 low activities if you're injecting them into targeted

16 sites in the body.  I don't know exactly what those

17 activities are.  But they're probably in the millicurie

18 range.

19     Q.   What about the other side of the range?

20     A.   Then you can go to treatments from the exterior

21 of the body, or in contact, in cavities, brachytherapy

22 treatments which are typically 22 curies, up to 22

23 curies of iridium-192 and you can have various types of

24 teletherapy devices which are typically around 6,000

25 curies, 5,000 curies, maybe up to 10,000.
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1 or not we would concur today in this, and the reason is

2 that I think it's become a little clearer to the

3 Radiologic Health Branch that we didn't have

4 jurisdiction over the materials, and therefore, we -- as

5 time progressed from this, the point this document was

6 included in the license, and therefore, we didn't feel

7 the need to go back and ask ourselves do we still agree

8 with this today.  So I don't know the answer as to -- it

9 seems obvious that in 1996 we agreed with this.

10     Q.   Okay.  My question right now is simply --

11          MR. HEMBACHER:  Let me just jump in there and

12 move to strike the part of the answer that referred to

13 jurisdiction as a legal conclusion.  I'm sorry.  Go

14 ahead.

15     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  My question is just whether you

16 are aware of any change in the factual circumstances

17 with respect to the appropriate land use assumption at

18 SSFL since 1996?

19          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; calls for a legal

20 conclusion.

21          THE WITNESS:  No.  I am not aware that we have

22 made a conscious decision within the Radiologic Health

23 Branch to change that position.

24     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  I'm just asking I think a

25 slightly different question than you may be answering,
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1 which is, based on your involvement with Santa Susana,

2 and whatever other knowledge you might have, is there

3 some fact that you can point me to and say here's a fact

4 that has changed since 1996 that bears on the proper

5 land use assumption for SSFL?

6          MR. HEMBACHER:  Same objection.

7          THE WITNESS:  The change is the highly

8 politicized nature of the site from 1996 until today.

9     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Anything other than the highly

10 politicized nature of the site?

11     A.   No.

12     Q.   What are the other -- strike that.

13     A.   Let me modify that to say not that I'm aware

14 instead of a definitive no.

15     Q.   What are the other radiological cleanup sites

16 in the State where the Department of Public Health --

17 strike that.  I'm going to start over again.

18          Can you identify for me the significant

19 radiological cleanup sites in the State where the

20 Department of Public Health is playing a role?

21     A.   I don't know that I can.  I mean I can't give

22 you a complete listing of what those sites are.  That's

23 not my day-to-day area of responsibility.  I'm called in

24 on occasions when advice is needed on how to handle a

25 particular situation for a decommissioning site or many,
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             UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

            CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

THE BOEING COMPANY,        )
                           )
               Plaintiff,  )
                           )
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                           )  CV10-04839-JFW(MANX)
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Acting Director of the     )
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                           )
               Defendant.  )
___________________________)
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1              UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
2             CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA
3

4

5 THE BOEING COMPANY,        )
                           )

6                Plaintiff,  )
                           )

7     vs.                    )  Case No.
                           )  CV10-04839-JFW(MANX)

8 MAZIAR MOVASSAGHI, in his  )
official capacity as the   )

9 Acting Director of the     )
California Department of   )

10 Toxic Substances Control,  )
                           )

11                Defendant.  )
___________________________)

12

13

14

15            DEPOSITION OF MARK J. MALINOWSKI,
16      taken at 350 South Grand Avenue, Suite 2100,
17      Los Angeles, California 90071, commencing at
18      9:37 a.m., on Tuesday, January 11, 2011,
19      before Judith Schlussel, CSR No. 4307.
20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 and we'll walk through that.

2     A.   All right.

3     Q.   Of the 50 to a hundred sites that you

4 previously have worked on, roughly how many of those

5 were located near densely populated areas in the state?

6     A.   I would say probably a little bit less than

7 half.  I would say the majority of the sites, and again

8 depends on the definition of sites, but like a McClellan

9 where you have 354 is within a rural residential area,

10 but it is very proximate to a high -- Sacramento, the

11 city of Sacramento.  So it is proximate to that.

12          Many of the school sites that we did were out

13 as I said in agricultural areas where development was

14 forthcoming and so there were not necessarily cities

15 necessarily immediately around those areas.

16     Q.   Am I correct though that a number of the large

17 sites that involved significant contamination were

18 located near densely populated areas?

19     A.   I guess I go back to if they're significant

20 contamination, the higher -- the higher -- the projects

21 or sites that I saw with the higher contaminant levels

22 like a McClellan would have been, yeah, in those types

23 of areas, I would say, yeah.

24     Q.   Are there sites within the State that are known

25 within DTSC as sites that have imposed particularly
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1     Q.   Any others?

2          MR. ROBINSON:  Just for clarification, you're

3 asking him not only about DTSC sites that they're

4 overseeing but also any sites that the federal

5 government is involved in in California?

6          MR. MOSS:  Yes.

7          THE WITNESS:  Yeah, McClellan Air Force Base

8 was the most polluted Air Force Base out of all the Air

9 Force.  It ranked the highest.  But again, I think part

10 of it has to go to that, and again, any of these NPL

11 sites are going to fall down those lines, I would think,

12 so things like Stringfellow, Santa Susana certainly has

13 its share of interest.

14     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Community interest?

15     A.   Community interest, but also, you know, that

16 the perception of a, of a threat, of a health threat.

17     Q.   Perception by whom?

18     A.   By the community I think in general.  I think

19 what DTSC's job is is to identify if those threats

20 really do exist and to be able to take immediate action

21 if they do.  I mean that's really our job.

22     Q.   Is there anything that you can identify about

23 the SSFL site that poses a more significant threat to

24 public health than other sites in the state?

25          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; vague and uncertain.
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1          THE WITNESS:  I am not aware of any imminent

2 threat that is posed by SSFL at this point based on the

3 available information I've had.  If there was, I think

4 we would have been taking action on it.  And again, part

5 of what we are trying to do is do the investigation to

6 mitigate any long-term effects and identify if there are

7 any that need to be mitigated in short term.

8     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  What do you mean by imminent

9 threat?

10     A.   Something that potentially that in a very short

11 time frame could pose an acute hazard, so something that

12 would be a short-term exposure at whatever concentration

13 that could cause an immediate threat, a serious threat

14 to the community or to a member of the public.

15          MR. ROBINSON:  Just to be clear, you're talking

16 only about threats to public health and not to the

17 environment?

18          MR. MOSS:  Well, I'm happy to clarify.  I

19 appreciate your clarification.

20     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Putting aside the limitation of

21 imminent versus non-imminent, I want to just ask you

22 more broadly, is there anything about the SSFL site that

23 poses a more serious threat to either public health or

24 the environment at SSFL than is posed by other sites

25 present in the State of California?
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1 that has been identified to date.

2     Q.   Where does that go?

3     A.   That is off onto the -- correct me, is it the

4 northeast corner of the facility.  Yeah.

5     Q.   And is any of the groundwater at SSFL or the

6 water in that one plume used for drinking purposes?

7     A.   Not to the best of my knowledge.

8     Q.   Do you know if it's used for any purpose that

9 actually comes into contact with human beings?

10     A.   Not that I'm aware of.  There are --

11 groundwater does escape the site as in the form of seeps

12 however, and there are actions that are in place to try

13 to control those seeps.

14     Q.   Other than your uncertainty with respect to the

15 geology of the groundwater at SSFL, is there anything

16 else about the SSFL site that, to your mind, poses a

17 more significant threat to public health or the

18 environment than other sites in the state of California?

19     A.   No, not to the best of my knowledge.

20     Q.   What is the primary contaminant in the

21 groundwater?

22     A.   I believe it's predominantly trichloroethylene.

23     Q.   That is TCE?

24     A.   TCE referred to, yes.

25     Q.   Are you aware of reports that have been done
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1 including reports for NASA with respect to the

2 quantities and concentration of TCE that have been

3 released or that are in the groundwater at Santa Susana?

4     A.   I'm aware of a number that was put out.  I

5 believe it was 500,000 gallons of TCE was used out

6 there, but again, I would not be able to tell you

7 specifically what concentrations are found in what

8 wells.

9     Q.   And when you say that was used by either NASA

10 or the predecessor to NASA; is that right?

11     A.   As I understood it, it was, that was related to

12 any of the responsible parties on SSFL, whether it was

13 Boeing, NASA or DOE.  I don't know how much DOE used.  I

14 don't know how it was apportioned.

15     Q.   Do you know if it was used in use of the rocket

16 stands at Santa Susana?

17     A.   As I understand it, it was used during or after

18 the testing of the rocket engines and basically it was

19 used to not only clean rocket engines and may have been

20 used in some of the minor manufacturing that was done

21 out there, but also to clean lines after the testing.

22     Q.   Do you know if that activity was conducted on

23 behalf of the Air Force and NASA?

24     A.   I don't know who the work was conducted for.  I

25 mean what I do is I take a look at it and say okay, it
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1 may be related to these test stands that were related

2 there or it's the alfa bravo coca test stands as

3 appropriate.

4     Q.   Are you aware of any TCE that was released into

5 the groundwater or otherwise at SSFL as a result of

6 private commercial activity as opposed to activity on

7 behalf of the federal government?

8     A.   I'm not aware of any.  I don't know.

9     Q.   Earlier when you identified some sites in the

10 state that pose particularly significant risks to public

11 health, I think you mentioned McClellan Air Force Base;

12 is that right?

13     A.   Uh-huh.

14     Q.   What is it about McClellan that posed

15 significant risks to public health?

16     A.   At the time the issues were groundwater

17 potential to impact production wells, that is domestic

18 groundwater production wells that had to be shut down.

19 But then there were the ongoing threats to the

20 environment, that is releases that needed to be cleaned

21 up to ensure that we didn't have continued groundwater

22 contamination.

23          There were some potential vapor intrusion

24 issues because of releases of solvents that occurred

25 where the vapors would have migrated through the,
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1 through the shallow soils and potentially could have an

2 impact inside buildings.

3     Q.   What type of contaminants were present at

4 McClellan?

5     A.   The chlorinated solvents including

6 trichloroethylene, perchloroethylene, many of those.

7 Those were the predominant contaminants were the

8 chlorinated solvents.  But they also had metals, heavy

9 metals as well.

10     Q.   Any radiological contamination?

11     A.   They did have Radium and some other

12 radioisotopes associated with their -- as I previously

13 talked about, their previous -- their RAD, their black

14 box work that was done.

15     Q.   Including cesium-137?

16     A.   I would -- I don't recall the cesium-137, but

17 it doesn't mean it didn't exist there.

18     Q.   Do you know if there was tritium?

19     A.   I do not recall.

20     Q.   Strontium?

21     A.   I don't recall.

22     Q.   What about -- I want to come back and talk

23 about McClellan in greater detail.  What about

24 Stringfellow, what about that site posed a particular

25 risk to public health?
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1     A.   I did not work on Stringfellow, but the

2 impressions I have and the little bit that I know about

3 what was going on, there was a groundwater plume that

4 extended out into the Glen Avon area, and whether there

5 was, I believe there was -- perchlorate was one of them,

6 but I believe they probably also had chlorinated

7 solvents.

8     Q.   Are there other sites that come to mind that

9 pose particular risks to public health or to the

10 environment?

11     A.   If you're thinking of NPL sites, then probably

12 the majority of NPL sites would have had groundwater

13 contamination associated with them that posed a threat

14 but there were also cleanups that had to be done for the

15 soils and to ensure that the -- from vapor intrusion

16 issues as well.

17     Q.   Can you define NPL sites for us?

18     A.   National priority list sites are sites that are

19 identified that go through a screening process through

20 the U.S. EPA and meet a certain risk criteria so there

21 is enough pathways or they meet a magnitude that would

22 require them to be or basically they are put into a, the

23 national priority list where the U.S. EPA would be the

24 lead agency overseeing the cleanup or taking the action,

25 taking an action on the site and then cost recovery from
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1 the responsible parties if they can find them.

2     Q.   Now, does the State have a role in the decision

3 whether a site goes on the NPL?

4     A.   Yes, the State does have a role.  EPA

5 coordinates with the State to see how they feel about

6 that site going onto the -- being placed on the National

7 Priorities List.

8     Q.   Do you know whether the State took a position

9 with respect to whether SSFL should be on the NPL?

10     A.   I don't recall.  Did we take a position on

11 that?  I do not recall.  Did we?  I think we did and

12 said we don't want it to be on the NPL list.

13     Q.   Do you have any idea why?

14     A.   I was not involved with that.

15     Q.   Are you familiar with the cleanup requirements

16 of generally applicable law under both the state's RCRA

17 law and the state's CERCLA law?

18     A.   I would say much more familiar with the State

19 CERCLA portion of it than I am with the RCRA portion of

20 the cleanup.

21     Q.   Are you familiar with the risk assessment

22 component of the cleanup process under State law?

23     A.   Yes.

24     Q.   Can you explain for us how the risk assessment

25 process works.
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1     A.   Yes.  Generally, when there is an investigation

2 that is conducted, as part of that investigation, we

3 have a toxicologist involved in the sampling, in

4 establishing the sampling locations.  As the samples are

5 collected and the contaminants, the extent of

6 contamination is identified, that information is

7 produced in a report.  That report would also do an

8 evaluation of potential risks based on the

9 concentrations that are seen from the investigation

10 results.  Risks can be evaluated at many of -- many

11 different types of potential exposures.  They can be

12 from direct exposure, inhalation, drinking, so all the

13 different pathways that are associated with risk are

14 evaluated.  There are different components of that risk

15 evaluation, whether it's, is there a fruit pathway, is

16 there a vegetable garden, those types, and the

17 occupational, so we're talking about somebody who is

18 going to be digging in the dirt or is it a residential

19 type property.

20          So the risk assessor uses that information to

21 draw conclusions about what the -- give an estimate of a

22 risk range for that, for those given scenarios, for

23 those given risk exposure scenarios.

24     Q.   The scenarios are based on reasonably

25 foreseeable land use assumptions; is that right?
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1     A.   They can be.  We've done -- in the case of

2 McClellan, we did both an occupational exposure.  We

3 also did a commercial exposure and a residential

4 exposure, even though a good portion of McClellan

5 property would not be a residential -- was not going to

6 be considered for residential because it was a

7 commercial property.  So when I was working on

8 McClellan, it had, when I originally was working on

9 McClellan, it was before it went to base closure, and

10 then oversaw when the transition to base closure, and

11 then I left McClellan project prior to the

12 determinations, cleanup determinations being made on

13 that project.  But the remedial investigation

14 feasibility study risk evaluations that were done did

15 include multiple risk exposure scenarios.

16     Q.   And then the ultimate cleanup would be based on

17 one of those scenarios; is that right?

18     A.   Or a combination -- yeah.  Depends on --

19 correct.  It would be an evaluation of the, what are

20 the -- what is a potential land use associated with it,

21 what is the cost to do the cleanup.  I mean it's the

22 balancing criteria that are associated with it.  What is

23 the volume, what is the cost, is it implementable,

24 short-term, long-term viability or implementability of

25 that, is it protective of human health, and --.
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1     Q.   Can you divide a site into different portions

2 and have a different foreseeable land use assumption for

3 different portions of a single site?

4     A.   A site -- when you're talking about a site,

5 again, if a McClellan type site may have portions of

6 that property that could be used for residential, so

7 some of it could be used for commercial, yes, that is a

8 possibility.

9     Q.   Then you might clean up the residential portion

10 to a somewhat cleaner standard than you might clean up,

11 for example, the commercial section; is that right?

12     A.   That is correct.

13     Q.   What are the factors that go into DTSC's

14 determination of the future land use assumption?  How do

15 you go about making that determination?

16     A.   We try to coordinate with local agencies as

17 much as possible.  We take a look at the current land

18 uses that are there and try to coordinate with future --

19 project what do we think the future holds.  I think one

20 of the things we try to avoid is try to limit, to the

21 extent we can, tying the local agency's hands and what

22 type of land use they want to be able to use.

23          From our perspective I think what we're trying

24 to do is to not restrict land.  I mean in the ideal, we

25 would not have land use covenants.  Land use covenants
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1 are vehicles that basically say the land can only be

2 used for this because of the amount of risk that may be

3 associated with that.

4          So in general, while DTSC does allow land use

5 covenants, we also tend to not like them too much just

6 because there is long-term monitoring issues associated

7 with them, ensuring their application, how do you go

8 back and check on those.  And a lot of local agencies

9 are not necessarily equipped to monitor those land use

10 covenants in the long term either.

11     Q.   Does the DTSC monitor land use covenants?

12     A.   We have a program where we are actually able to

13 put land use covenants on to an electronic program.  But

14 whether or not -- if we have a program to monitor those,

15 I don't recall.  I want to say that we do have some

16 responsibility on that when we go out and do our

17 inspections, but --.

18     Q.   Do you know what the ultimate land use

19 assumptions were that were adopted for McClellan?

20     A.   No, I don't.  I would suspect -- I mean they

21 have a hotel on McClellan, so I suspect that some of the

22 areas were identified as potential residential, and I'm

23 sure some areas were identified as commercial.  But I

24 don't recall if they had any -- if they had areas that

25 were identified with land use covenants or things like
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1 that.

2     Q.   Would the residential land use assumption

3 result in a cleanup that is more demanding or to a

4 higher level than the commercial land use assumption?

5     A.   In general, I think that's an accurate

6 statement.  Yeah, that residential usually is a little

7 bit more conservative than the commercial industrial

8 scenario.

9     Q.   Why not simply for all of a place like

10 McClellan adopt a residential land use assumption which

11 would then leave local authorities able to maximize

12 potential uses of land in the future?

13          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; argumentative.

14          THE WITNESS:  And I would make the suggestion

15 that it's something that should be considered and I

16 don't know if it was considered in the feasibility study

17 of what it would take to do that; the same way that

18 they've talked about consolidating landfills out at

19 McClellan.  I don't know how far they got along in their

20 consideration of that.  I know there were some public

21 issues that have to be evaluated with that; about

22 whether the public wants that waste left in place.  I

23 know for the little bit that I remember about the

24 discussion that was happening about trying to

25 consolidate those landfills is that there was --
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1 community was obviously not interested in leaving waste

2 in place on McClellan Air Force Base.  I think that is a

3 big part of that.  That is some of the criteria that we

4 use for evaluation include what is the community's

5 input, asking for community input on the cleanup

6 decisions.

7     Q.   Are you familiar with the OSWER, OSWER,

8 directive on land use assumptions?

9     A.   I'm familiar -- yes, I'm aware it exists.

10     Q.   Do you know if that's something that the DTSC

11 applies in its process of making future land use

12 determinations?

13     A.   I believe again as a guidance document, it is

14 something that we can refer to as project managers.  I

15 know I was just talking with the performance manager

16 about that a couple weeks ago, about land use covenants

17 on a particular project that he was working on, and the

18 issue came up.  So should we go down a path that would

19 have land use covenants, and the question was, why would

20 we restrict that land use versus allowing the counties

21 to have clean land, so --.

22     Q.   Is it fair to say that the approach that the

23 DTSC takes to making land use determinations is an

24 approach which involves a case by case balancing of a

25 whole host of different factors?
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1     A.   I would say that every site does have different

2 factors that are associated with it, but there are

3 generally -- I think that the overall process, there is

4 a general, I guess, methodology, if you will, that would

5 be looking at how to evaluate that.

6     Q.   For example, you consider current land use,

7 correct?

8     A.   Right.

9     Q.   You consider what you think the likely future

10 land use is, right?

11     A.   Correct.

12     Q.   You consider how the county has indicated it

13 believes the land should be used, correct?

14     A.   Right.

15     Q.   You consider input from the community, correct?

16     A.   That's correct.

17     Q.   And you consider the impact on historical

18 sites, correct?

19     A.   Correct.

20     Q.   And you consider potential impact on critical

21 habitats or endangered species, right?

22     A.   Correct.

23     Q.   And you consider institutional controls and the

24 availability of institutional controls, correct?

25     A.   That's correct.
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1     Q.   And you consider cost and feasibility; is that

2 correct?

3     A.   That's correct.

4     Q.   And you make a judgment on all of those factors

5 together; is that right?

6     A.   There is a conclusion that is drawn from those,

7 yes.  There is a judgment that is applied to those based

8 on the criteria, and again, balanced with the community

9 input.  That's correct.

10     Q.   Are the criteria the criteria that are set

11 forth in the OSWER directive?

12     A.   I'm not sure if those were all the criteria.

13 But all the criteria are in the OSWER directive if those

14 were what you identified or if -- are you talking about

15 the --

16     Q.   To make sure I understood your answer, when you

17 were referring to the criteria, were you referring to

18 the list of items that I ran through?

19     A.   Yes.  Yes.

20     Q.   Let me direct your attention to what has

21 previously been marked as Exhibit 18.  Is Exhibit 18 the

22 OSWER directive that we were discussing?

23     A.   Uh-huh.

24     Q.   Do you see on pages 4 and 5 and onto 6 the

25 directive lists various criteria?
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1     A.   Okay.

2     Q.   Are those the criteria that you were referring

3 to in the answer to the question?

4     A.   I believe these would be, yeah, things that we

5 would consider as criteria.

6     Q.   Am I right that the determination of the future

7 land use assumption is one of the key drivers in then

8 determining the ultimate cleanup standard?

9     A.   I mean that is what we used obviously in the

10 Schools Program; identify specific schools' exposure

11 scenario and that's what our cleanup would be to.  So I

12 would say that in general, that's a correct statement.

13     Q.   And that a difference in the land use

14 assumption can make a tremendous difference in the

15 extent of the cleanup that is required; is that right?

16     A.   That is correct.

17     Q.   With the exception of SB 990, are you aware of

18 any California law that dictates a particular land use

19 assumption with respect to the cleanup of a particular

20 site?

21          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; calls for a legal

22 conclusion.

23          THE WITNESS:  It's been a while since I looked

24 at the, at the code requiring cleanups for schools.  But

25 I'm not sure if schools was required to do the
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1 schools-based risk scenario or not.  I'd have to go back

2 and look at that again.

3     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  If we were to go look for that,

4 where would we look?

5     A.   I'm trying to think if it was in the, I think

6 it was in the education code.  I'll have to -- I can --

7          MS. LONG:  It's in the education.

8          THE WITNESS:  If you had asked me a year ago, I

9 would have been able to tell you a number.  I'm sorry.

10     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Fair enough.

11          But the provision that you were referring to,

12 it may or may not be in the education code, that

13 wouldn't be with respect to a particular site.  It would

14 be for sites for schools; is that right generally?

15     A.   Or to a school site, so that if a site was

16 being considered for a school project, that is the

17 process that we would follow to evaluate that school's

18 site.

19          Now, again, our risk, the risk evaluation that

20 we would do for that, we could make a determination that

21 the site does not pose a threat as a school, and the

22 school district could choose to construct a school

23 there.  That would be fine.  They could also choose not

24 to construct a school there.

25     Q.   We can try and find the provision during a
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1 disregarding the current zoning?

2          THE WITNESS:  Disregarding the current zoning?

3 I would have to say based on my understanding of the

4 question right now, I would say that I'm not -- no, I'm

5 not aware.

6          MR. MOSS:  Let me maybe help with a document

7 and then we can take a break just after this.

8          I'd like to mark a letter dated February 11,

9 2009 from Rodney Collins at the DTSC as Exhibit 43.

10          (Deposition Exhibit No. 43 was marked for

11 identification.)

12     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Take a minute to look at Exhibit

13 43.  I can direct your attention to Page 3.  There are a

14 couple of paragraphs in the middle of that page that I'm

15 going to ask you about.

16          Let me start just by asking you who is Rodney

17 Collins?

18     A.   I do not know Rodney Collins.  I would take

19 from his signature block that he was a project manager

20 on this particular project.

21     Q.   Do you see where in Mr. Collins' letter, it

22 says, "DTS considers the current and future use of a

23 site when establishing site specific remediation levels

24 and does not," I think it should say "rely upon zoning

25 when determining remediation standards"?
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1     A.   Uh-huh.

2     Q.   Is that accurate?

3     A.   I would think that we would look at both future

4 use and the current zoning.  So I don't know that I

5 would say that the current zoning does not necessarily

6 still get considered.  So I don't know that I would --

7     Q.   It's just one of the criteria that goes in the

8 balance?

9     A.   Correct.

10     Q.   But it's not a dispositive criteria; is that

11 correct?

12     A.   I'm sorry?

13     Q.   Zoning is not dispositive by itself?

14     A.   Dispositive, I'm sorry.

15     Q.   It is not determinative just by itself?

16     A.   That's correct.

17     Q.   Then do you see the letter goes on in the next

18 paragraph and says, "here the property is currently

19 zoned for agricultural use but has been used for

20 commercial industrial purposes for more than 50 years.

21 The current and future use of the site will remain

22 commercial industrial, therefore, DTSC will establish

23 remediation levels based upon health risk analysis that

24 reflects commercial industrial uses."  Do you see that?

25     A.   Uh-huh.
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1 that immediate area, and so the source material may be

2 there that would be indicative of, that it is the

3 responsibility of that particular responsible party.

4 But there would be portions of it potentially that as it

5 moves, that you could have plumes, groundwater plumes

6 that would potentially commingle from different areas.

7     Q.   If you had responsible parties, I assume that

8 were operating in the same area, you then wouldn't be

9 able to distinguish in the groundwater which responsible

10 party contributed to the contamination; is that right?

11     A.   That's correct.  I mean if you had two

12 immediately adjacent sites, and one was operated by one

13 RP, one by another and they were right next to each

14 other, yeah, I don't know how you would differentiate

15 that in general.

16     Q.   Take the rocket stands, for example, if there

17 was NASA and Air Force activity at the rocket stands

18 that involved TCE and that TCE were to get into the

19 groundwater, if there were private activity at the same

20 rocket stands, you wouldn't be able to distinguish the

21 TCE that resulted from the private activity from that

22 that resulted from the federal activity; is that right?

23     A.   I think that's accurate, yes.

24     Q.   You wouldn't be able to clean up one without

25 cleaning up the other; is that right?
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1     A.   That is correct.  That makes the assumption

2 that they are using the same TCE source and there wasn't

3 two different TCE sources or things like that, because

4 there may be type of forensics detail, things that

5 potentially could be used, but none that I'm aware of.

6     Q.   If they were using the same TCE source --

7     A.   Then yeah, differentiating who did it would be

8 nearly impossible.

9     Q.   Or impossible?

10     A.   Or impossible.

11     Q.   When you were testifying earlier about the

12 complex geology at SSFL, am I right in understanding

13 that the nature of the geology at the site actually

14 resulted containing the groundwater at the site more

15 than other geologies might such as -- and more porous

16 material?

17          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; incomplete

18 hypothetical.

19          THE WITNESS:  I guess it is possible that given

20 the geology, that there may be containment that does

21 exist.  I don't know that I have enough detailed

22 information about it, but in the theoretical aspect of

23 how fracture flow works, there certainly is a potential

24 that the geology is retarding any movement of

25 contaminants from the site.  But that is part of what
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1 the characterization efforts are about, is how

2 interconnected are these fractures and what do we know

3 and how far does it go.

4     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  And the investigation and

5 assessment that has been taking place thus far has

6 involved well over a decade of analysis, hundreds of

7 groundwater monitoring wells, both on the site and off

8 the site; is that correct?

9     A.   That is correct.  That is my understanding.

10     Q.   And many, many thousands of pages of reports

11 and analysis?

12     A.   I would assume, yes.

13     Q.   And based on all of that to date, with the one

14 exception that you identified, there is no evidence of

15 the groundwater at SSFL moving off the site; is that

16 correct?

17     A.   That is correct, based on the available

18 information.  And there are data gaps that need to still

19 be filled however.

20     Q.   Is there anything about the complex geology at

21 the site that, to your mind, would go into weighing the

22 appropriate future land use assumption for the site?

23     A.   Is there anything about the complex geology?

24     Q.   Correct.

25     A.   That affects this?
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1     Q.   That affects the land use assumption?

2     A.   I guess part of it would be that I would

3 consider the -- I don't know that it's the geology that

4 would affect that as much as -- let me think about that

5 for a second.

6          The complex geology certainly has a -- would

7 have an impact on how we deal with the site from cleanup

8 for the groundwater, because again, it's extremely

9 difficult to be able to pump the groundwater out where

10 we have limited amount to be able to pull, yeah, there

11 would be some impact with that.

12     Q.   The impact would then go, I take it, into the

13 criteria that we discussed earlier of cost and

14 practicality of particular land use assumptions,

15 correct?

16     A.   Those would be -- those would be included, yes.

17 Yes.

18     Q.   Just to make sure --

19     A.   I guess the other thing I would add is that one

20 of the things we would look at is how well do we know

21 what's there.  Again, this goes back to characterization

22 and how well do we understand what is out there to make

23 that determination of whether it is practical or what

24 that implementability is or what can we achieve.

25     Q.   That's helpful.  Thank you.  To make sure that
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1 I understand what you're saying is, you would perhaps

2 start with a particular land use assumption, but then

3 you might say we're never really going to be able to

4 clean the groundwater up to a level at least in any of

5 our lifetimes or lifetimes of our children that will

6 actually permit that hypothetical future land use, and

7 therefore, for example, we might use institutional

8 controls or otherwise decide we're going to not require

9 that demanding of a cleanup because it's just not

10 possible?

11     A.   I guess that is a possibility.  And I guess the

12 way I would look at it though, too, is that the land use

13 -- when you talk about land use controls, I don't

14 necessarily think of land use controls when I think

15 about groundwater treatment systems unless it has to do

16 with offgassing with vapors that may be in the

17 groundwater that would off-gas into the surrounding

18 areas.  Because there certainly are ways to put

19 restrictions on the use of the water for the areas.

20     Q.   And is off-gas or vapor contamination at SSFL a

21 concern?

22     A.   I'm not sure.  I believe there are some studies

23 that need to be done to verify that.  That was one of

24 the things that we are talking about.  And I don't

25 recall any specifics about shallow soil gas
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1     A.   It was being integrated -- it was being

2 integrated with, and whether it was formally approved, I

3 do not know.

4     Q.   I put in front of the witness a document which

5 has previously been marked Exhibit 42.  Let me just

6 direct your attention to Page 3 where it says the SRAM

7 Final dated September 2005 is hereby approved by DTSC.

8 Do you see that?

9     A.   Yes.

10     Q.   That would reflect that in fact Exhibit 41 was

11 approved by DTSC; is that correct?

12     A.   Correct.

13     Q.   So based on Exhibit 41 and Exhibit 42, would

14 you conclude that before SB 990 was enacted, that an

15 agricultural land use assumption was not under

16 consideration for DTSC -- I'm sorry -- for SSFL?

17     A.   It was not being considered on SSFL.  I would

18 draw the same conclusion.

19     Q.   And are you aware that the DTSC and the

20 responsible parties entered into a RCRA consent order

21 with respect to SSFL before the enactment of SB 990?

22     A.   Yes.  In 2007.

23     Q.   The future land use assumption that we've been

24 discussing is for chemical contamination; is that right?

25     A.   That's correct.
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1     Q.   I'm going to place in front of the witness

2 Exhibit 40.  And direct -- let me ask you first, what is

3 Exhibit 40?

4     A.   Exhibit 40 appears to be the consent order for

5 corrective action for the SSFL project.

6     Q.   Let me direct your attention to Paragraph 2.5

7 as well as attachment 6.  If you'll look at attachment

8 6, it identifies particular pathways for exposure at

9 SSFL, correct?

10     A.   Yes.

11     Q.   So for example, when dealing with ingestion, it

12 identifies a home garden, for example.  Do you see that?

13     A.   Yes.

14     Q.   Are the pathways that are identified in Exhibit

15 6 the pathways for a suburban residential foreseeable

16 land use assumption?

17     A.   Yeah.  They would appear to be.

18     Q.   Am I correct that the RCRA consent order that

19 was entered between DTSC and the responsible parties

20 before enactment of SB 990 included a suburban

21 residential land use assumption?

22     A.   I would believe so.

23     Q.   Do you know if a similar land use assumption

24 was applied with respect to radiological contamination

25 at SSFL before enactment of SB 990?
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1     A.   I do not know.

2     Q.   I'd like to place in front of the witness what

3 is previously marked as Exhibit 8.  I direct your

4 attention to Page 6.  And from Page 6 of Exhibit 8, can

5 you reach any conclusions with respect to what land use

6 assumption or assumptions were applied at SSFL for

7 purposes of the radiological cleanup before enactment of

8 SB 990?

9          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection.  Lacks foundation.

10          THE WITNESS:  It appears that they would be

11 looking at industrial, residential and open space.

12     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  By residential, you mean suburban

13 residential?

14     A.   Suburban residential would be my working

15 assumption.  There is text above that that does talk

16 about family farm however, so I'm not sure exactly what

17 the intent of that was.

18     Q.   In referring to the family farm though, don't

19 they actually conclude that an agricultural assumption

20 is, quote, "not a reasonable scenario" for the site?

21          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; vague and uncertain.

22          THE WITNESS:  Based on the land trends in the

23 area, that's what the document indicates.

24     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  And if I direct your attention to

25 the final page of Exhibit 8, does that reflect that the
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1 Department of Energy approved the land use assumptions

2 contained in Exhibit 8?

3          MR. ROBINSON:  Document speaks for itself.

4          THE WITNESS:  Yes, it would appear.

5     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  If you look at the page before

6 that, does that reflect that the Department of Public

7 Health concurred in that conclusion?

8          MR. ROBINSON:  Same objection.

9          THE WITNESS:  Yes, it appears so.

10     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  So am I correct that prior to

11 enactment of SB 990, that an agricultural land use

12 assumption was not either applicable to or under

13 consideration at the SSFL site?

14          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; vague and uncertain.

15 Calls for speculation.  Lacks foundation.

16          THE WITNESS:  Based on these documents, yes.

17     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  And that the most restrictive

18 land use assumption that was being applied at SSFL was

19 the suburban residential land use assumption; is that

20 correct?

21     A.   It does appear so, yes.

22          MR. MOSS:  I'd like to mark as Exhibit 44 a

23 copy of SB 990.

24          (Deposition Exhibit No. 44 was marked for

25 identification.)
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1 on that same land and we're going to apply different

2 land use assumptions for --

3     A.   No, it does not.  I understand.  Thank you.

4     Q.   It doesn't make any sense?

5     A.   It does not make any sense.

6     Q.   Why is that?

7     A.   Because I don't know how you would do -- I

8 don't know how you would combine those.  Again, I don't

9 know why you would do one chemical under one scenario

10 and radiological under a different scenario and then try

11 to bring those together.  Again, I'm not sure about how

12 the risk management aspect of that would actually be

13 applied.

14     Q.   It just wouldn't make any sense as a matter of

15 risk management; is that right?

16     A.   I think that's correct.

17     Q.   Are you aware that SB 990 imposes certain

18 limitations on the land owner's ability to transfer or

19 lease the land?

20     A.   Yes.

21     Q.   Are you aware of any other California laws that

22 impose the same type of restriction?

23          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; calls for a legal

24 conclusion.

25          THE WITNESS:  No, I'm not aware of any other.
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1     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Not aware of any other laws that

2 preclude the transfer or leasing of land prior to the

3 time that a cleanup is complete; is that right?

4          MR. ROBINSON:  Same objection.

5          THE WITNESS:  That is correct.

6     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Am I right in understanding that

7 in light of difficulties posed by the groundwater in the

8 unweathered bedrock at SSFL that it could take centuries

9 before a cleanup compliant with SB 990 is achieved at

10 the SSFL site?

11     A.   For the groundwater portion, I think that is an

12 accurate statement.

13     Q.   What about the unweathered bedrock?

14     A.   The unweathered bedrock, that would depend on

15 the depth of the unweathered bedrock and whether they're

16 actually able to get to the excavation of it if it was

17 excavation or treatment as the case may be.  Depends on

18 what the treatment approach may be.

19     Q.   So as to the unweathered bedrock, you don't

20 know how long it could take, but it could take

21 centuries?

22     A.   It certainly could if there was offgassing from

23 the groundwater as we spoke previously.

24     Q.   Are you familiar with the Letter of Intent

25 between Boeing and the State of California that would
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1 be able to give any type of percentages or any type of

2 useful numbers that way.  They are applied.

3     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Putting aside the schools based

4 on your experience, how often in your personal

5 experience have they been applied?

6     A.   Not including schools, I have not done a

7 cleanup with a land use covenant associated with it.

8     Q.   Do you know if the McClellan Air Force Base is

9 using institutional controls?

10     A.   I do not know for certain that they are.  I

11 would suspect that they would.

12     Q.   Are you aware of the current zoning at the SSFL

13 site?

14     A.   No.

15     Q.   Are you aware of the Ventura County general

16 plan with respect to the SSFL site?

17     A.   I have not reviewed it, no.

18     Q.   Are you aware that the plan designates the

19 Santa Susana site as open space?

20     A.   I was not aware of that.

21     Q.   Is that something that would go into your

22 consideration in determining future land use?

23     A.   We would consider it as one of the criteria.

24 The one caveat I would put on that is that SB 990 does

25 establish a rural residential risk evaluation, so how
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1 much weight that's actually able to be given, I don't

2 know.

3     Q.   Fair point.  But before SB 990 was enacted, you

4 would consider the general plan for the county; is that

5 correct?

6     A.   Yes, we would.

7     Q.   Are you aware that since 1947, there has been

8 an industrial use permit for the Santa Susana site?

9     A.   I was aware that the facility has been in

10 operation since '47.  I was not aware of a permit.

11     Q.   Would that type of zoning variance before the

12 adoption of SB 990 be the type of factor that you would

13 consider in making a future land use determination?

14     A.   Current land use operations would be one of the

15 factors we would consider, yes.

16     Q.   As well as the designation by political

17 authorities that that land use was appropriate; is that

18 right?

19     A.   Yes.

20     Q.   Are you aware of any agricultural activity at

21 the Santa Susana site?

22     A.   No.  I'm not aware of any agricultural.

23     Q.   Are you aware historically of any that may have

24 occurred there?

25     A.   No, I'm not.
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1     Q.   Are you aware of any agricultural activity

2 adjacent to the Santa Susana site?

3     A.   Not to the best of my knowledge, no.

4     Q.   Do you know if there are cultural resources at

5 the Santa Susana site?

6     A.   I believe there are cultural resources that

7 have been identified at the site, yes.

8     Q.   And that is something that pre SB 990 is the

9 type of thing that would go into considering future land

10 use?

11     A.   Yes.

12     Q.   Are there endangered species or threatened

13 species at SSFL?

14     A.   I believe that there are threatened species.  I

15 don't know if there are endangered species listed on

16 that site.

17     Q.   Is that something also that before SB 990 would

18 go into considering future land use?

19     A.   Yes.

20     Q.   Are you familiar with the geography of the SSFL

21 site?

22     A.   Yes, I am.

23     Q.   Can you describe it to us.

24     A.   It would be areas of hills, steep hills,

25 rolling hills, flat areas, developed again with certain
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1 roads, boundaries associated with it.  Natural drainages

2 with steep relief in some cases.

3     Q.   Is much of the land very rugged stone, cliff

4 surfaces?

5     A.   A portion of that property certainly is surface

6 rock expressions, that's correct, without soils.

7     Q.   What is your estimate of what percentage of the

8 site is the rocky surface without soils?

9     A.   Just an estimate off the top of my head, I

10 would probably say in the 40 percent range, maybe more.

11     Q.   Is it your understanding that that rocky

12 terrain in part was one of the attractions of the site

13 so that when rocket testing took place at the site, the

14 engines could be fired against a rocky surface rather

15 than a surface that might burn?

16          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; lack of foundation.

17          THE WITNESS:  I thought it was for

18 reverberation.  No, I believe that it was probably

19 placed there for several different reasons, and again,

20 certainly remoteness would be one and potential for just

21 having rock may be one of the things that was

22 considered.

23     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Is the nature of that topography

24 or geology something that in the ordinary course pre SB

25 990 you would consider in making a future land use
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1 assumption?

2     A.   Yes.

3     Q.   And I take it at least with certain significant

4 portions of the site, agricultural activity simply would

5 not have been practicable?

6          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; lack of foundation.

7          THE WITNESS:  On portions of the site, I would

8 think that is an accurate statement.  There may be

9 portions of it that it may have been, but what it was

10 before, before the site became SSFL, I don't know.

11     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  But the portion of the site I

12 think I described as 40 percent or more --

13     A.   Would not be, correct.

14     Q.   Would not be suitable for agricultural?

15     A.   Would not be suitable for agricultural, that's

16 correct.

17     Q.   Are you aware of any plans to use the SSFL site

18 for agricultural purposes?

19     A.   No, I'm not.

20     Q.   Have you ever heard any discussions of using

21 the site for agricultural purposes?

22     A.   No, I have not.

23     Q.   How long has the radiological characterization

24 at SSFL been taking place?

25     A.   I guess -- I don't know exactly when DOE would
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1 have started any of their investigations and how early

2 that would have occurred.

3     Q.   Let me try and speed this along a little bit.

4 Is it fair to conclude that the radiological

5 characterization at the site has been taking place for

6 well over a decade?

7     A.   I would think that's an accurate statement,

8 yes.

9     Q.   And that tens, if not hundreds of thousands of

10 pages of investigative reports have been generated?

11     A.   Yes.

12     Q.   And very large quantities of data?

13     A.   Yes.

14     Q.   And that thousands of samples have been taken?

15     A.   Yes.

16     Q.   And is the same true with respect to the

17 chemical characterization of the site?

18     A.   Yes.

19     Q.   Is it also fair to conclude that although

20 neither the chemical nor the radiological

21 characterization of the site is yet complete, that

22 enough has been done to identify the principal

23 contaminants and sites of contamination at the site?

24     A.   I think that's an accurate statement.  There

25 may be additional -- there may be additional areas that
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1 may require some additional sampling, but whether they

2 will identify any more sites, I wouldn't venture to

3 guess at this point.

4     Q.   But you don't have any reason to believe they

5 would?

6     A.   No reason to believe that they would.

7     Q.   Can you identify the principal radiological

8 contaminants at the site?

9     A.   Strontium, cesium-137, not aware of anything

10 else that has come out of the recent U.S. EPA efforts.

11 Those are the two lead ones.

12     Q.   Are you aware of any radiological contamination

13 at the site that resulted from private commercial

14 activity as opposed to activity by or on behalf of the

15 federal government?

16     A.   No, I'm not.

17     Q.   In what media are the radiological contaminants

18 located?

19     A.   I believe they're only in the soils so far.

20 There is some sampling that is being done on the

21 groundwater but I'm not aware of what those results are

22 yet.

23     Q.   What about the bedrock?

24     A.   I would -- that, I don't know for sure.  I

25 don't know for sure.  I don't know if anything has been
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1 found in surface water runoffs; not to the best of my

2 knowledge.

3     Q.   Is there any Tritium that has been located in

4 the groundwater?

5     A.   I do not know.

6     Q.   If there were any radiological contamination at

7 the site that resulted from private commercial activity

8 as opposed to activity either by or on behalf of the

9 federal government, are you aware of any basis to

10 distinguish that contamination from the contamination

11 resulting from the federal activity?

12     A.   No, I don't know how you would differentiate

13 those two.

14     Q.   Are you aware of any way in which you could

15 clean up just the federal and not clean up the private

16 commercial?

17     A.   If they were commingled, no.  If they were in

18 separate areas that you could tie it specifically to a

19 private RP, then eventually, yes.

20     Q.   But you're not aware of any areas involving

21 private commercial radiological contamination that can

22 be tied to a particular responsible party?

23     A.   That is correct.

24     Q.   By RP, you mean responsible party?

25     A.   That is correct, thank you.
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1     Q.   To the best of your knowledge, did the federal

2 nuclear and radiological activity at the SSFL site take

3 place in the same area in which any private commercial

4 radiological activity occurred?

5          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection.  Lack of foundation.

6          THE WITNESS:  To the best of my understanding,

7 I think that's correct.

8     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  What are the primary chemical

9 contaminants of concern at SSFL?

10     A.   Chlorinated solvents including

11 trichloroethylene, TCE.  There may be metals, some heavy

12 metals that are associated with some activities that are

13 going on.

14     Q.   Any others?

15     A.   Those would be the primary ones.  Potentially

16 some dioxins from the burn activities, potentially

17 polyaromatic hydrocarbons, PAHS.

18     Q.   Anything else?

19     A.   Those are the primary ones.

20     Q.   Which heavy metals are chemicals of concern at

21 SSFL?

22     A.   Specifically for what sites, I do not know.

23 But I would, again, probably go down a lead, from

24 lead-based paint type activities, potentially cadmium,

25 chromium because of the type of activities that have
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1 gone on there.  Potentially, I don't know about their

2 use of arsenic, but --.

3     Q.   Is there anything about the chemical -- strike

4 that.  Is there anything about the type of chemical

5 contamination that is present at SSFL that is different

6 than the type of chemical contamination found at other

7 sites in the state?

8     A.   For chemicals, probably not from an industrial

9 standpoint.  Very similar to other industrial type

10 activities.

11     Q.   So there are a number of other sites in the

12 state that have similar chemical contamination; is that

13 right?

14     A.   That is correct.

15     Q.   Are you aware of any TCE heavy metals, dioxins

16 or PAHS that are present at the site that resulted from

17 private commercial activity as opposed to activity that

18 was conducted either by or on behalf of the federal

19 government?

20     A.   Does that assume that all the Boeing activities

21 were on behalf of the federal government?

22     Q.   No.  I only mean to be referring to --

23     A.   I don't know that I can answer that question

24 because I don't know specifically what activities Boeing

25 was doing and where the contaminants related to the
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1 Boeing activities, if they were directly related to

2 government related, a tie together of that.  So I don't

3 know that I can answer that.

4     Q.   As you sit here today at least, you can't

5 identify any of the primary chemical contaminants at the

6 site that resulted from private commercial activity as

7 opposed to activity either by Boeing or others on behalf

8 of the federal government or by the federal government

9 itself?

10     A.   Correct.  That's correct.

11     Q.   What is your understanding of what the

12 principal source of TCE at the site was?

13     A.   Was due to the use in the, on the engine test

14 stands predominant source of that for washing down and

15 for draining the lines, cleaning out the lines after

16 testing.

17     Q.   Testing of what?

18     A.   Testing of the rocket engines.

19     Q.   Do you know if the rocket engines were part of

20 a federal activity or part of a private activity?

21     A.   I would have thought that the testing of the

22 engines would have been part of both, either Boeing

23 testing or NASA testing.

24     Q.   You don't know which?

25     A.   But I don't know which and how that was
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1 actually performed, no.

2     Q.   Did you know that all the engines for the

3 Apollo spaceships and the Saturn spaceships and the

4 space shuttle were tested at SSFL?

5          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; lacks foundation.

6          THE WITNESS:  I wasn't aware that all the --

7 the first stage Saturn V.  I thought it was the second

8 stages and up that were tested.  I wasn't aware that the

9 primary stage of Saturn V was tested there.

10     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Fair enough.  With that

11 qualification?

12     A.   Yes.

13     Q.   That would have been on behalf of the federal

14 government; is that right?

15     A.   I believe so, yes.

16     Q.   Are you aware of any portions of the SSFL site

17 that were used exclusively for private commercial

18 activity and not for activity on behalf of the federal

19 government?

20     A.   I'm not aware of any.

21     Q.   Does the chemical contamination that is present

22 at SSFL pose a different risk to the public or the

23 environment than the similar chemical contamination

24 found on the other industrial sites in the state?

25          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection.  Lacks foundation.
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1          THE WITNESS:  No.

2     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Am I correct that there are also

3 other sites in the state that contain radiological

4 contamination?

5     A.   Yes.

6     Q.   Is there anything about the radiological

7 contamination that is present at SSFL that poses a

8 different risk to the public or the environment than

9 radiological contamination present at other sites in the

10 state of California?

11     A.   Not to the best of my knowledge, no.

12     Q.   Can you think of any reason to apply a

13 different set of rules with respect to how the cleanup

14 is approached at SSFL than apply at other sites in the

15 state?

16          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; calls for

17 speculation.

18          THE WITNESS:  I don't know why SB 990 was

19 passed.  I can't tell you why it was brought forward.

20 But that's really what I need to follow.

21     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  I understand your obligation.  I

22 guess my question to you is, somebody who is very

23 experienced and actually involved in the cleanup, is

24 there anything about the site or your experience which

25 would lead you to conclude that a different set of rules
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1 should apply at SSFL than apply elsewhere?

2          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection.

3          THE WITNESS:  No.

4     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  In your view, is it fair to apply

5 a different set of rules at SSFL than apply at other

6 sites in the state?

7          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; calls for a legal

8 conclusion.  Vague and uncertain.

9          THE WITNESS:  Again, my opinion, I would say

10 that SB 990 there was a rationale, I'm assuming that

11 they came to, on why they determined what they did and

12 that's all I -- I'm trying to apply.

13     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  You're trying to do your job and

14 apply the law?

15     A.   Right.

16     Q.   Understood.  You're not aware then -- strike

17 that.

18          MR. ROBINSON:  It actually says it's a crime if

19 you don't follow SB 990.  I just realized that myself.

20 Not to scare you.

21          THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Gosh, I'm glad I took this

22 job.

23     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  To the best of your knowledge and

24 experience, would it be possible to remediate any

25 chemical contamination at the site that resulted from
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1          (The deposition of MARK MALINOWSKI was

2          reconvened at 1:16 P.M.)

3

4                   MARK MALINOWSKI,

5 the witness, having been previously administered an oath

6 in accordance with CCP Section 2094, testified further

7 as follows:

8

9               EXAMINATION (CONTINUING)

10 BY MR. MOSS:

11     Q.   Back on the record.

12          Let me direct your attention back to Exhibit 44

13 which was the copy of SB 990.  I want to just walk

14 through some of the findings in the Bill here.  If you

15 look on the second page of the Bill in section 2A -- do

16 you see that?

17     A.   Uh-huh.

18     Q.   And then at the end of section 2A, it says,

19 "today more than 150,000 people live within five miles

20 of the facility and at least a half a million people

21 live within ten miles."  Do you see that?

22     A.   Yes.

23     Q.   Is that true of other sites in the state that

24 contain significant chemical contamination?

25     A.   I would say it's true for -- it is likely true
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1 for McClellan just because again of its proximity and

2 then Hunter's Point, its proximate location to

3 San Francisco, so I would say that for a large number of

4 NPL sites, that may be an accurate statement.

5     Q.   Is it also true with respect to sites that

6 contain radiological contamination in the state?

7     A.   Lawrence Livermore, I would -- yeah, for the

8 location of that, I don't know.  For the UC Davis Lehr

9 site, that's a good question.  I'm not sure what the

10 population of Davis is, but --

11     Q.   You mentioned McClellan a minute ago?

12     A.   McClellan would fit.

13     Q.   Would the fact that a site was within five or

14 ten miles of a large population center have a bearing on

15 the reasonable land use assumption?

16     A.   It may.

17     Q.   In what way?

18     A.   In the fact that, again, if you get closer to

19 the populations, you may be identifying land uses that

20 are more acceptable to those that are adjoining it.  For

21 example, like I said, McClellan, even though it had

22 proximate areas that had residential adjacent to it,

23 there were also properties that were adjacent off to the

24 west that were rural, would be rural with livestock and

25 potentially agricultural, I guess.
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1 the operation of nuclear reactors?

2     A.   Of an actual nuclear reactor, not that I'm

3 aware of.  I do not know what release mechanisms may

4 have been on Lawrence Livermore.

5     Q.   What about at San Onofre?

6     A.   Not familiar with anything that was done, any

7 actions that DTSC has been involved with out there.

8     Q.   Am I right that in general the DTSC is not

9 involved in the cleanup of sites that were operated by

10 or on behalf of the Department of Energy?

11     A.   I believe we are involved on the Lawrence

12 Livermore project.  So that was my understanding.

13     Q.   Do you know if you're involved in the cleanup

14 of radiological contamination there?

15     A.   I don't know if we are related to both the

16 chemical and the radiological.

17     Q.   You just don't know?

18     A.   I don't know.

19     Q.   If you go on in section 2, 2C, it says, "the

20 Hot Lab suffered a number of fires involving radioactive

21 materials and at least four of the ten nuclear reactors

22 suffered accidents including a partial meltdown."  Do

23 you see that?

24     A.   Yes.

25     Q.   Does any of that have any bearing on the
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1 appropriate future land use assumption for the site?

2     A.   Not that I'm aware of, no.

3     Q.   Any bearing on the appropriate cleanup level?

4     A.   No.

5     Q.   If you go on then to subparagraph E, it says,

6 "the most famous accident occurred in July of 1959 when

7 the sodium reactor experiment experienced a partial core

8 meltdown releasing radioactive gases and particles into

9 the atmosphere over a period of weeks."

10          Would that have any bearing on the appropriate

11 foreseeable land use assumption?

12     A.   No, not that I'm aware of.

13     Q.   Any bearing on the appropriate cleanup level?

14     A.   Not that I'm aware of.  I guess the one thing I

15 would say on those as a possibility, and again it

16 depends on the depth of what that, what the source of

17 that material was, if it was able to be -- if a cleanup

18 was able to be done may have some effect on how you

19 would evaluate that cleanup.

20     Q.   So if there is something about the accident

21 that may have resulted in making it more difficult to

22 actually clean up the site, you might consider that in

23 balancing --

24     A.   That's correct.  That's correct.

25     Q.   Just to make sure I complete the sentence so we
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1 have a complete record, so if there was something about

2 the accident that may have resulted in making it more

3 difficult to actually clean up the site, you might have

4 considered that in balancing the criteria that go into

5 determining the future land use; is that right?

6     A.   That is correct.

7     Q.   Then if you go on in SB 990, Paragraph F says

8 one of the disposal procedures at the site in the 1950s

9 and 1960s would consist of workers disposing of barrels

10 filled with highly toxic substances by shooting the

11 barrels at a distance with shotguns so that they would

12 explode and burn releasing some of their contents in the

13 form of gases and particulates into the air.  Do you see

14 that?

15     A.   Yes.

16     Q.   Would that have any bearing on the appropriate

17 land use assumption?

18     A.   No.

19     Q.   Any bearing on the appropriate cleanup level?

20     A.   No.

21     Q.   In fact, you can't conclude from this that

22 there was actually any contamination present at the

23 site; is that right?

24     A.   I'm sorry?

25     Q.   Well, this talks about contamination in the
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1 form of gases and particulates into the air, right?

2     A.   Well, it wouldn't just be gases as I understood

3 it.  I guess the barrel could have other things that

4 were in it that could have been released at the time

5 that they were shot and potentially the bullets could

6 have punctured the drum and released the contaminants

7 before an explosion occurred.  So there could have been

8 a release -- there could have been a release at that

9 site prior to the explosion occurring, so --.

10     Q.   Are you aware of any contamination that exists

11 at the SSFL site from the shooting of barrels described

12 in Paragraph F?

13     A.   I am aware of this being described, but I don't

14 know that we would ever be able to say that I could tie

15 a particular contaminant to that activity.

16     Q.   You wouldn't be able to; is that right?

17     A.   Yeah, I don't know that I would be able to do

18 that, that's correct.

19     Q.   Do you know whether any contamination that may

20 have been released as a result of the shooting of

21 barrels was the result of private commercial activity as

22 opposed to activity by or on behalf of the federal

23 government?

24     A.   I wouldn't know, no.

25     Q.   You see in the next sentence, it says, "in the
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1 mid-1990s, a similar practice involving the illegal

2 disposal by open air burning led to the death of two

3 workers at the facility"?

4     A.   Yes.

5     Q.   Can you think of any reason why that would have

6 any bearing on the appropriate land use assumption?

7     A.   No.

8     Q.   Any bearing on the appropriate cleanup level?

9     A.   No.

10     Q.   Are you aware of any contamination that exists

11 today at SSFL that resulted from that activity?

12     A.   I'm not familiar with that, no.

13     Q.   Then if you go on to Paragraph G, Paragraph G

14 says additionally, large amounts of toxic chemicals were

15 released into the soil, air and groundwater and surface

16 water.  For example, the rocket test stands were

17 routinely washed off with TCE, approximately half

18 million gallons, which were allowed to percolate into

19 the soil and groundwater?

20     A.   Yes.

21     Q.   And is there anything about that that would be

22 relevant to determining the appropriate land use

23 assumption?

24          MR. ROBINSON:  Object, the question is

25 overbroad; compound.
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1          THE WITNESS:  For evaluation of future land

2 use, I can't see where that would be, but obviously it's

3 part of the investigation that we have to do to assess

4 if there is contamination there to determine if a

5 cleanup is required.

6     Q.   Right.  But it would not affect the, in the

7 ordinary course, the appropriate land use?

8     A.   That's correct.

9     Q.   It wouldn't have any relevance to the

10 appropriate cleanup level; is that right?

11     A.   I think in general, that's correct.

12     Q.   May I ask that the witness take a look at

13 Exhibit 39.  In particular, let me direct your attention

14 to pages ES-5 and ES-6 after you've had a chance to

15 review the document.  Do you see about halfway down the

16 page on ES-5, it says the total volume of TCE released

17 to the ground up until 1984 is 530,400 gallons,

18 approximately 97 percent of this total release, or

19 512,900 gallons occurred prior to 1962, this relatively

20 high percentage is primarily due to the high drop in the

21 annual number of tests occurring after 1961 and

22 secondarily, to the impact of the TCE recovery

23 operations after 1961?

24     A.   Yes.

25     Q.   First of all, is it your understanding that the
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1     A.   Yes.

2     Q.   So does this document reflect that the 530,400

3 gallons of TCE that was released was related to programs

4 conducted by the U.S. Air Force, NASA and the Army?

5          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; lacks foundation.

6          THE WITNESS:  It would appear.

7     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Are you aware of any private

8 commercial activity that resulted in the release of TCE

9 at the Santa Susana site?

10     A.   No.

11     Q.   If you go on in SB 990 in Paragraph G, the next

12 sentence says, significant contamination exists by

13 perchlorate, heavy metals, PCBs, dioxins, volatile

14 organic and semi-volatile organic compounds in addition

15 to radioactivity?

16     A.   Yes.

17     Q.   Am I correct that each of those contaminants

18 can also be found in significant quantities at other

19 sites in the state?

20     A.   Select sites, yes.  The perchlorate is focused

21 toward those that have rocket testing and rocket related

22 activities, flare manufacturers, that type of thing.

23 But in general, yes.

24     Q.   And there are several perchlorate sites in the

25 state; is that right?
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1     A.   Perchlorate, yes.

2          MR. MOSS:  As Exhibit 45, I'd like to -- strike

3 that.  I'd like to request that the court reporter mark

4 as Exhibit 45 a document entitled Department of Toxic

5 Substances Control EnviroStor TCE.

6          (Deposition Exhibit No. 45 was marked for

7 identification.)

8     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  I'm going to try and run through

9 several of these in a minute but let's spend a few

10 minutes on this one and we can lay the foundation and

11 use that for the others.

12     A.   All right.

13     Q.   Can you tell us what Exhibit 45 is.

14     A.   It would appear to be a list from the DTSC

15 database called EnviroStor that identifies sites that

16 had TCE associated with them as they were input into

17 EnviroStor.

18     Q.   And who maintains EnviroStor?

19     A.   EnviroStor is maintained by DTSC staff.

20     Q.   And based on your experience, is EnviroStor

21 generally accurate?

22     A.   Generally, yes.

23     Q.   And what does Exhibit 45 reflect with respect

24 to the number of sites in California that have TCE

25 contamination?
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1     A.   According to what you gave me, I've got 548

2 different possible locations that may have had

3 trichloroethylene TCE associated with it.

4     Q.   When you say may have had --

5     A.   I don't know how this report was generated so I

6 don't know that it means that it was confirmed.  There

7 is no way to look at this and say whether the site

8 actually has TCE confirmed at it or if it was just part

9 of an investigation effort.

10     Q.   So if you were simply looking for TCE at a

11 site, would that site then show up under Envirostor as a

12 TCE site?

13     A.   It may.  When you --

14          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection.  Lacks foundation.

15          THE WITNESS:  It may.  It depends on how that

16 information and when that information is put in to

17 EnviroStor and then how the report that is created is

18 generated.

19     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  If it turned out that a site did

20 not have EnviroStor, in your experience, would the site

21 then be taken off?  I'm sorry.  If it turned out that a

22 site in your experience did not have TCE, would it then

23 be taken off the designation for TCE under EnviroStor?

24          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection.  Lacks foundation.

25          THE WITNESS:  TCE -- within EnviroStor, when
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1 you input TCE, you can identify that it's something that

2 you're looking for and then you can identify whether it

3 was confirmed.  That is, that a cleanup was required

4 because you had it.

5     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Is there some way to determine

6 from looking at Exhibit 45 which of these sites

7 definitely contain TCE?

8     A.   There would be no way for me to tell that

9 looking at this.  Because there are sites here that have

10 no further action associated with them, it doesn't mean

11 that TCE was not found, but at low enough levels that

12 would have allowed it to have been cleared with a no

13 further action determination.

14     Q.   Based on your experience at DTSC and Exhibit

15 45, can you conclude that there are at least hundreds of

16 sites in California that contain TCE?

17     A.   Yes.

18     Q.   Can you tell me if SSFL appears on Exhibit 45?

19     A.   If it does, it would show up under a Boeing

20 plant.  One of the reasons that it may not show up as

21 Santa Susana is because it has not been actively managed

22 through the EnviroStor system.  That is one of my

23 charges.

24     Q.   Why is that?

25     A.   Because it was -- EnviroStor was originally
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1 created for the cleanup program, and just recently has

2 been updated to be, to take on the permitted facilities

3 and SSFL has been treated as a permitted facility, and

4 so it just was never put into that system, EnviroStor

5 system.

6     Q.   Do you have experience with inputting of

7 information in EnviroStor?

8     A.   Yes, I do.

9     Q.   You understand how the site works?

10     A.   Yes, I do.

11     Q.   In your experience, are there sites in

12 California that contain significant concentrations of

13 TCE --

14     A.   Yes.

15     Q.   -- and large quantities of TCE?

16     A.   Yeah.

17     Q.   Is TCE a fairly common contaminant?

18     A.   For the majority of sites that -- for a large

19 number of sites that DTSC would work on, yes.

20     Q.   What types of activity result in TCE

21 contamination?

22     A.   Many different things.  Depainting facilities,

23 degreasing facilities, plating facilities; large number.

24     Q.   Are there a number of sites where there is TCE

25 in the groundwater?
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1     A.   Yes, there are.

2     Q.   Exhibit 46 is the EnviroStor entry for

3 perchlorate.

4          (Deposition Exhibit No. 46 was marked for

5 identification.)

6     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Does Exhibit 46 show that there

7 are approximately 67 sites -- strike that.  Does Exhibit

8 46 show that there are approximately 66 sites in

9 California where perchlorate contamination is present?

10     A.   It may not be the contamination is present.

11 But may have been investigated for.  But yes.

12     Q.   So it may be slightly less; is that right?

13     A.   Yes.  I understand the intent.  It's probably

14 less because again McClellan Air Force Base shows up.

15 We sampled for perchlorate on McClellan but we did not

16 find it.

17     Q.   Safe to assume there are at least dozens of

18 sites in California where there is perchlorate

19 contamination?

20     A.   Where there is perchlorate, yes, in

21 groundwater, likely.

22          MR. MOSS:  Exhibit 47 is the EnviroStor for

23 PCE.

24          (Deposition Exhibit Nos. 47-49 were marked for

25 identification.)
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1     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  And 48 is TCA.  49 is benzene.

2 What are Exhibits 47, 48 and 49?

3     A.   47, 48 and 49 are respectively lists from

4 EnviroStor for sites that had tetrachloroethylene, PCE;

5 48 is sites from EnviroStor that have 111

6 trichloralethane, TCA.  And 49 are sites for EnviroStor

7 that have benzene associated with them.

8     Q.   Are all three of those chemicals volatile

9 organic compounds?

10     A.   Yes, they are.

11     Q.   Referred to as VOCs?

12     A.   Yes, that's correct.

13     Q.   Do Exhibits 47, 48 and 49 show again that there

14 are hundreds of sites in the state of California where

15 there are VOC contaminants?

16     A.   Yes.

17     Q.   Is this a fairly common form of contaminant?

18     A.   Yes.

19     Q.   Are these types of VOCs the same types of VOCs

20 that may be present at Santa Susana?

21     A.   Yes, they would be.

22     Q.   Are there other types of VOCs present at Santa

23 Susana that, to your knowledge, would not be present at

24 many other sites in the state?

25     A.   No.  Generally, for the chlorinated solvents,
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1 when you have the TCE or PCE, one of them, then there is

2 natural degradation and so you have similar

3 corresponding results of these what we call dotter

4 products.

5     Q.   TCE is also a VOC; is that right?

6     A.   Yes, it is.  They are all part of volatile

7 organic compound grouping.

8     Q.   Are there also numerous sites in the state

9 where dioxins are present?

10     A.   I would suspect, yes.

11          MR. MOSS:  I'm going to mark Exhibit 50 which

12 is the EnviroStor report for dioxin.

13          (Deposition Exhibit No. 50 was marked for

14 identification.)

15     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Based on Exhibit 50, would you

16 conclude that again there are somewhere in the

17 neighborhood of a hundred sites in the state where

18 dioxin is present?

19     A.   Where it was investigated for as part of DTSC,

20 yeah.  Like I say, because it's on the EnviroStor, this

21 list, does not mean that it was necessarily present at

22 that site.

23     Q.   Would you conclude that it was present at

24 dozens of sites in the state?

25     A.   Yes, I would.
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1     Q.   Is there any distinction between the dioxins

2 that are identified on Exhibit 50 and dioxins present at

3 SSFL?

4     A.   Not that I'm aware of, no.

5          MR. MOSS:  Exhibit 51, the EnviroStor report

6 for PCBs.

7          (Deposition Exhibit No. 51 was marked for

8 identification.)

9     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Are PCBs commonly found at

10 remediation sites in the state of California?

11     A.   They have been, yes.

12     Q.   And based on Exhibit 51, what would you

13 conclude about the number of sites where PCBs are likely

14 present in the state of California?  Do you believe that

15 PCBs are likely present at hundreds of sites in the

16 state?

17     A.   Yes.

18     Q.   Any difference between the PCBs identified in

19 Exhibit 51 and PCBs that may be found at Santa Susana?

20     A.   Not likely, no.  Again, I'll reiterate that

21 again this is a list of those where PCBs were likely

22 investigated but did not necessarily mean that they were

23 found at the site.

24     Q.   Right.  But you believe that there are likely

25 hundreds of sites where PCBs are actually present; is
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1 that right?

2     A.   Whether it would be in the hundreds -- there

3 would be a large number of sites.  Let me go that path,

4 yes.

5     Q.   Is it fair to say that there are hundreds, if

6 not thousands of sites in the state where heavy metals

7 are found?

8     A.   That's probably an accurate statement.

9     Q.   Is there any difference with respect to the

10 heavy metals found at Santa Susana and the types of

11 heavy metals that would be found at those other sites?

12     A.   Based on the activities, probably not.

13          (Deposition Exhibit Nos. 52-56 were marked for

14 identification.)

15     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  52 is the EnviroStor report for

16 arsenic.  53 is the EnviroStor for chromium.  And 54 is

17 the EnviroStor for lead.  And 55 is the Envirostor for

18 mercury.  And then 56 is the EnviroStor for silver.

19          Can you tell us what Exhibits 52, 53, 54, 55

20 and 56 are?

21     A.   Yes.  52 is EnviroStor exhibit listing sites

22 where arsenic was evaluated; over 1100 sites for that

23 one.  Exhibit 53 is the EnviroStor report for total

24 chromium; 183 sites identified.  Exhibit 54 is

25 EnviroStor report where lead was investigated; 1700
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1 records identified.  55 is the Envirostor report for

2 elemental mercury; 133 records found.  Exhibit 56 is

3 EnviroStor report for silver; 74 records found.

4     Q.   And would Exhibits 52 through 56 support the

5 conclusion that heavy metals are found at hundreds, if

6 not thousands of sites in California?

7     A.   For heavy metals being those that are

8 identified, yeah, but it does vary by heavy metal.

9 Again, the arsenic numbers are somewhat elevated because

10 the results, the number of records found, because

11 arsenic is a naturally occurring compound that we do

12 look at for the majority of our sites as part of a

13 background study.  So again, the way I'm interpreting

14 these reports that they were generated is that if it was

15 investigated for, then it was reported in this report.

16 It doesn't mean that it was found.

17     Q.   I probably should have asked you this question

18 beforehand.  But are all of the chemicals identified in

19 Exhibits 52 through 56 heavy metals?

20     A.   Yes, they are.  Arsenic, chromium, lead,

21 mercury, and silver.  Yes.

22     Q.   Is it safe to assume that a similar EnviroStor

23 report or reports would exist for the semi-volatile

24 organic compounds?

25     A.   I would think that there would be similar
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1 results, that's exactly right.

2     Q.   Those are SVOCs?

3     A.   That's correct.

4     Q.   Can you give me just a couple examples of

5 SVOCs?

6     A.   SVOCs would be some of the phthalates.

7 Benzo[a]pyrene would be a semi-volatile organic

8 compound.

9     Q.   Is it safe to assume that SVOCs are found in

10 hundreds, if not thousands of sites in California?

11     A.   Yeah.  I would think that would be an accurate

12 statement, in the hundreds.

13     Q.   Looking back at the list of types of chemicals

14 in Paragraph G of SB 990, perchlorate, heavy metals,

15 PCBs, dioxins, VOCs, SVOCs, do you know if each of those

16 are actually found at SSFL or for some of them is that

17 question still being investigated?

18     A.   I believe yes to both of those.  I think they

19 have been confirmed at the site, but there is

20 investigations that are still ongoing to determine the

21 extent and nature.

22     Q.   Do you know which heavy metals were found?

23     A.   I do not know for absolute sure, no.

24     Q.   Do you have a belief?

25     A.   I would think lead, I would think cadmium would
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1 be two that I would be looking at.  Chromium possibly,

2 chrome VI.

3     Q.   And which VOCs, if you know, were present?

4     A.   Would be the trichloroethylene and likely

5 dotter products of that which would be dichloroalethene,

6 dichloroalethane.  I don't know if we have any PCE,

7 perchloroethylene out there.

8     Q.   Anything else?

9     A.   Those are the key ones.

10     Q.   What about the SVOCs?

11     A.   For the semi-volatiles, I wouldn't even want to

12 hesitate, or wouldn't even venture a guess on what we've

13 looked for or what we found in some of the burn areas.

14     Q.   You just don't know?

15     A.   Yeah, there could be a large list of them, but

16 I don't know.

17     Q.   With respect to the chemicals that are

18 listed -- strike that.  With respect to the list of

19 types of chemicals identified in the last sentence of

20 Paragraph G of section 2 of SB 990, can you identify any

21 of those that are found in greater concentrations at

22 SSFL than are found in any other sites in the state?

23     A.   No.  I cannot.

24     Q.   Can you identify any of the types of chemicals

25 identified in the last sentence of Paragraph G of
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1 section 2 of SB 990 that are found in larger quantities

2 at SSFL than in any other site in the State?

3     A.   No, I cannot.

4     Q.   Can you think of any reason why the presence of

5 the various chemicals identified in the second sentence

6 of Paragraph G of section 2 of SB 990 would present a

7 greater risk to the public or to the environment than

8 similar contaminants found at other sites in the state?

9     A.   No, I cannot.

10     Q.   The next paragraph of section 2 of SB 990,

11 paragraph H refers to the DOE cleanup effort at SSFL; is

12 that right?

13     A.   Yes, it does.

14     Q.   And do you have an understanding with respect

15 to whether there were problems with DOE's cleanup of the

16 site?

17          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; vague and ambiguous.

18 Lack of foundation.

19          THE WITNESS:  I guess are you asking me were

20 there --

21     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  As the current --

22     A.   Yes.

23     Q.   -- site manager, is that the right --

24     A.   That's fine, yes.

25     Q.   As the current site manager, do you have any
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1 reason to believe that when the Department of Energy was

2 conducting the cleanup at SSFL, that it was doing so in

3 a manner that was not adequately protective of public

4 health?

5     A.   I have no information to agree or disagree with

6 that.

7     Q.   Do you have any reason to believe that they

8 were conducting the cleanup in a manner that was

9 inadequately protective of the environment?

10     A.   I have no reason to believe that either, no.

11     Q.   And in familiarizing yourself with the site as

12 the current site manager, have you seen anything that

13 the Department of Energy did with respect to the cleanup

14 that you believe was improper or inadequately protective

15 of public health?

16     A.   No.

17          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; calls for legal

18 conclusion.

19     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Or that was inadequately

20 protective of the environment?

21     A.   No.

22     Q.   As the current site manager, is there anything

23 that you can identify about the DTSC's approach to the

24 cleanup of chemical contamination at SSFL prior to

25 enactment of SB 990 that you believe was not adequately
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1 protective of public health?

2     A.   No.

3     Q.   Or the environment?

4     A.   No.

5     Q.   Is there anything that you can identify with

6 respect to any role of DPH at SSFL prior to enactment of

7 SB 990 that you believe was inadequately protective of

8 public health or the environment?

9     A.   No.

10     Q.   Are you familiar with the Pratt & Whitney UTC

11 site?

12     A.   I know of it.  But that is really probably the

13 extent of it.

14     Q.   Do you know where it's located?

15     A.   I could not identify it on a map, no.

16     Q.   Are you familiar with the Castle Air Force Base

17 site?

18     A.   I'm familiar with Castle Air Force Base, yes.

19     Q.   Do you know where that's located?

20     A.   Yes.

21     Q.   Where is that?

22     A.   It would be in Merced, California.

23     Q.   Is that close to population centers?

24     A.   Define close.  Castle is -- I mean there are

25 some, as I recall, there were some -- there is some
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1 housing areas that are adjacent to it, but it's not

2 like, it's not as close to a population center as say a

3 McClellan Air Force Base is.

4     Q.   McClellan, people are actually living on the

5 base; is that right?

6     A.   That is correct.

7     Q.   Am I correct that there are other sites in the

8 state of California that have higher concentrations of

9 TCE than are present at SSFL?

10     A.   I believe that's correct.

11     Q.   And there are other sites in California that

12 have higher concentrations of perchlorate than at SSFL?

13     A.   I believe that's true.

14     Q.   Are there other sites in California that have

15 higher concentrations of heavy metals than are present

16 at SSFL?

17     A.   Based on my limited knowledge of the metals, of

18 the concentration of metals that I'm aware of, I think

19 that's correct.

20     Q.   Are there other sites in California that have

21 greater concentrations of PCBs than are present at SSFL?

22     A.   I don't know that I've seen -- I don't believe

23 I've seen any PCB results to be able to draw a

24 conclusion on that.

25     Q.   So you just don't know whether --
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1     A.   I just don't know whether there's -- yeah.

2     Q.   Do you know whether there are PCBs in fact

3 present at SSFL?

4     A.   I do not know.

5     Q.   So there may be, there may not?

6     A.   That's correct.

7     Q.   Are there some sites in California with

8 substantial quantities of PCBs?

9     A.   Yes.

10     Q.   Can you identify which ones are the sites with

11 lots of PCBs?

12     A.   Sites that we had taken action on that I'm

13 familiar with were some -- a school site.  I do not

14 recall the name of the school site where there was a

15 PG&E transformer that was, that had been drained of its

16 oil by vandals and that a cleanup had to occur.

17     Q.   Do you have any reason to doubt that there are

18 a number of other sites in California that have larger

19 concentrations of PCBs than are present at SSFL?

20     A.   No reason to doubt that.

21     Q.   Are there other sites in the state of

22 California with greater concentrations of dioxins than

23 are present at SSFL?

24     A.   Again, I don't know that I've seen the dioxin

25 numbers to be able to draw that conclusion.
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1     Q.   Do you know if there are dioxins at SSFL?

2     A.   I do not know for sure.

3     Q.   Do you have any reason to believe that there is

4 significant dioxin contamination at SSFL?

5     A.   I would believe that because of the burning

6 activities, the types of activities that were conducted,

7 there is a likelihood of that.

8     Q.   Are there other sites in the state where there

9 were more extensive burning activities than at SSFL?

10     A.   I don't know if there was more extensive

11 burning, but there were certainly other areas that could

12 have certainly as much.

13     Q.   Is there any reason to believe that there are

14 more dioxins at SSFL than other sites in the state?

15     A.   With the same type of activities, no.

16     Q.   Is there any reason to believe that there are

17 more PCBs at SSFL than at other sites in the state?

18     A.   No.

19     Q.   Any reason to believe there are more -- we've

20 already done that.  Any reason to believe that there is

21 more TCE present at SSFL than other sites in the state?

22     A.   No.

23     Q.   Are there other sites in the state that have

24 more -- strike that.  Are there other sites with greater

25 concentrations of VOCs than present at SSFL?
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1     A.   Yes.

2     Q.   Is Lawrence Livermore an example?

3     A.   I'm not familiar with Lawrence Livermore

4 numbers.  McClellan would be one.

5     Q.   Edwards Air Force Base?

6     A.   I believe Edwards has, yes.

7     Q.   Edwards has greater concentrations of VOCs than

8 present at SSFL?

9     A.   When we talk about concentrations I guess one

10 of the things that I am a little bit hesitant about is

11 that we are looking for actual product out there.  So I

12 mean to say this general thing about concentrations, I'm

13 sure we could find some areas on SSFL that have free

14 product in fractures, what we call free product, pure

15 product of TCE or PCE that would be there.  We can find

16 that.  We have found that at other sites like an

17 Edwards, like a McClellan, and so the concentration

18 thing is kind of a -- it's a difficult one to answer.

19 I'm thinking of it from a general standpoint, because

20 again, if I can find a free product, then the

21 concentrations are going to be the same no matter what

22 the product is.  So --.

23     Q.   But if you look at the reported concentration

24 levels for groundwater in soil, am I correct that they

25 will reflect that the concentration levels at a number
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1 of other sites for VOCs is higher --

2     A.   May be higher, that is correct.

3     Q.   May be higher or are higher?

4     A.   They probably are higher.  You can find some

5 sites that have higher concentrations than what we've

6 routinely seen at Santa Susana, I think is an accurate

7 statement.

8     Q.   In greater quantities?

9     A.   Higher concentrations.  You're talking about

10 total mass volume or?

11     Q.   I'm asking about both.

12     A.   The extent of contamination, yeah, probably

13 more volume.

14     Q.   And the same with respect to SVOCs?

15     A.   SVOCs again, I don't recall seeing numbers.  I

16 don't recall numbers.

17     Q.   So you don't know if any SVOCs are present at

18 SSFL?

19     A.   Yeah.  That's accurate.

20     Q.   Do you have any reason to believe that SSFL has

21 any greater concentrations or quantities of SVOCs than

22 are present at other sites in the state?

23     A.   No.

24     Q.   Is it in fact likely that there are other sites

25 in the state that do have higher concentrations and
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1 quantities of SVOCs than are present at SSFL?

2     A.   Yes.

3     Q.   That's true of each of the types of chemical

4 contamination that are identified in SB 990; is that

5 right?

6     A.   That is correct.

7     Q.   Are you aware of any monitoring wells at SSFL

8 that have identified any free product?

9     A.   No, I am not.

10     Q.   Are you aware of the concentration levels of

11 cesium-137 found at SSFL?

12     A.   I could not tell you what some numbers of

13 cesium-137 that we found on the site, no.

14     Q.   Do you know if there are greater concentrations

15 of cesium-137 at SSFL than are found at other sites in

16 the state?

17     A.   I do not know that, no.

18     Q.   Do you know if there are greater quantities of

19 cesium-137 at SSFL than are at other sites in the state?

20     A.   I don't know that either, no.

21     Q.   Do you know what the concentration levels are

22 of strontium-90 at SSFL?

23     A.   No.

24     Q.   Do you know whether there are other sites in

25 the state that have concentrations of strontium-90?
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1     A.   No.

2     Q.   So I take it you don't know whether there are

3 any sites with greater concentrations or lesser

4 concentrations of strontium-90; is that right?

5     A.   That is correct.

6     Q.   Do you know what the concentration of Tritium

7 is in the groundwater at SSFL?

8     A.   No, I do not.

9     Q.   Are there other sites in California that have

10 Tritium in the groundwater?

11     A.   I do not know.  I would suspect so, but I don't

12 know.

13     Q.   Do you have any reason to believe that there is

14 a greater quantity of radiological contamination at SSFL

15 than is found at other sites in the state?

16     A.   That, I don't know.

17     Q.   So it may be there are other sites that have

18 greater quantities of radiological contamination than

19 are present at SSFL; is that right?

20     A.   That is possible.

21     Q.   Is the same true with respect to concentrations

22 of radiological contamination at other sites in the

23 state?

24     A.   That is correct.

25     Q.   Is there anything about either the chemical or
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1 radiological contamination at SSFL that would support

2 applying a different approach to the cleanup at SSFL

3 than applies at other sites in the state?

4     A.   Is there anything specific about the chemical

5 radiological --

6     Q.   Contamination at the site that would support

7 applying a different approach to the cleanup, a

8 different -- different rules with respect to the

9 cleanup?

10          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; lacks foundation.

11     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Than would apply at other sites

12 in the state?

13          MR. ROBINSON:  Incomplete hypothetical.

14     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Let me restate the question.

15          MR. ROBINSON:  Perhaps we can have a break

16 sometime in here.  I'm perceiving that the witness might

17 be a little bit tired looking through all these

18 documents.

19          MR. MOSS:  I'm happy to take a break.  Is it

20 okay to ask a few more questions?

21          THE WITNESS:  I'm okay going forward.  I'm

22 okay.  For this one, I would say yes, in response but

23 again, with the caveat that SB 990 is what we need to

24 apply and so as the chemicals that are applied in SB

25 990, the chemicals are listed in SB 990 are identified,
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1 we've got to apply SB 990 which is that land use issue.

2     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Putting aside what SB 990

3 requires that you do, is there anything about either the

4 chemical or radiological contamination at SSFL that, in

5 your view, would justify applying a different approach

6 to the cleanup at SSFL than at other sites in the state?

7          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; incomplete

8 hypothetical.

9          THE WITNESS:  No.

10     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Is there anything else about the

11 site other than the chemical or radiological

12 contamination, and putting aside SB 990 for the moment,

13 that would, in your view, justify applying a different

14 approach to the cleanup at SSFL than at other sites in

15 the state?

16          MR. ROBINSON:  Same objection.

17          THE WITNESS:  No.

18     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  I take it -- would you like to

19 take a break now?

20     A.   If it's a convenient time to break.

21          MR. MOSS:  Yes.  That's fine.

22                     (Recess taken.)

23     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  For the sake of completeness, I

24 want to go back and mark one more EnviroStor report and

25 this is for PAHS as Exhibit 57.
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1          (Deposition Exhibit No. 57 was marked for

2 identification.)

3     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Mr. Malinowski, is PAHS a form or

4 an example of an SVOC?

5     A.   Yes, it is.

6     Q.   And does Exhibit 57 reflect that with respect

7 to this particular SVOC, that there are likely hundreds

8 of sites in the State that contain PAHS?

9     A.   Yes.  That have been investigated for, and

10 potentially contain, yes.

11     Q.   And any reason to think that the results with

12 respect to other SVOCs would be any different?

13     A.   And again, it would be those that are related

14 to burning.  There may be higher concentrations on the

15 Santa Susana just because of the types of activities but

16 if you looked at other sites with similar types of

17 activities as the SSFL site, you would expect to see

18 similar type concentrations.

19     Q.   Are SVOCs found wherever there has been burning

20 activity?

21     A.   That is part of -- that is part of where

22 semi-volatiles and PAHS are generated from, yes.

23     Q.   If there were a forest fire, would that result

24 in SVOCs?

25     A.   And PAHS, yes, that's correct.
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1     Q.   PAHS?

2     A.   PAHS, yeah.  Sorry.

3     Q.   The PAHS are the polynuclear aromatic

4 hydrocarbons?

5     A.   That is correct.

6     Q.   And are there a number of other sites in

7 California with similar burning activity as to what

8 occurred at SSFL?

9     A.   Yes.

10     Q.   Are there sites in California where there was

11 greater burning activity than at SSFL, to your

12 knowledge?

13     A.   I would say you could probably find sites that

14 had more burning than what has occurred on SSFL.

15     Q.   Are PAHS also found in asphalt?

16     A.   They can be, yes.

17     Q.   So if someone were to dig up a road, that would

18 result in PAHS?

19     A.   PAHS are part of the heavy oils that are

20 associated with the asphalted material, so in complete

21 removal of an asphalt bed, you could have some PAHS

22 associated with that, yes.

23     Q.   I take it that is a fairly common contaminant

24 then?

25     A.   It's a common chemical grouping, yes.
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1     Q.   Found in a lot of places throughout the State?

2     A.   That's correct.

3     Q.   Let me go back for a minute and talk about your

4 experience at the McClellan Air Force Base.  When was it

5 that you first became involved in McClellan?

6     A.   Oh, probably in 1986-'87 time frame when I

7 worked at McClellan Air Force Base for the Air Force

8 under a University of Tennessee Knoxville contract.

9 Then I worked for McClellan Air Force Base for

10 approximately a year and a half before coming onto the

11 State.  Then about a year and a half with the State,

12 came back and became the project manager overseeing the

13 cleanup and investigation at McClellan Air Force Base.

14     Q.   When was that that you became the project

15 manager?

16     A.   I think it was -- it would have been '89,

17 possibly '90.

18     Q.   Were you -- were you enlisted in the Air Force

19 or were you a civilian?

20     A.   I was a civilian.

21     Q.   That was a job that you held before you worked

22 for DTSC?

23     A.   That is correct.

24     Q.   As a civilian employee of the Air Force?

25     A.   That is correct.
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1     Q.   When you were promoted, I take it at that point

2 in time your responsibilities extended beyond McClellan

3 and so you just then devoted a portion of your time to

4 McClellan?

5     A.   That is correct.  But I would say probably 80

6 percent of my time was spent on McClellan as technical

7 support at that point.

8     Q.   But while you were project manager, was it 100

9 percent of your time?

10     A.   Yes.

11     Q.   How close is McClellan to Sacramento?  About

12 ten miles?

13     A.   To the city boundary, it's -- from downtown

14 Sacramento, yeah, probably less than five miles.

15     Q.   Okay.

16     A.   As the crow flies.

17          MR. MOSS:  Mark as Exhibit 58 the EnviroStor

18 report for McClellan Air Force Base.

19          (Deposition Exhibit No. 58 was marked for

20 identification.)

21     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Can you tell us what Exhibit 58

22 is.

23     A.   Yes.  Exhibit 58 looks to be a summary page of

24 the EnviroStor, DTSC EnviroStor report for McClellan Air

25 Force Base.
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1 efforts.

2     Q.   So by that point in time, is it likely that the

3 principal contaminants that were actually present at the

4 site had been identified?

5     A.   Yes.

6     Q.   Looking at Exhibit 58, do you have any reason

7 to believe that any of the information in Exhibit 58 is

8 not accurate?

9     A.   No.

10     Q.   Looking at the potential contaminants of

11 concern, are there any of the ones that are listed there

12 that, to your knowledge, in fact were not present at

13 McClellan?

14     A.   The one that steps out, or that is most visible

15 to me is probably the perchlorate.  We had sampled for

16 that at the time that I was there.  We did not find

17 perchlorate in the groundwater there.  So I'm kind of

18 surprised that it shows up.  I'm not aware that they had

19 perchlorate at that site.

20     Q.   But Exhibit 58 would seem to suggest in light

21 of the timing that perchlorate was actually found at

22 McClellan; is that right?

23     A.   Either subsequent sampling found it or it was

24 put in as and never removed after we didn't find it as a

25 possibility.
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1     Q.   There was perchlorate by the way in the

2 groundwater at Edwards Air Force Base, right?

3     A.   I believe perchlorate exists in groundwater at

4 Edwards, yes.

5     Q.   In very substantial concentrations?

6     A.   I believe that is correct.

7     Q.   By the way, have you done any particular work,

8 participated in studies relating to perchlorate?

9     A.   The work I have done on perchlorate, if that is

10 the ITRC, the Interstate Technology & Regulatory

11 Committee plan or guidance document, when the ITRC

12 formed their team, I was asked to be the team leader for

13 that document and that occurred to me when you were

14 asking me if I had ever published anything.  I did not

15 consider that document, I did not complete my term as

16 the team leader for the perchlorate effort, but I was

17 there to get that team up and running to start the

18 efforts of that report.

19          But for investigation efforts for perchlorate,

20 I've assisted others in their investigations for China

21 Lake where the project manager was doing an evaluation

22 of perchlorate that was being done at the China Lake

23 site.  I've also been involved when we were -- when

24 there was discussion of perchlorate in general and the

25 cleanup numbers for perchlorate; probably about seven,
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1 eight years ago.

2     Q.   In your role in participating in the ITRC

3 study, were you the California expert with respect to at

4 least perchlorate contamination in the State?

5     A.   I would say that people deferred to me on

6 perchlorate issues, yes.

7     Q.   Did you develop some understanding of the

8 extent of perchlorate contamination in the State in that

9 process?

10     A.   I wouldn't go that broad, but I did have some

11 general ideas that there were issues in Southern

12 California more so and some site issues.

13     Q.   We can come back to the report in just a

14 minute.  Let me go back to McClellan for now.

15          As you review the potential contaminants of

16 concern at McClellan, are those very similar to the

17 potential contaminants of concern at SSFL?

18     A.   Yeah.  They appear to be.

19     Q.   In your view, is the McClellan Air Force Base a

20 fairly similar site to the SSFL site in terms of the

21 contamination that is present?

22     A.   The types of contamination, yes.  The

23 mechanisms of release are different and obviously the

24 geology is more complex I think at SSFL than it is at

25 McClellan.
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1     Q.   And by the geology being more complex, it's

2 what you were talking about earlier with the fractures

3 in the bedrock?

4     A.   That is correct.

5     Q.   If you look down to the final paragraph on the

6 first page of Exhibit 58, there is a discussion of

7 various operations at McClellan; is that right?

8     A.   Yes.

9     Q.   And it indicates that hazardous materials were

10 used including organic solvents, jet fuel, caustic

11 cleaners, electroplating metals, radium-226, other

12 radioactive elements and other organic and non-organic

13 chemicals; is that right?

14     A.   That is correct.

15     Q.   That is consistent with your understanding?

16     A.   Yes, it is.

17     Q.   There was TCE as well; is that right?

18     A.   Yes.  Those are part of the organic solvents

19 are generally how they're considered.

20     Q.   The next item, DCE, is that also an organic

21 solvent?

22     A.   DCE is an organic solvent.  It's also a

23 degradation product of trichloroethylene.

24     Q.   Is it a VOC?

25     A.   Yes, it is a VOC.
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1     Q.   What is an ethylene chloride?

2     A.   Ethylene chloride is usually used as a cleaner,

3 a paint stripper type of compound.

4     Q.   Is it a VOC as well?

5     A.   It is a volatile organic compound as well.

6     Q.   PCE is also a VOC?

7     A.   Yes, it is.

8     Q.   Is TCA?

9     A.   Yes.  TCA is as well.

10     Q.   Is carbon tetrachloride?

11     A.   Yes, carbon tetrachloride is also a VOC.

12     Q.   There were also PCBs present at McClellan?

13     A.   Yes, there were.

14     Q.   Do you know whether there were more or less

15 PCBs present at McClellan than at SSFL?

16     A.   I believe -- areal extent of what I'm aware of

17 on the PCBs is that we did have a fairly large parking

18 lot area where PCB contaminated oil was spread over an

19 area on McClellan Air Force Base in one particular area

20 and again, I don't remember seeing any PCB results from

21 Santa Susana, but I don't, so I can't really say that

22 there is more or less at Santa Susana.

23     Q.   Do you know if there are in fact reports with

24 respect to PCBs at Santa Susana or is it just something

25 that hasn't shown up in the reports yet?
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1     A.   Really, I would say no, other than in

2 generalities.  Nothing as it relates to radioisotopes.

3          MR. MOSS:  Exhibit 59 is a document entitled

4 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Main Site U.S.

5 DOE.

6          (Deposition Exhibit No. 59 was marked for

7 identification.)

8     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Referring to Exhibit 59, can you

9 tell us, Mr. Malinowski, what Exhibit 59 is?

10     A.   It appears to -- Exhibit 59 appears to be a

11 printout of the U.S. EPA summary for the Lawrence

12 Livermore National Lab located in Alameda.

13     Q.   Can I ask you to turn to the second page of

14 Exhibit 59.  Do you see it says across the top, there

15 are approximately 50,000 people living within a two-mile

16 radius of the main Livermore site?

17     A.   Yes.

18     Q.   And it goes on and it says it's located about

19 45 miles east of San Francisco?

20     A.   Yes.

21     Q.   So is it fair to conclude that the Lawrence

22 Livermore National Laboratory Main Site is located close

23 to significant population centers?

24     A.   It would appear, yes.

25     Q.   And if you look further down on that page, it
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1 says who was involved, and it says this site is being

2 addressed as a federal facility with DOE as the lead

3 agency?

4     A.   Yes.

5     Q.   And what do you understand from that?

6     A.   That DOE is basically the lead federal agency

7 for their activities and for those that are related to

8 the radioactive cleanup.

9     Q.   DOE takes the lead of cleaning up radiological

10 contamination at DOE sites?

11     A.   That is correct.

12          MR. ROBINSON:  Calls for a legal conclusion.

13          THE WITNESS:  I would take it that way, yes.

14     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Do you know if Lawrence Livermore

15 National Laboratory was also an NPL site?

16     A.   I did not know that it was.

17     Q.   If you take a look at Page 1?

18     A.   It is.  Page identifies it as such, yes.

19     Q.   Do you see across the top of the second page of

20 Exhibit 59, it says in parentheses, another separate and

21 distinct NPL site, the Lawrence Livermore National

22 Laboratory Site 300 is located 50 miles east of LLNL and

23 has its own web page?

24     A.   Yes.

25     Q.   So that would indicate that there is at least a
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1     A.   General, I know we were involved in that

2 over -- or in the oversight.  I don't know how much

3 coordination there was with Department of Public Health,

4 the State RAD and who actually implemented that.

5     Q.   Referring back to Exhibit 60 -- I'm sorry --

6 Exhibit 59 -- I'm sorry.

7          Referring back to Exhibit 60, what are the

8 non-radiological contaminants of concern at the Site 300

9 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory?

10     A.   According to the report, they appear to be

11 volatile organic compounds, chromium, fuel hydrocarbons,

12 benzene, ethylene dibromide, heavy metals, including

13 lead; Tritium in groundwater; polychlorinated biphenyls,

14 PCBs.  Looks like the key things.  Everything else I

15 think is covered.

16     Q.   Where are you reading from?

17     A.   I'm sorry.  This is under contaminated media on

18 Page 2 of 4.

19     Q.   You're looking at Exhibit 59.

20     A.   I'm sorry.  That's what I thought you asked me

21 to look at.

22     Q.   So looking at -- let's do that one first -- at

23 Exhibit 59, the contaminants of concern include VOCs,

24 chromium, fuel hydrocarbons including benzene and

25 ethylene dibromide, heavy metal lead, and Tritium as
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1 well as solvents, radioactive waste, heavy metals, PCBs,

2 fuel hydrocarbons; is that right?

3     A.   Correct.

4     Q.   Then soils also contain VOCs, Tritium, PCBs,

5 fuel hydrocarbons and inorganic substances?

6     A.   Yes.

7     Q.   Is that right?

8     A.   That's correct.

9     Q.   And then if you look at Exhibit 60, does

10 Exhibit 60 identify any additional contaminants of

11 concern at the Site 300 of the Lawrence Livermore

12 National Laboratory?

13     A.   At Site 300, it does identify perchlorate and

14 in addition, trichloroethylene, TCE.

15     Q.   And radioactive isotopes?

16     A.   That's correct.  And polychlorinated biphenyls

17 are also listed there.

18     Q.   Do you know which isotopes were present?

19     A.   No, I do not.

20     Q.   Is the list of contaminants at the Lawrence

21 Livermore National Laboratory similar to the list of

22 contaminants of concern at SSFL?

23     A.   Restricted but yes.

24     Q.   Restricted in what way?

25     A.   Restricted in that there is only four.  TCE,
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1 radioisotopes, PCBs, perchlorate.  There is no

2 semi-volatile organic compounds.  There is no other

3 heavy metals identified at Site 300, so that's what I

4 meant by restricted.

5     Q.   I apologize.  I intend to be addressing both

6 the Main Site and Site 300.  If you --

7     A.   Looking both together?

8     Q.   Correct.

9     A.   I would say they're similar, yes.

10     Q.   If you look just at the Main Site, does the

11 Main Site standing by itself contain contaminants that

12 are similar to those found at SSFL?

13     A.   Yes.

14          MR. MOSS:  Exhibit 61, site-wide record of

15 decision Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Site

16 300.

17          (Deposition Exhibit No. 61 was marked for

18 identification.)

19     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  What is Exhibit 61?

20     A.   Exhibit 61 is a three page, looks like summary

21 of the site-wide record of decision for Lawrence

22 Livermore National Lab, Site 300 portion of the site.

23     Q.   If you look at Page 1 of 3, do you see that

24 there is a list of contaminants of concern that includes

25 TCE?
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1     A.   Yes.

2     Q.   And do you see that there is an indication of

3 the concentration of TCE?

4     A.   Yes.

5     Q.   Is that a high concentration?

6     A.   80,000 at building 834 would be a relatively

7 high concentration, yes.

8     Q.   800,000?

9     A.   I'm sorry.  800,000, that's correct.  Thank

10 you.

11     Q.   And to your knowledge, is that higher than the

12 concentrations of TCE at SSFL?

13     A.   To the best of my knowledge, yes, it is.

14     Q.   What about the concentration of PCE at Site

15 300?  Is 10,000 --

16     A.   Yes, the 10,000 -- I was just looking at all of

17 them.  10,000 is the highest at building 834 in 1993.

18     Q.   That's micrograms per liter?

19     A.   That is micrograms per liter, yes.

20     Q.   Is that also a high concentration?

21     A.   That is a high concentration.

22     Q.   Both of those are contaminants that were found

23 in the groundwater; is that right?

24     A.   It would appear, yes.

25     Q.   Again, is that also a higher concentration
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1 than -- is that a higher concentration of PCE at Site

2 300 than is found at SSFL?

3     A.   Yeah.  The 10,000 in '93 is higher than what

4 I've seen recently for results, yes.

5     Q.   Is there anything about the Lawrence Livermore

6 National Laboratory that you can identify that would

7 support taking a different approach to the cleanup and

8 establishing cleanup levels than at SSFL?

9     A.   Again, I don't know what the final end use for

10 Site 300 is or for the Lawrence Livermore facility,

11 so --.

12     Q.   But is there anything about the site that would

13 support taking a different approach to the cleanup than

14 at SSFL?

15          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; lack of foundation.

16          THE WITNESS:  No.

17     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Can I direct your attention back

18 to Exhibit 61.

19     A.   Uh-huh.

20     Q.   To Page 2 of 3.

21     A.   All right.

22     Q.   Do you see the reference to Tritium

23 concentrations?

24     A.   Yes.

25     Q.   And are those high Tritium concentrations?
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1          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; vague and ambiguous.

2          THE WITNESS:  I see the one reference to the

3 Tritium number on building 850.

4     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  There is also one for I think pit

5 7 complex again in the groundwater?

6     A.   Got it.  Thank you.  They do appear to be very

7 high, yes.

8     Q.   To your knowledge, are those concentrations

9 considerably higher than any concentrations of Tritium

10 found --

11     A.   Yeah, I don't remember seeing the

12 concentrations at SSFL.

13     Q.   Let me -- I just need to finish the question

14 for the record.  You've been doing well generally.  To

15 your knowledge, are those concentrations of Tritium

16 considerably higher than any concentrations of Tritium

17 found at SSFL?

18     A.   I don't recall seeing Tritium concentrations in

19 the groundwater results to be able to say that they --

20 where they are relative to SSFL concentrations.

21     Q.   If the Tritium concentrations had been as high

22 as over two million picocuries per liter, would you have

23 been aware of that?

24     A.   I would suspect I would have been aware of it,

25 yes.
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1     Q.   Do you see that there is also uranium in the

2 groundwater at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory?

3     A.   Yes.

4     Q.   Are you aware of any uranium in the groundwater

5 at SSFL?

6     A.   No, I am not.

7     Q.   To your knowledge, are the perchlorate

8 concentrations at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

9 higher than the perchlorate concentrations at SSFL in

10 the groundwater?

11     A.   Yes, I believe they are.

12     Q.   Is it fair to say that the principal

13 contaminants of concern at Lawrence Livermore National

14 Laboratory are found in higher concentrations than the

15 same contaminants are found at SSFL?

16     A.   For those I am aware of, yes.

17     Q.   Are you familiar with the Pratt & Whitney

18 United Technology site?

19     A.   No.

20          MR. MOSS:  Exhibit 62 is a letter from D.A.

21 Bilder, Jr.

22          (Deposition Exhibit No. 62 was marked for

23 identification.)

24     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  What is Exhibit 62?

25     A.   Exhibit 62 appears to be select pages from a
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1 closure plan for the former open burning facility at the

2 United Technologies Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne San Jose

3 project.

4     Q.   Do you know how close that facility is located

5 to San Jose?

6     A.   No, I do not.

7     Q.   Fair to assume that it's close by since it

8 actually has a San Jose address?

9     A.   Sure.  Okay.

10     Q.   I can put a map in front of you.  I'm trying to

11 save some time.

12     A.   Okay.  That's fine.

13     Q.   Let me represent to you that it's approximately

14 16 miles from San Jose.

15     A.   Okay.

16     Q.   Any reason to doubt that?

17          Take a look at the fifth page of Exhibit 62,

18 which has at the top concentration was observed.  You

19 see that?

20     A.   Yes, I do.

21     Q.   If you go about two-thirds of the way down the

22 page, there is a sentence that says, "the concentrations

23 of perchlorate and subsurface soil ranged from below the

24 laboratory detection limit to 2,330,000 micrograms per

25 kilogram"?
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1     A.   Yes.

2     Q.   Is that a fairly high concentration of

3 perchlorate?

4     A.   Yes, it would be.

5     Q.   Higher than at Santa Susana?

6     A.   Higher than any numbers that I'm familiar with

7 at Santa Susana, yes.

8     Q.   And if you turn to the next page, about halfway

9 down, you see it says, TCE was detected at a

10 concentration of 1,217 milligrams per kilogram?

11     A.   Yes.

12     Q.   Is that also a fairly high concentration of

13 TCE?

14     A.   Yes, that is.

15     Q.   Is that higher than concentrations of TCE found

16 at SSFL?

17     A.   Yeah, I'm not familiar of TCE concentrations in

18 soil at SSFL.

19     Q.   Do you know if there is TCE in the soil at

20 SSFL?

21     A.   I don't know that I've seen any reports that

22 identify TCE in the soil and the soil result numbers.

23     Q.   I take it if TCE in the soil at SSFL were a

24 significant problem, as site manager, it's something you

25 would know about?
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1     A.   Yes.

2     Q.   If you look at the next page of Exhibit 62, in

3 the first full paragraph, do you see it says the maximum

4 concentrations of perchlorate detected in the

5 groundwater in 2009 were 16,900 micrograms per liter?

6     A.   Yes.

7     Q.   Is that also a fairly high concentration?

8     A.   Yes, it is.

9     Q.   Do you know if that's higher than the

10 concentration found at SSFL?

11     A.   I believe it is.

12     Q.   Are the principal contaminants of concern that

13 are found at the United Technologies Corporation Pratt &

14 Whitney site higher than the concentrations of the

15 similar contaminants found at SSFL?

16     A.   For those that I'm aware of, yes.

17     Q.   Can you think of any reason to apply a

18 different cleanup process or different cleanup rules at

19 the Pratt & Whitney United Technologies site than at

20 SSFL?

21     A.   No.

22     Q.   Are you familiar with the Edwards Air Force

23 Base?

24     A.   I am familiar with it, yes.

25     Q.   What is your familiarity with the Edwards Air
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1 with respect to the Castle Air Force Base?

2     A.   No.

3     Q.   Is Castle Air Force Base located close to

4 San Jose?  Is that where it is?

5     A.   Closer to Merced, I believe.

6     Q.   Do you know how close it is to Merced?

7     A.   I don't.

8     Q.   Is Merced a fairly populated area?

9     A.   Yeah.  It's a large area.  I don't think it's

10 as big as San Jose, but --.

11     Q.   And Castle is at least reasonably close by?

12     A.   That's correct.

13          MR. MOSS:  We'll mark Exhibit 65 which is EPA

14 Superfund Record of Decision, Castle Air Force Base.

15 And 66 is EPA Superfund Record of Decision Castle Air

16 Force Base, and the first exhibit refers to OU 04 and

17 the second to OU 5.

18          (Deposition Exhibit Nos. 65 and 66 were marked

19 for identification.)

20     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  What is Exhibit 65?

21     A.   Exhibit 65 is a one-page table that appears to

22 be from the EPA Superfund Record of Decision for Castle

23 Air Force Base, OU or Operable Unit 04.

24     Q.   Do you see that on the second page of that

25 document there is a reference to VOCs?
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1 the site have any valid basis, do you?

2     A.   I don't have any question about how the study

3 was conducted.  I would have questioned actually the

4 proximate locations of where the background study was

5 done originally just because of its proximity to Santa

6 Susana itself.  I think we're better off with the new

7 approach that puts the background sampling locations

8 further away.

9     Q.   Why is that significant?

10     A.   The reason is, is the potential for migration

11 of contaminants off of Santa Susana to areas that you're

12 going to use for a background study area.  You try to

13 minimize that for a background study evaluation.

14     Q.   Assuming that as a result of the change from

15 pre-SB 990 to post-SB 990 it's necessary to truck

16 additional soil away from the site, do you have a view

17 as to whether the risk to public health is increased or

18 reduced by SB 990 given the risk of traffic, mortality,

19 diesel particulates, things like that?

20          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; incomplete

21 hypothetical.  Calls for speculation.  Lack of

22 foundation.

23          THE WITNESS:  And I don't know that the

24 trucking is the only option for that effort.  So I don't

25 know that that's the only thing.  But I don't have any
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1 firm estimate of what the additional risk would be if it

2 was all trucked or exactly how that would be managed.

3 But that is one of the things that would have to be

4 evaluated.

5     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  In a pre-SB 990 world, that's one

6 of the types of things that you would evaluate in

7 determining the cleanup standard; is that right?

8     A.   In the pre-SB 990, yes.  That's correct.  But

9 even in the post-SB 990, there still would have to be --

10 there still is going to have to be an assessment of

11 those, whether it's in a CEQA document or wherever it

12 is.

13     Q.   Will that occur with respect to the AOCs?

14     A.   Yes.

15     Q.   And is there a need to -- strike that.  If in

16 conducting the CEQA analysis, DTSC were to determine

17 that the risks of a cleanup to background to public

18 health were actually greater as a result of increased

19 trucking and other activity than not cleanup to

20 background, would the DTSC in fact relieve DOE and NASA

21 of the requirement of a cleanup to background?

22          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; calls for

23 speculation.

24          THE WITNESS:  I don't know what our

25 determination would be at that point.
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1     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  But I assume that for purposes of

2 doing the CEQA analysis, you would have to at least be

3 open, would you not, to potentially changing your mind

4 and deciding that a cleanup to background actually is

5 not in the interest of the public; is that right?

6          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; argumentative.

7          THE WITNESS:  Again, I think we'd have to put

8 that into the CEQA document, put the CEQA document out

9 for public comment and view what kind of comments we get

10 in general, yes.

11     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Yes, you would have to be open to

12 reconsider; is that right?

13     A.   We would evaluate that, yes.

14     Q.   And is the same true with respect to the

15 conducting of an EIS under NEPA?

16     A.   To the best of my understanding, yes.

17     Q.   So if the result of the EIS was that public

18 health was not served by a cleanup to background, then

19 there would be a need to revisit the AOCs at that time?

20          MR. ROBINSON:  Objection; calls for

21 speculation.

22          THE WITNESS:  I think the EIS is going to be

23 tied to the EIR, so I think it's all going to fit

24 together.  It's all got to come together.

25     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  I guess my point is just that in
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1 order to conduct those processes in good faith, the DTSC

2 would have to actually be open to actually changing its

3 mind, because otherwise there would be no reason to go

4 through the process, right?

5     A.   I would think that that's correct.

6          MR. MOSS:  Okay.  I think that's all I have.

7 Thank you.  Appreciate it.  I think I finished up close

8 to when I said I would.  Just before we go off the

9 record, Don, should we apply the same stipulations that

10 we've applied with respect to the other depositions in

11 this case?

12          MR. ROBINSON:  Sure.  We have been, haven't we?

13 Yes.

14          (TIME NOTED:  5:17 P.M.)

15          (The following stipulation is incorporated from

16          the deposition of Philip Rutherford:

17          "MR. ROBINSON:  Back on the record.  We've

18          stipulated, Mr. Moss and I have stipulated that

19          the original transcript shall be sent to his

20          office in Washington, D.C.

21          MR. MOSS:  Correct.

22          MR. ROBINSON:  And that the witness will review

23          and correct, if necessary, and sign the

24          original transcript and then you will inform us

25          of any changes that are made in the transcript,
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             UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

            CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

THE BOEING COMPANY,        )
                           )
               Plaintiff,  )
                           )
    vs.                    )  Case No.
                           )  CV10-04839-JFW(MANX)
MAZIAR MOVASSAGHI, in his  )
official capacity as the   )
Acting Director of the     )
California Department of   )
Toxic Substances Control,  )
                           )
               Defendant.  )
___________________________)

              DEPOSITION OF LAURA RAINEY

               Los Angeles, California

              Friday, December 17, 2010

Reported By:  Judith Schlussel
              CSR No. 4307
NDS Job No.:  140645
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1              UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
2             CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA
3

4

5 THE BOEING COMPANY,        )
                           )

6                Plaintiff,  )
                           )

7     vs.                    )  Case No.
                           )  CV10-04839-JFW(MANX)

8 MAZIAR MOVASSAGHI, in his  )
official capacity as the   )

9 Acting Director of the     )
California Department of   )

10 Toxic Substances Control,  )
                           )

11                Defendant.  )
___________________________)

12

13

14

15

16             DEPOSITION OF LAURA RAINEY,
17   at 350 South Grand Avenue, 21st Floor, Los Angeles,
18   California 90071, commencing at 9:39 a.m., on
19   Friday, December 17, 2010, before Judith Schlussel,
20   CSR No. 4307.
21

22

23

24

25
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1 APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL:
2
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4

5      WILMER CUTLER PICKERING HALE & DORR, LLP
6      BY:  RANDOLPH D. MOSS, ESQ.
7           ANNIE L. OWENS, ESQ.
8      1875 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
9      Washington, DC 20006

10      (202) 663-6000
11

12 FOR THE DEFENDANT DEPARTMENT OF TOXIC
13 SUBSTANCES CONTROL:
14

15      DEPARTMENT OF TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL
16      BY:  NANCY J. LONG, ESQ.
17      1001 I Street
18      Sacramento, California 95812
19      (916) 323-5542
20

21

22

23

24
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4
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1 conducted to identify additional samples to be collected

2 and based on the data gap sampling as well as the

3 previous work conducted per the RFI work plans, various,

4 what we call group area RFI reports have been prepared

5 and submitted for the department's review.  And the

6 group area referred to, I believe there are 11 group

7 areas that the entire Santa Susana Field Lab has been

8 broken into for purposes of reporting.

9          Let's see.  So subsequent to the group area RFI

10 report submittals, and now I'm talking about Area IV,

11 we've moved into a time of additional characterization

12 that's driven by the United States Environmental

13 Protection Agency, who is conducting radiologic

14 characterization of Area IV and the department is

15 involved in that we have an administrative order of

16 consent, we are working with the Department of Energy,

17 and as a part of that overall framework, we are

18 collecting co-located samples from EPA's locations and

19 we are utilizing these samples for purposes of chemical

20 characterization.  And those activities are ongoing.

21     Q.   If you take all of that work that you just

22 described, can you give me an estimate of how many pages

23 of analysis and data and report have been generated?

24 Obviously I'm not asking for a precise number.  But are

25 we talking about thousands of pages, tens of thousands
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1 of pages?

2     A.   If you include the historical information

3 alone, historical files reviewed, it would be over a

4 million.

5     Q.   And if you include only the work product that

6 was generated as part of the characterization process

7 and not documents which existed beforehand, what is your

8 rough estimate?

9     A.   Thousands of pages.  Typically, the lab reports

10 are electronic format when we get them, so I could not

11 even estimate other than tens of thousands of pages if

12 you add the electronic formatted reports to the actual

13 physical RFI report pages.

14     Q.   I take it we're talking about an enormous

15 amount of data as well; is that right?

16     A.   Yes.

17     Q.   I think you testified, if I heard you

18 correctly, that the process of creating the RFIs started

19 in the late 1980s; is that right?

20     A.   I believe so.

21     Q.   But I thought you also said that the RFA was

22 not prepared until the early 1990s?

23     A.   I think sampling was starting in the late '80s.

24 I was not on the Santa Susana team at that time.

25     Q.   I understand.
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1 a few minutes.  How many samples -- strike that.

2          How many soil samples would you estimate have

3 been taken as part of the chemical characterization at

4 SSFL?

5     A.   I don't know the exact number.  I would guess

6 in order of magnitude in the thousands.

7     Q.   Do you have an estimate of how many soil

8 samples remain to be taken at the site?

9     A.   I don't.

10     Q.   Who has been involved in the chemical

11 characterization to date, not the individuals but which

12 entities?

13     A.   The responsible parties have been involved in

14 the characterization, and that includes Boeing, NASA,

15 the Department of Energy and their contractors.  And the

16 department has been involved in terms of oversight.

17     Q.   We should just clarify for the record, when you

18 refer to department, you're referring to the DTSC?

19     A.   DTSC.

20     Q.   Anyone else?

21     A.   To some extent -- well, for chemical sampling,

22 yes, that's it.

23     Q.   We'll come back to the RAD in a minute.

24     A.   Okay.

25     Q.   Has DTSC taken its own samples of soil at SSFL?
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1     A.   When you say taken its own samples, you mean

2 physically collected or collected a sample that was

3 collected by a contractor?

4     Q.   Well, let me ask you about both.  Or you can

5 draw a distinction as appropriate.

6     A.   Yeah, I believe there have been soil samples

7 collected directly by the department.  I personally have

8 collected samples collected by the contractor in terms

9 of soil samples.

10     Q.   What percentage of the site has been

11 characterized on the chemical side?

12     A.   You mean area extent percentage?

13     Q.   Yes.

14     A.   I could not give you a number on that.

15 Significant portion of the site has been characterized.

16 I would say it's certainly focused within the, all the

17 operational areas and above and beyond that, away from

18 the operational areas and down drainages and peripheral

19 areas that may have been potential pathways for

20 contaminant migration.

21     Q.   Is it fair to say that the portions of the site

22 that are most likely to contain chemical contamination

23 have been characterized?

24     A.   Yes.

25     Q.   When you said that there were thousands of soil
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1 samples that have been taken, could that have been as

2 many as 20 or 25,000 samples?

3     A.   I have no actual number, so the order of

4 magnitude could actually be higher.

5     Q.   But just to sum up here, overall, a tremendous

6 amount of activity has taken place already with respect

7 to the chemical characterization at the site.  Is that

8 fair?

9     A.   Yes.

10     Q.   Now let's go back and talk about the

11 radiological contamination and characterization.  Can

12 you provide the same sort of overview for us with

13 respect to the radiological characterization that you

14 did for the chemical characterization.

15     A.   My role in the department has been mainly

16 focused on chemical aspects of characterization, so my

17 familiarity with the history of the RAD characterization

18 is limited to what I've seen referenced in various

19 documents I've reviewed.  But -- so I can only speak on

20 a general level.

21          When you say characterization, I know through

22 the years of operations at the facility, there has been

23 various RAD surveys conducted.  There have been D&D,

24 decommissioning and decontamination activities involved

25 that involved sampling for RAD.  There is an Area
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1 IV-wide RAD survey conducted, I believe, in the '90s.

2 There have been various ongoing smaller surveys in areas

3 that required attention throughout Area IV historically.

4 More recently, of course, there is an extensive

5 radiologic characterization effort going on through

6 EPA's work on site in Area IV.

7     Q.   Anything else you can think of?

8     A.   There were, going back even further, we see

9 historical documents showing initial RAD data collection

10 prior to site operations.  During site operations as

11 part of the federal government licensing requirements,

12 various media, environmental media were required to be

13 monitored during the site's early radiological

14 operations.

15     Q.   Anything else you can think of?

16     A.   And there had been some limited environmental

17 media monitoring, I've seen records of, from the,

18 Boeing's predecessor historically.  And then RAD

19 monitoring has been ongoing through like the groundwater

20 monitoring program; looks at and includes -- the current

21 program has included radiologic isotopes as analytes.

22 We have occasionally included like, we included RAD

23 constituents in surface water sampling within -- a few

24 years ago.  There has been RAD characterization as part

25 of the Area I burn pit characterization that was
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1 conducted.  I worked on the work plan for that.  We had

2 RAD characterization for the former Lox Debris Field

3 removal.  The characterization was conducted prior to

4 removal activities and during RAD monitoring -- RAD

5 monitoring was conducted during removal activities.

6     Q.   Anything else you can think of?

7     A.   I believe RAD characterizations ongoing

8 site-wide as a part of the building demolition

9 activities.  As well as I think even current, any soil

10 removal activities likely involve RAD characterization.

11     Q.   Anything else?

12     A.   That's it for now.

13     Q.   Anything else occurs to you, let me know.

14     A.   Okay.

15     Q.   Let me ask you the same question as to the

16 radiological characterization that I did as to the

17 chemical.  Can you provide a rough estimate as to how

18 many pages of data and analysis have been generated in a

19 radiological characterization?

20     A.   I'm guessing in the thousands, just in the

21 sheer volume I've seen in the historical document files.

22 Could be more.

23     Q.   Thousands, tens of thousands?

24     A.   I don't have an order of magnitude on that.

25     Q.   Okay.  Who has historically conducted the
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1 radiological characterization at SSFL?

2     A.   Well, going back to the very earliest of days

3 of the early operations, I believe the operators were

4 responsible for their RAD monitoring.  That's monitoring

5 and characterization.  Then as the facilities were

6 decommissioned, I believe the operators were responsible

7 for characterizing the conditions as the D&D progressed.

8     Q.   Just to pause for a moment, when you're

9 referring to the operators, would that have been the

10 Department of Energy and its predecessors?

11     A.   I wouldn't differentiate DOE versus Atomics

12 International, just from my point of view as I see the

13 reports, it's just as these facilities were operating,

14 there was RAD characterization ongoing as a result of

15 operations and decommissioning.

16     Q.   You don't know then whether the operations --

17 strike that.  We can come back to that later.  I think I

18 interrupted you and that you were in the process of

19 describing who was responsible for the radiological

20 characterization over time at SSFL.

21     A.   Okay.

22          So during operations, the operators conducted

23 various RAD characterization activities.  During

24 decommissioning, again, RAD characterization.

25 Subsequent in Area IV, RAD survey was conducted I
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1 believe by Rockwell, I believe -- Boeing's predecessor.

2 Boeing/DOE have conducted past, I'm sure RAD

3 characterization work throughout Area IV.

4     Q.   Do you know if the characterization work that

5 Boeing and Rockwell conducted was conducted for DOE or

6 whether they did so independently of DOE?

7     A.   Well, I've certainly seen documents that were

8 to be submitted to DOE.  I couldn't say whether or not

9 they did RAD characterization that didn't go to DOE.

10     Q.   You just don't know?

11     A.   I don't know.

12     Q.   All right.  Any other entity or company, to

13 your knowledge, involved in the radiological

14 characterization at SSFL?

15     A.   Well, at times we, like I mentioned when the

16 department was involved with collecting surface water

17 samples, we consulted with our Department of Public

18 Health and included radiologic isotopes in the suite of

19 analytes.  I don't know, perhaps the Department of

20 Public Health may have collected some samples under

21 their oversight.

22     Q.   Before the enactment of DTSC -- I'm sorry.

23 Strike that.

24     A.   I want to interrupt you.  EPA also collected

25 RAD samples as well I believe when Greg Dempsey came to
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1 the site in the late '80s, I believe there were some

2 samples collected by EPA.

3     Q.   Before the enactment of SB 990, did the DTSC

4 conduct any radiological characterization at SSFL?

5     A.   I don't know the timing of -- my experience

6 with that surface water sampling event, when we included

7 RAD isotopes, I don't recall if that was before or after

8 SB 990 went into effect.

9     Q.   Did the Department of Energy share its

10 radiological characterization reports with DTSC

11 historically?

12     A.   We should clarify, when you say

13 characterization, there is always the groundwater side

14 and those groundwater reports have been ongoing for a

15 long time.  I'm thinking when you're asking me these

16 questions about more like soil and surficial media.

17     Q.   It would be helpful in answering the questions

18 if you can just draw sort of distinctions as

19 appropriate.

20     A.   Okay.  All of these answers I've been giving

21 you have really been focused more on soil and surficial

22 media.  But I believe when RAD data is collected that it

23 is available to the department and that we get copied.

24     Q.   Including the historically, the Department of

25 Energy characterizations of radiological contamination
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1 at SSFL?

2     A.   Yes.

3     Q.   Are there currently employees of DTSC who are

4 assigned to participate in or oversee radiological

5 characterization at the site?

6     A.   I believe we are looking into hiring a health

7 physicist, but right now we don't have anyone in that

8 capacity.

9     Q.   Historically, has DTSC had anybody in that

10 capacity?

11     A.   Not that I know of.

12     Q.   Going back to the chemical side, do you have an

13 estimate of how many pages of documents have been

14 submitted in support of the RFI reports?

15     A.   How many pages of documents in support of the

16 RFI?  That includes the historical document submittals

17 as well as the reports themselves.  That would, as I

18 said, that would be over a million pages.

19     Q.   And to your knowledge, is there similar

20 documentation which has been submitted in support of any

21 of the radiological characterization efforts?

22     A.   Yes.  These same documents have been submitted

23 to the EPA as part of their requirements to the

24 responsible parties so that they could conduct a

25 historical site assessment.  So all the shared volumes
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1 a function of what we observed to be data gaps and based

2 on looking at all data collected to date.  You know,

3 implementation of SB 990 resulted actually in the need

4 for even more data to be collected and wider data gaps.

5 Is that the type of answer you're looking for?

6     Q.   Well, that was going to be my next question,

7 was about after the enactment of SB 990.  But let's just

8 focus for a minute first on if you assume that SB 990

9 had not been enacted.  Do you have an estimate of how

10 close in time the DTSC would have been to having

11 completed just the characterization stage on the

12 chemical side?

13     A.   It's hard for me to say that, because we're not

14 done with characterization.  But it would have entailed

15 at least another round of sampling to address our

16 comments in which our comments were a part of

17 identifying data gaps, so at a minimum, another round of

18 sampling would have been required for all group

19 reporting areas likely.

20     Q.   And then you indicated that after enactment of

21 SB 990, that the amount of characterization increased;

22 is that right?  Strike that.  That's a bad question.

23          You indicated that after enactment of SB 990,

24 the amount of characterization that was required

25 increased; is that right?
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1     A.   Yeah.  The ultimate end result would be even

2 larger data gaps.

3     Q.   Why is that?

4     A.   Since SB 990 requires -- it's linked to a more

5 conservative risk based scenario, that of rural

6 residential, we would be looking at for example risk

7 based screening levels, RBSLs for rural residential

8 typically are much lower than the suburban residential

9 RBSLs.  While we're not doing risk assessments

10 necessarily before completing characterization, we can

11 look at these RBSLs and ask are we characterizing down

12 to a level at which we're getting that level of

13 resolution and no further action areas.  In other words,

14 can we get to non-detect within an order of magnitude of

15 the applicable RBSL.  SB 990 lowered the RBSLs or

16 several orders of magnitude from any chemicals compared

17 to the suburban residential RBSLs for those same

18 chemicals.  It became an issue, it causes us to look at

19 and improve the level of resolution for getting down to

20 non-detects.  The end result of that is really going and

21 collecting more data in areas that had been previously

22 sampled to the extent we can get lower method reporting

23 limits in these -- to define the extent of

24 contamination.

25     Q.   Just to go back and make sure I understand your
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1 answer, before enactment of SB 990, is it correct that

2 the DTSC was applying a residential land use assumption

3 for SSFL?

4     A.   Yes.  Suburban residential.

5     Q.   Then after SB 990 was enacted, that the land

6 use assumption for SSFL changed to agricultural; is that

7 right?

8     A.   Yeah.  Agricultural residential, however, some

9 chemicals -- it was either agricultural residential or

10 suburban, whichever is the lower of the two, and I

11 believe -- let me say that again.  I lost myself.  It's

12 the lower of the two, rural residential and suburban

13 residential and I say that because VOCs, volatile

14 organic compounds, if you look at the indoor air

15 pathway, the suburban residential risk based screening

16 levels may actually be lower in that scenario than for a

17 rural residential.  But in general, all the other

18 chemicals, yes, the rural residential would be much

19 lower, and SB 990 mandated that we look at these lower

20 level -- the scenario that leads to lower numbers in

21 terms of if we look at the RBSLs.

22     Q.   RBSLs?

23     A.   RBSLs, risk-based screening levels.

24     Q.   So what SB 990 requires is that DTSC apply the,

25 either the residential risk -- residential use scenario
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1     A.   Yes.

2     Q.   Am I right that the reason for the change in

3 the land use assumption was SB 990?

4     A.   Yes.

5     Q.   And is there any other reason to have made that

6 change in the land use assumption other than SB 990?

7     A.   To make the change for purposes of conducting a

8 risk assessment?

9     Q.   Correct.

10     A.   No.  I think one would look at the work plan,

11 and the work plan defined the land use assumption.  The

12 land use, however, is zoned for rural residential but

13 the SRAM mandates suburban residential.

14     Q.   When you refer to rural residential, is that

15 the same thing that is sometimes referred to as

16 agricultural?

17     A.   Yeah.  Rural residential, agricultural.  Or

18 rural agricultural residential scenario.

19     Q.   But it's the same thing; is that right?

20     A.   Yes, yes.

21     Q.   Based on the characterization that has been

22 done to date, do you believe that the major source areas

23 have been identified at SSFL?

24     A.   Are you talking chemical and radiologic?

25     Q.   Why don't we start with chemical.
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1     A.   You're talking all of Santa Susana?

2     Q.   Yes.

3     A.   I would believe at this point, we have

4 progressed far enough to have identified major source

5 areas.

6     Q.   And what about with respect to radiological

7 contamination?

8     A.   Well, the characterization is ongoing with the

9 Environmental Protection Agency, so I think it's

10 premature to say whether or not there may be other major

11 source areas; however, an extensive amount of D&D

12 activities have occurred where most of the structures we

13 see have been removed from Area IV.

14     Q.   As part of the D&D process, necessarily there

15 is a characterization that takes place; is that right?

16     A.   That's right.

17     Q.   And that characterization has been in the areas

18 where the radiological activity was taking place; is

19 that right?

20     A.   That's right.

21     Q.   And before the ongoing EPA characterization,

22 was there another characterization that was conducted

23 with respect to radiological contamination at SSFL that

24 was completed?

25     A.   I know there was an Area IV radiologic survey
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1 across Area IV that was a rather large effort for RAD

2 characterization.

3     Q.   Did that survey, to your knowledge, identify

4 the major source areas for the radiological

5 contamination within Area IV?

6     A.   I can't really speak to any findings and

7 conclusions from the survey, other than I'm aware it was

8 conducted.

9     Q.   It's just outside the area of your expertise;

10 is that right?

11     A.   Yes, that's correct.

12          MR. MOSS:  Why don't we take a break here.

13 We've been going for a little over an hour.

14          MR. HEMBACHER:  Sounds good.

15                     (Recess taken.)

16          MR. MOSS:  Let's go back on the record.

17     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Is there something you'd like to

18 clarify?

19     A.   Yeah.  When you were asking earlier about RAD

20 characterization, who was involved, I forgot to mention

21 that there has been surface water monitoring ongoing for

22 decades that has included RAD constituents.

23     Q.   Which agency has been involved in overseeing

24 that?

25     A.   That's the Regional Water Quality Control
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1 Board.

2     Q.   Has that been an area that has been subject to

3 DTSC regulation as well?

4     A.   We actually include surface water as a media in

5 our RCRA Facility Investigations as well.

6          Specifically, the regional board oversees

7 surface water monitoring through the NPDES program.

8     Q.   Just while we're clarifying things, one further

9 point.  When we've been talking about the site, do you

10 understand that to include the northern and southern

11 buffer zone as well, as well as Areas I, II, III and IV

12 of the SSFL site?

13     A.   Yes.

14     Q.   Based on the work that has been conducted over

15 the years with respect to the radiological

16 characterization, is it fair to say that the major areas

17 of radiological contamination have likely been

18 identified at this point?

19     A.   I would assume it's likely that that's the

20 case.  But we are awaiting the completion of the RAD

21 characterization that is currently being conducted by

22 EPA.  When they're finished with that, then we can truly

23 answer your question.

24     Q.   What portion of the site is subject to the EPA

25 radiological characterization study?
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1     A.   That's administrative Area IV and the northern

2 buffer zone.

3     Q.   What are the principal chemical contaminants

4 that have been found at SSFL?

5     A.   When you say principal, what do you mean?

6     Q.   What I mean by that is either the ones that are

7 found in the largest quantities or even in smaller

8 quantities, ones that present significant public health

9 concern.

10     A.   Virtually all -- there is a long list of

11 chemical analytes that we look at as part of the RFI and

12 we've found most of them.  Ones that stand out as being

13 key in terms of risk, my understanding involve dioxins,

14 furans, poly-aromatic hydrocarbons, volatile organic

15 compounds, various metals.

16     Q.   Anything else?

17     A.   Perchlorate has been identified.

18     Q.   TCE?

19     A.   Yeah.  That falls under volatile organic

20 compounds.

21     Q.   PCBs?

22     A.   PCBs.  Sorry, yes.  That should be included.

23     Q.   What about semi-volatile organic compounds?

24     A.   The PAHs fall under the semi-volatile organic

25 compounds.
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1     Q.   And PAH is the poly-aromatic hydrocarbons?

2     A.   Hydrocarbons.

3     Q.   What are those?

4     A.   Poly-aromatic hydrocarbons, they're a class of

5 semi-volatile organic compounds.  To get beyond that

6 into a more specific definition, I can't tell you, give

7 you the chemical background of it.  But they include

8 things like benzo-a-pyrene is probably one of the top of

9 the list of ones that we have concern over when we see a

10 detect.  That would be considered a poly-aromatic

11 hydrocarbon.  There is a subset of semi-volatiles that

12 we refer to as PAHs.

13     Q.   I was actually trying to move in the simpler

14 rather than the more complex direction.  Is a PAH a

15 solvent, is it derived from a solvent, from fuel?

16     A.   Oh, they're -- they make up a type of

17 hydrocarbon.  But they're less volatile than the

18 volatile organic compounds.  And typically, for example,

19 if you had diesel, you would see a combination, if you

20 break it down into its individual constituents, you

21 would see a class of volatiles making up a small part of

22 diesel, but the majority of the heavy longer chain

23 hydrocarbons, longer carbon chain within the

24 hydrocarbons becomes less volatile, more into the

25 semi-volatile phase.
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1          So petroleum hydrocarbons can certainly contain

2 semi-volatile organic compounds.  We call it extractable

3 petroleum hydrocarbons would likely contain more SVOCs

4 than VOCs.  Am I answering your question?

5     Q.   You are, although for the record, can you just

6 make clear when you are referring to SVOCs whether

7 you're referring to, is that the semi-volatile organic

8 compounds?

9     A.   Yes.

10     Q.   And the VOCs are the volatile organic

11 compounds?

12     A.   Yes.

13     Q.   So just to make sure I have a complete list

14 here, the chemical contamination at SSFL that is of

15 principal risk concern are dioxins, the PAHs, the

16 volatile organic compounds which would include TCE,

17 metals, perchlorate and --

18     A.   Perchlorate.  And PCBs.

19     Q.   Anything else?

20     A.   There are others.  But those are the ones that

21 just off the top of my head come to mind as the key

22 constituents.  It's not to say they're the only ones or

23 they're the only risk drivers.

24     Q.   Fair enough.  Are there others that you can

25 think of as you sit here today that add significantly to
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1 the risk profile at the site?

2     A.   Well, I'm not a toxicologist.  I could name

3 other chemicals that we're interested in that we're

4 looking for.  As far as what their contribution would

5 be, I'd have to look at the analytical results of those

6 chemicals and then see what a toxicologist would say

7 about the cumulative additional risk from those other

8 chemical analytes.

9     Q.   Are there others that you would put on the list

10 of chemicals of principal concern at the site?

11     A.   Well, it gets back to what is the principal.  I

12 mean there are some other chemicals come to mind in Area

13 IV that are in addition to that list, but I honestly

14 don't know how much more risk should they be detected.

15 Like ethylene glycol is certainly one, terphenyl,

16 biphenyl; alcohols.

17     Q.   Terphenyl was one.  What was the next one?

18     A.   Biphenyl.

19     Q.   And alcohol?

20     A.   Alcohols.

21     Q.   Those are found in Area IV?

22     A.   We look for them in Area IV as a result of

23 historical operations, yes.

24          They have been a more recent add on, so when

25 you say we found them, I have not looked at all the more
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1 recent analytical data to say if we've actually found,

2 to what extent we found them.

3     Q.   Am I right that one of the ways you go about

4 the characterization is to look at the historic uses of

5 portions of the site and then go to look for particular

6 contamination that you think might have resulted from

7 those types of historical uses?

8     A.   Yes.

9     Q.   What is it about Area IV that would have caused

10 you to look for the four types of contaminants that you

11 just mentioned?

12     A.   The ethylene glycol would have been what we

13 often see referred to as dowanol in the historical

14 documents which was used for cleaning components

15 associated with nuclear reactors.  You know, piping and

16 whatnot.  Alcohols were used for passivation, for

17 cleaning of sodium off of various nuclear reactor and

18 nuclear research related components.  Terphenyls,

19 biphenyls, those would have been associated with organic

20 moderated reactor coolant materials.

21     Q.   Am I right --

22     A.   Oh, and hydrozene.  I'm sorry.  Need to add

23 hydrozene.

24     Q.   To the Area IV list?

25     A.   Yeah.
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1     Q.   Why were you looking for that?

2     A.   That was an additive to, for cooling water --

3 cooling tower blow down.

4     Q.   Again, as part of the operation of a reactor?

5     A.   No.  This would be more -- well, a cooling

6 tower, cooling towers have various industrial uses and

7 Area IV had a number of them.  They weren't necessarily

8 limited to nuclear reactors.

9     Q.   Do you know what other uses they were for?

10     A.   One was a co-gen operation.  It was built on

11 top of the former building ten.  There are various

12 energy related applications for research that utilized

13 high temperature steam plants, in this sense cooling

14 towers would cool the water generated from those

15 operations.

16     Q.   With respect to the other chemical contaminants

17 of concern that you mentioned, the dioxins and others,

18 were any of those chemicals associated with testing of

19 rocket engines, similar activities?

20     A.   Yes.  Some of them could be also associated

21 with rocket testing.  I would want to go back to

22 hydrazine, although I mentioned hydrazine as a key

23 constituent, it's not an analyte per se now because we

24 found that hydrazine has a very short half-life.  So to

25 try to look at it in soil, we in fact have not been
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1 successful and one would not even expect to be able to

2 detect it.  But it does break down into various chemical

3 breakdown products and we look at those.  So it's

4 hydrazine and its derivatives are both associated with,

5 as an additive to cooling tower blow down as well as

6 rocket testing activities.  That would be a good

7 example.

8     Q.   I take it TCE, for example --

9     A.   TCE also could be associated with rocket

10 testing certainly as well as possibly dioxins, metals.

11     Q.   Perchlorate?

12     A.   Perchlorate, absolutely, yes, as an oxidizer.

13     Q.   What about PCBs?

14     A.   I'm not familiar with -- I'm actually not that

15 familiar with all the full suite of rocket testing

16 analytes and the role of PCBs with respect to rocket

17 testing.

18     Q.   What about the PAHs?

19     A.   Again, I'm not as familiar.  But I wouldn't be

20 surprised if we did see some PAHs associated with rocket

21 testing.

22     Q.   What about dioxins?

23     A.   Same for dioxins.  Part combustion related

24 byproduct.

25     Q.   So just to make sure I've hit on all these, of
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1 all of the chemicals that you listed as the ones of

2 perhaps the greatest concern, the dioxins, the PAHs, the

3 volatile organic compounds, metals, perchlorates and

4 PCBs, to your knowledge, all of those may well be

5 associated with rocket engine testing?

6     A.   They may be.

7     Q.   Some of them you're sure and some you're less

8 sure; is that right?

9     A.   That's correct.

10     Q.   And for, I think all of the chemicals that you

11 mentioned that have been more recently identified to at

12 least search for in Area IV, all of those may be

13 associated with operation of nuclear reactors?

14     A.   Or nuclear research.  It was more than just

15 nuclear reactors.  They had critical test facilities and

16 they had just various nuclear research facilities.

17     Q.   Just for the record, can you define for us what

18 a critical test facility is?  Let me help.  Is a

19 critical test facility a very low powered reactor?

20     A.   You're dealing with much lower energy levels.

21 I don't know if you would technically even call it a

22 reactor, but typically from my perspective, it's not a

23 full scale -- it's not a reactor in that it does not

24 have a coolant which you typically see with a reactor

25 because it's a much smaller, has much less radiologic
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1 materials usage with the critical test facilities.  So

2 lower energy output, less materials, no coolants.

3 Typically it's just a much smaller structure for

4 research.

5     Q.   With respect to all of the chemicals that we've

6 been through both on your first list as well as the

7 additional list for Area IV, do you have any basis to

8 conclude that the presence of any of those chemicals at

9 SSFL was the result of private commercial activity that

10 did not involve the United States Government?

11     A.   I wouldn't be able to -- I wouldn't know.  I

12 wouldn't be able to differentiate private from

13 government work at the site.

14     Q.   So to the extent that those chemicals are found

15 at the site, you wouldn't have a basis for determining

16 whether in fact their presence was the result of

17 government related activity or purely private commercial

18 activity; is that right?

19     A.   It's possible you could link through historical

20 documents a particular program that would be government,

21 for example, and you can link contamination to that, but

22 what we find is through time their various programs move

23 amongst different buildings or within the same building

24 a program starts and ends and then another activity

25 occurs and then you could see a commingling of that same
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1 contaminant.  So in that sense, I would not be able to

2 differentiate.

3     Q.   Just to make sure that I fully understand, are

4 you saying that while it may be possible in some

5 circumstances to determine the source of a particular

6 contaminant in the soil or elsewhere, you're not aware

7 of any basis for making that type of determination at

8 SSFL?

9     A.   I would be --

10          MR. HEMBACHER:  Misstates -- objection;

11 misstates her testimony.  You can answer.

12          THE WITNESS:  What I said was I would be unable

13 to say definitively that although a source may be linked

14 with a contaminant, that that would be the only source

15 to that contaminant, whether it was government or

16 private.

17     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Are you aware of any basis at

18 SSFL to link any of the chemical contamination that

19 we've discussed to purely private commercial work at the

20 site?

21     A.   I could link chemical contamination to what I

22 believe to be private program but I can't tell you that

23 that would have been the only source of that

24 contamination.

25     Q.   What private activity took place at the site
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1 that you can identify?

2     A.   I don't really know specifics of that.  But I

3 do know, one that comes to mind I was aware of was what

4 we call ESADA, the Empire State Atomic Development, I

5 think, Associates, Association or Associates.

6     Q.   What is that?

7     A.   It was a consortium of private utility

8 companies from New York that had a contract for research

9 in Area IV and we have a location known as the ESADA

10 area which is not far, it's just kind of south, south,

11 south/southeast of the former Sodium Disposal Facility

12 and kind of south of, south/southwest of Building 100.

13     Q.   What type of contamination is associated with

14 the ESADA site?

15     A.   A variety of chemical contaminants.  It was

16 known for storage of drums of dowanol and alcohols.  The

17 contamination is currently being characterized, and the

18 characterization is ongoing.  But we know there are

19 metals in that area.  I don't recall all the elevated

20 concentrations of the types -- I don't know what all

21 chemicals off the top of my head we found in the ESADA

22 area, but it had possibly more history than just the

23 ESADA operations within the footprint of that area.  So

24 again, it gets to we know there is a private activity

25 occurring but there may have been an earlier history or
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1 more subsequent history that also could have impacted

2 that area.

3     Q.   The earlier activity could have involved

4 government activity; is that right?

5     A.   The earlier or subsequent activity could have

6 also involved government.

7     Q.   Thank you.  She restated it better than I did.

8          Is there any evidence of radiological

9 contamination associated with the ESADA site?

10     A.   I don't -- I don't know if there is evidence of

11 radiologic contamination.  It's currently undergoing

12 investigation.

13     Q.   In your view, does the chemical contamination

14 that exists at SSFL present a greater risk to the public

15 than chemical contamination found at other sites in the

16 State of California?

17          MR. HEMBACHER:  Calls for speculation.  Lack of

18 foundation.

19          THE WITNESS:  I couldn't answer that question.

20 That's outside of my expertise.

21     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Your expertise doesn't involve

22 assessment of risk to the public; is that right?

23     A.   That's correct.

24     Q.   Are there other sites in the State that you're

25 aware of that contain similar chemical contamination?
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1     A.   I would think -- yeah.  Yes.  I would think

2 there are some.

3     Q.   Do you have any reason to believe that the

4 chemical contamination that exists at SSFL is more

5 severe than that found at other sites in the State?

6          MR. HEMBACHER:  Calls for speculation.  Lack of

7 foundation.

8          THE WITNESS:  I'm not able to answer that.

9     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  What types of contamination have

10 been found at the other sites that you've worked at

11 while during your career at DTSC?

12     A.   What types of contamination?

13     Q.   Yes.

14     A.   Really on the contaminants we've looked at at

15 various other sites I've worked on include similar

16 suites -- the same suites of chemicals that I've listed

17 for you in the primary suite we talked about.  Of

18 course, these other sites had very different operations,

19 very different materials used.  But fundamentally, we

20 look at those types of contaminants at many of our

21 hazardous waste sites.

22     Q.   You see the same types of contaminants at many

23 of the other sites; is that right?

24     A.   When I say contaminants, I mean we use the same

25 analytical methods typically for a similar suite of
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1 analytes at various hazardous waste sites.  So in that

2 sense, yes, we see these chemicals detected at various

3 sites elsewhere.

4     Q.   That's true of TCE?

5     A.   Yes, it's very commonly detected.

6     Q.   That's a common one?

7     A.   Yes.

8     Q.   Perchlorate?

9     A.   I haven't worked with other sites that have had

10 detected perchlorate.  I think that's probably more

11 specific than something like volatile organic compounds.

12     Q.   Are there other sites in California that have

13 perchlorate?

14     A.   Yes.

15     Q.   And heavy metals?

16     A.   Yes.

17     Q.   PCBs?

18     A.   Yes.

19     Q.   Dioxin?

20     A.   Yes.

21     Q.   Volatile organic compounds?

22     A.   Yes.

23     Q.   Semi-volatile organic compounds?

24     A.   Yes.

25     Q.   Are some of those sites located close to
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1 population centers?

2     A.   That's quite likely.

3     Q.   Is there anything about the chemical

4 contamination at SSFL that is larger in quantity than

5 the similar chemical contamination found at other sites

6 in California?

7     A.   Well, specifically what comes to mind is the

8 TCE associated with discharge from historical rocket

9 engine testing.  I believe it was a half a million

10 gallons of TCE discharged into the ground during the

11 years of rocket engine testing.  That, to me, represents

12 a very significant quantity relative to any other site

13 I've heard of.

14     Q.   What about any of the other chemicals we

15 discussed?  Is it just the TCE?

16     A.   That one stands out as uniquely large in

17 volume.

18     Q.   Do any of the other contaminants stand out as

19 uniquely large in volume?

20     A.   To me, at the top of my head, they seem typical

21 of what we see at Santa Susana of a similar operation

22 elsewhere.  It's just there is a certain uniqueness to

23 the rocket testing that resulted in that volume of

24 discharge of VOCs to the ground.

25     Q.   The VOC to the ground is the TCE?
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1     A.   Yes.  And now its subsequent breakdown

2 products.

3     Q.   Are you aware of the different radiological

4 isotopes that have been found present at SSFL?

5     A.   I'm aware there are various radiologic

6 isotopes.  I'm not familiar with all of them.

7     Q.   Are you aware of any radiological contamination

8 at SSFL that could be tied to private commercial

9 activity at the site?

10     A.   No.

11     Q.   Would it be possible to identify and actually

12 remediate only the chemical contamination that resulted

13 from private commercial activity at SSFL without

14 simultaneously remediating chemical contamination

15 resulting from government activity?

16          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; incomplete

17 hypothetical.  Calls for speculation.

18          THE WITNESS:  Without specific, a more specific

19 information on your question, it's hard for me to answer

20 that.

21     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Fair enough.  But as you sit here

22 today, you're not aware, are you, of any basis to

23 conclude that it would be possible to remediate chemical

24 contamination at the site that resulted purely from

25 private activity without also remediating chemical
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1 the topics addressed in Exhibit 31?

2     A.   Yes, I do now.

3     Q.   Do you believe that the answers that are

4 provided in Exhibit 31 are accurate?

5     A.   Without going through detail of each and every

6 one, the gist of it as I see here is that the key is I

7 can't differentiate between what would be result of work

8 on behalf of the federal government or not.  So I think

9 that global statement really is the basis for most of

10 these interrogatories.

11     Q.   That's accurate?

12     A.   Yes.

13     Q.   Let me ask you about one in particular.  If you

14 would turn to interrogatory No. 15.

15          This is the one that asks about intermixing.

16 You see that?

17     A.   Yes.

18     Q.   And the question posed is, identify the method

19 by which contamination consisting of the same

20 radioisotope or chemical present in the same soil but

21 originating from different sources can be distinguished

22 or separately extricated based upon the sources from

23 which it originated.  Do you see that?

24     A.   Yes.

25     Q.   Then the response, the State or the DTSC says,
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1 "DTSC states that separate instances of the same

2 radioisotope or chemical found in the soil can under

3 certain circumstances be traced to the particular

4 source."  Do you see that?

5     A.   Yes.

6     Q.   Is there anything that you're aware of about

7 SSFL that would allow you to trace a particular

8 radioisotope or chemical to a private commercial source?

9     A.   I would not be able to differentiate whether

10 it's a private or commercial.  I can trace a chemical to

11 a potential source.  There are ways to do that.  But I

12 would not -- it gets back to the issue that I just don't

13 really differentiate private versus government.  So if

14 that's the key to your question, then no, I can't.  But

15 if the question is can I possibly trace a chemical to a

16 source, there is a possibility there.

17     Q.   Right.  But I take it that that possibility

18 turns, for example, on the history of the site, whether

19 there were multiple responsible parties --

20     A.   Yes.

21     Q.   -- operating at the site, operating in the same

22 area at the site --

23     A.   Yes.  There are various programs through time,

24 even though there might be a specific type of chemical

25 use area, the types of programs may have evolved through
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1 time with different parties involved and you could have

2 a commingling simply through time and the usage of

3 different entities for that same chemical.  So that in

4 itself could make it very difficult to trace to a unique

5 party that used those chemicals.

6     Q.   Right.  That goes to my question.  My question

7 is, given the long history of operations at SSFL, are

8 you aware of anything that would allow you at SSFL

9 itself to trace a particular radioisotope or particular

10 chemical back to a private source as opposed to the

11 government?

12     A.   No.

13     Q.   Let me ask you one question before moving on.

14 Knowing what you know about the historical operations at

15 the site, is it fair to conclude that at a minimum, a

16 very large portion of the contamination at the site was

17 the result of federal activities?

18          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; calls for

19 speculation.

20          THE WITNESS:  I can't answer that, because

21 again, I don't really differentiate federal versus

22 private in my reviews.

23     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Do you know whether the rocket

24 testing which occurred at SSFL was governmental or

25 private?
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1 risk assessment as well as results of characterization.

2     Q.   So it was necessary to revise or redo the RFI

3 reports because the land use assumption for SSFL changed

4 from the suburban residential to agricultural as a

5 result of enactment of SB 990?

6     A.   I would presume that's what he meant.

7     Q.   Is that in fact what happened?

8     A.   Pardon me?

9     Q.   Is that in fact what happened?

10     A.   Say that again, what happened.

11     Q.   In fact, has it been necessary to go back and

12 either revise or redo the RFI reports in light of the

13 change in the land use assumption from suburban

14 residential to agricultural in light of the enactment of

15 SB 990?

16     A.   It did not happen because we got through the

17 process of reviewing the RFI report in its current

18 state.  We provided comments, and in those comments, we

19 clearly stated that the RFI report will need to be

20 revised to conform with SB 990.  But it hasn't been

21 revised and submitted to us.

22     Q.   I see.  So that's in process still?

23     A.   Yes.

24     Q.   Was the -- strike that.  Are you familiar with

25 the 2007 RCRA consent order?
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1     A.   Yes.

2     Q.   What is that?

3     A.   It's an order that describes -- it's been

4 signed by all of the RPs, that's Boeing, DOE and NASA,

5 and it describes various elements for characterization

6 and cleanup at the site.

7     Q.   Was that based on the pre SB 990 SRAM?

8     A.   Yes.

9     Q.   So did the 2007 RCRA consent order incorporate

10 the suburban residential land use assumption that

11 existed before SB 990?

12     A.   I'm sorry.  Let me go back, I think the consent

13 order was pre SB 990.  The SRAM was also issued pre SB

14 990.

15     Q.   And the SRAM included a suburban residential

16 land use assumption, right?

17     A.   Yes.

18     Q.   And am I right then that the 2007 RCRA consent

19 order would have also been based on the suburban

20 residential land use assumption?

21     A.   I believe so.

22          MR. MOSS:  Exhibit 35.

23          (Deposition Exhibit No. 35 was marked for

24 identification.)

25     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Is Exhibit 35 your notes?
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1 identification.)

2          THE WITNESS:  I will just add I see there is a

3 note here on the volume estimate for removing soil to

4 background, because you had asked had we discussions

5 internally, I see the notes here.

6     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Where is that?

7     A.   Page 2, middle of the page.

8     Q.   I see.

9     A.   I recognize that number.  I believe that's from

10 Boeing, I think that number was estimated based on

11 Boeing's estimates.

12     Q.   The number there is 1.6 million cubic yards?

13     A.   Yes.

14     Q.   And about 80,000 additional truckloads?

15     A.   Yes.

16     Q.   With double trailers?

17     A.   Yes.

18     Q.   Do you have a view as to whether that estimate

19 is a reasonable one?

20          MR. HEMBACHER:  Calls for speculation.  Lack of

21 foundation.

22          THE WITNESS:  I don't know.

23     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Have you heard any discussion at

24 DTSC about whether that estimate is regarded as a

25 reasonable one?
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1     A.   Again, the volume has so many factors involved

2 in determining it.  Boeing has revised that -- I mean

3 the volume that Boeing has given varies depending on

4 what factors you utilize to calculate.

5     Q.   So the number may be too large or too small?

6     A.   Yeah.  It's just totally depending on the

7 methods you use to calculate the volume and the area

8 extent in which you would want to calculate the volume.

9     Q.   Did Mr. Malinowski express a view about the

10 estimate of 1.6 cubic yards or did he simply report that

11 that's what Boeing had estimated?

12     A.   I don't remember the context of why that was

13 mentioned.

14     Q.   Was there any discussion about the potential

15 impact on the environment of an additional 80,000 double

16 trailer truckloads going up and down the hill at SSFL?

17          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; vague and ambiguous.

18          THE WITNESS:  I don't know.  I don't see it in

19 my notes; following what I wrote down, if I follow and

20 look down at my notes.

21     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  You don't recall any discussion

22 about that?

23     A.   No.

24     Q.   Back to Exhibit 38.

25               (Discussion off the record.)
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1 on behalf of the DTSC as the person most knowledgeable

2 relating to the source of chemical contamination at

3 SSFL?

4     A.   Yes.

5     Q.   And based on that understanding, do you have

6 any reason to doubt the conclusion that the TCE that is

7 present in the ground at SSFL came from a federal

8 government source?

9          MR. HEMBACHER:  Same two objections.

10          THE WITNESS:  Again, I don't really understand

11 all the different government sources.  But I see the

12 table in front of me and I would just say that I see

13 what it says.  But beyond that, it's beyond the scope of

14 my reviews.

15     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  What would you conclude from what

16 the table says?

17     A.   I see this is a table listing of programs with

18 procuring agencies with volumes of TCE flush to the

19 ground.  And I see that the procuring agencies appear to

20 be government agencies.

21     Q.   I just want to make sure I've exhausted this.

22 You're not aware of any basis to conclude, are you, that

23 the TCE in the ground at SSFL was the result of any

24 private activity, are you?

25     A.   My whole point is that I don't know either way
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1 whether it's private or governmental.  I typically just

2 don't differentiate during the course of my reviews.

3     Q.   You can't differentiate with respect to any of

4 the chemical contamination at SSFL; is that right?

5     A.   No, not really, no.

6     Q.   No, you can't; is that right?

7     A.   No.  The clarification is yes, you might be

8 able to find a single source with a contaminant,

9 however, through time there may be other sources on top

10 of that, so the bigger picture is no, it's very

11 difficult, if even possible.

12     Q.   I apologize.  I'm just trying to make sure that

13 the record is clear on this point.  Am I correct that as

14 you sit here today, you cannot identify any chemical

15 contamination that is in the ground at the SSFL site and

16 conclude that that contamination was the result of

17 private commercial activity?

18     A.   That's correct.

19     Q.   Have you heard reference to the barrel shooting

20 incidents --

21     A.   Yes.

22     Q.   -- at SSFL?

23     A.   Yes.

24     Q.   What do you know about that?

25     A.   I've heard, and I've seen photos of barrels in
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1 a field and in the image of the photo of a gentleman

2 with a gun pointed at the barrel and the story is that

3 as part of the historic disposal practices, hazardous

4 waste would be in these barrels, and they were so highly

5 reactive, the way to dispose of it was to allow the

6 reactivity to occur by shooting from a distance holes

7 into these barrels, so that they, the waste inside the

8 barrel would vaporize due to its reactivity.

9     Q.   To prevent danger to an individual in opening a

10 barrel in closer proximity; is that right?

11     A.   Yes.

12     Q.   Have you ever heard whether Boeing or one of

13 its predecessor companies had a permit to shoot

14 cylinders at the SSFL site?

15     A.   I have not heard of that.

16     Q.   Do you have any knowledge as to whether any

17 contamination that resulted from the shooting of the

18 barrels was the product of private commercial activity?

19          MR. HEMBACHER:  Objection; vague and ambiguous.

20          THE WITNESS:  Could you say that again.

21     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Do you have any knowledge as to

22 whether any of the contamination that may have resulted

23 from shooting of the barrels was the result of private

24 commercial activity as opposed to governmental activity?

25     A.   No, I don't.
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1     Q.   When we spoke earlier about the ESADA, how do

2 you refer -- to the ESADA area?

3     A.   Yes.

4     Q.   When we spoke earlier about the ESADA area, and

5 I think you referred to potential dowanol contamination;

6 is that right?

7     A.   Dowanol.  Yes.

8     Q.   Is that actually present in actual barrels that

9 are housed at the ESADA area or is it in the ground?

10     A.   Currently, there are no drums at ESADA, but

11 historically, there is documentation that there were

12 many, many drums containing various cleaning fluids for,

13 that included fluids such as alcohols and dowanol.  So

14 those drums are no longer there now.  Now the question

15 is whether they leaked into the ground, and that's part

16 of the investigation, is designed to look for that.

17     Q.   But at this point, you don't know whether

18 actually there is any dowanol contamination at the ESADA

19 area?

20     A.   That chemical analyte has been recently added

21 to the RFI list of constituents.  That would be ethylene

22 glycol.  So that investigation has not occurred yet so I

23 don't have the answers to that.

24     Q.   Do you know if the ESADA area was used as a

25 storage area for certain chemicals?
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1     A.   Well, it was in the sense that drums were, many

2 drums were placed there and stayed there for a certain

3 amount of time.

4     Q.   Do you know whether the chemicals that were

5 stored there were used for private commercial purposes

6 or used for governmental purposes?

7     A.   I don't know.

8          MR. MOSS:  Mark Exhibit 40 which is the 2007

9 RCRA consent order.

10          (Deposition Exhibit No. 40 was marked for

11 identification.)

12     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Have you seen Exhibit 40 before?

13     A.   Yes.

14     Q.   What is Exhibit 40?

15     A.   This is a consent order for corrective action

16 for the Santa Susana Field Lab.

17     Q.   If you turn to Page 41, if you see Mr. Riley's

18 signature?

19     A.   Yes.

20     Q.   Does that indicate that the DTSC consents to

21 the terms of the RCRA consent order?

22     A.   Yes.

23     Q.   And when we spoke earlier, is this the consent

24 order that embodies the suburban residential land use

25 assumption?
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1     A.   Yes.

2          MR. MOSS:  Exhibit 41.

3          (Deposition Exhibit Nos. 41 and 42 were marked

4 for identification.)

5     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Let's start with 42.  Have you

6 seen Exhibit 42 before?

7     A.   Yes.

8     Q.   What is that?

9     A.   This is the Department of Toxic Substances

10 Control approval of the Standardized Risk Assessment

11 Methodology Work Plan Revision 2.

12     Q.   Then if you turn to what is the second to last

13 page of the exhibit, you see it's signed by Mr. Abrams?

14     A.   Yes.

15     Q.   And above that, it says, "the SRAM final dated

16 September 2005 is hereby approved by DTSC"?

17     A.   Yes.

18     Q.   So does this document then reflect formal

19 approval by the DTSC of SRAM version No. 2?

20     A.   Yes.

21     Q.   Let's turn to Exhibit 41.  What is Exhibit 41?

22     A.   The Standardized Risk Assessment Methodology,

23 SRAM Work Plan.  It's revision 2 final for Santa Susana

24 Field Lab.

25     Q.   Is this the SRAM-2 that was approved in Exhibit
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1 42?

2     A.   Yes.

3     Q.   Is SRAM-2, which is Exhibit 41, another one of

4 the documents that we discussed earlier that formally

5 embodies the suburban residential land use assumption?

6     A.   Yes.

7     Q.   And DTSC approved that assumption; is that

8 right?

9     A.   Yes.

10     Q.   We spoke about this a little bit earlier.  Did

11 you personally attend any meetings with representatives

12 of Boeing relating to estimates of soil removal that

13 would be required under the administrative consent

14 order?

15     A.   Under which administrative consent order?

16     Q.   The Boeing -- I'm sorry.  The NASA and DOE

17 administrative consent orders.

18     A.   Could you repeat the question.

19     Q.   Sure.  Let me ask the question more generally.

20 Have you personally attended any meetings with

21 representatives of Boeing in which estimates of soil

22 removal under any scenario have been discussed?

23     A.   Yes.

24     Q.   And when did that occur?  Or those occur?

25     A.   Recently within the last few weeks.
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1     Q.   Were there earlier meetings as well?

2          MR. HEMBACHER:  Just to clarify, where the

3 volume of soil removal was discussed.

4          MR. MOSS:  Correct.

5          THE WITNESS:  That was the only meeting.

6     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Who made the presentation at the

7 meeting?

8     A.   It was Tom Gallagher and Rich Andracek.  And

9 there was a third person.  I don't know if it was Art

10 Lenox or Steve Shestag.  Do you want the attendees from

11 DTSC as well?

12     Q.   If you wouldn't mind.

13     A.   Sure.  Rick Brausch and Mark Malinowski.

14     Q.   What was the purpose of the meeting?

15     A.   The purpose of the meeting was to explain the

16 basis and findings of calculating the volume of soil

17 that would be removed under the SB 990 scenario for

18 purposes of discussing and negotiating conditions for a

19 potential agreement in principle with the department and

20 Boeing.

21     Q.   Do you recall the assumptions that were made in

22 Boeing's estimates of the volume of soil that would need

23 to be removed?

24     A.   I recall some of them.  One assumption of

25 course is that we would follow the rural residential
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1 agricultural scenario using the default values.

2     Q.   Any others you remember?

3     A.   There was a statistical parameter used to

4 represent the existing background data value and I

5 forget that exact parameter.  It was an upper threshold

6 value.  It showed the calculations in terms of the

7 spacing of real data and how the geometry, the layout of

8 the data was used in the calculations of the volume.

9 There are other details.  I just can't remember off the

10 top of my head.

11     Q.   Were there any of the assumptions that Boeing

12 made that struck you as unreasonable?

13     A.   No.

14     Q.   Were there any assumptions that Boeing made

15 where you would have made different assumptions?

16     A.   Possibly.

17     Q.   Do you recall which ones those were?

18     A.   Probably, you know, in the volume calculations

19 in terms of the geometry of the area to be excavated,

20 there is a certain flexibility in how one might come up

21 with a method for doing that.  The method that they

22 explained to us seemed reasonable at the time.  But one

23 could easily come up with an alternative method as well.

24 The point is there is not one single way to calculate a

25 volume.
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1 concerns the parties have agreed that that telephone

2 number should be redacted.

3          Wherever the telephone number appears we agree

4 it should be redacted, and with that understanding, the

5 document itself will not be treated as confidential, nor

6 will that portion of the deposition.

7          MR. HEMBACHER:  Agreed.

8          MR. MOSS:  And then the other thing we've

9 discussed is with respect to our ongoing discovery

10 dispute, that the DTSC will provide a privilege log by

11 January 5 and then the parties will, following that, tee

12 the issue up for the magistrate judge.

13          MR. HEMBACHER:  Agreed.

14          THE REPORTER:  You agree that the reporter can

15 redact that phone number?

16          MR. MOSS:  Correct.

17          MR. HEMBACHER:  Agreed.

18          THE REPORTER:  Thank you.

19          MR. MOSS:  We're almost done.

20     Q.   BY MR. MOSS:  Ms. Rainey, can you identify any

21 private contamination at the SSFL site that is not

22 intermixed with government contamination?

23     A.   Not that I can think of.

24     Q.   And when I refer to government contamination,

25 I'm referring to contamination resulting from activities
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1 of the federal government.  Do you understand that?

2     A.   Yeah.  And/or funded by, like contamination

3 from a contractor who is working under a government

4 contract, that type of thing?

5     Q.   Yes.

6     A.   Yeah.

7     Q.   Yes.  And I'm talking about the federal

8 government.

9     A.   Yeah.  I can't identify any, no.

10          MR. MOSS:  I think I'm done.  So thank you.

11          THE REPORTER:  Same stipulation.

12          MR. MOSS:  Same stipulation, and also the same

13 reservation of keeping the depositions open pending

14 resolution --

15          MR. HEMBACHER:  Resolution of the dispute over

16 the privileges that the department has asserted.

17          MR. MOSS:  As well as the production of any

18 documents not previously produced.  Thank you.

19               (TIME NOTED:  1:49 P.M.)

20          (The following stipulation is incorporated from

21          the deposition of Philip Rutherford:

22          "MR. ROBINSON:  Back on the record.  We've

23          stipulated, Mr. Moss and I have stipulated that

24          the original transcript shall be sent to his

25          office in Washington, D.C.
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